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Introduction

In the computer graphics community, it is sometimes argued that after sound,image, and video,

the next digital media revolution will be about 3-dimensional geometry. While this prediction

may seem somewhat optimistic, one has to acknowledge that shapes are becoming moreand

more widespread in computer science. The success of video games, as well as the one of

special effects in motion pictures provide the most prominent examples. In addition to these

applications in entertainment, geometry is also crucial in many industrial sectors. A consider-

able fraction of real world objects are produced from geometric models designed using CAGD

systems. Also, it is often useful to produce a computer model of a real world shape. Examples

include reverse engineering of mechanical parts, digitalization of art works, finite element sim-

ulations, GIS, surgery simulation, oil reservoirs modelling, or proteinengineering.

Dealing with shapes on a computer requires the ability to build and process numeric, that is

discrete models of shapes. By now, discretization of signals such as sound and image, and to

a smaller extent video, is a fairly well-mastered area. Indeed, powerful theoretical tools such

as Fourier transform, Shannon’s sampling theory or wavelets lead to efficient algorithms to

discretize signals and to manipulate them. For geometric data, the situation is quite different.

Because shapes are not signals, that is real functions, but rather sets, the tools above-mentioned

cannot be applied, at least directly. While some attempts were made to adapt signal processing

tools to treat geometric data, a fully satisfying framework for shape discretization still remains

elusive.

There is no consensus on the way a shape should be encoded on a computer. Instead, several

discrete models of shapes are commonly used, each having its pros and cons :

• Point sets arise naturally in applications such as reverse engineering, where theshape of in-

terest is only known through a finite number of points measured on its surface. Point sets,
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even huge, can be rendered efficiently using splatting techniques. Also, efficient algorithms

are available to compute geometric structures associated with point sets, such as the Voronoi

diagram. The Voronoi diagram of a sampling of a surface gives much information about

the surface itself. For that reason, in order to study a surface, it is often usefulto build a

sampling of that surface. On the other hand, point sets are not really surface models, as they

do not encode the topology of the surface they lie on.

• Implicit surfaces encode surfaces as zero-sets of functions having an analytic expression.

They are particularly well suited for certain tasks. In particular, they are a convenient tool

for morphing or for shape animation. They also are the basis of level-sets methods. In surface

modeling, they are used to build complex shapes by blending elementary shapes. Modeling

with implicit surfaces has the advantage to allow for topological changes without any special

care. As a drawback, rendering them directly requires ray-tracing and is thus computation-

ally demanding. Moreover, their manipulation can lead to difficult computer algebra issues

and robustness problems.

• Meshes are probably the most popular way to encode shapes. Surfaces meshes are by far

the preferred representation for rendering, at least up to a reasonable number of polygons,

since they can be processed very efficiently by graphic cards. Discrete conformal parame-

terizations lead to satisfying texture mapping algorithms for surfaces represented by meshes.

Surface meshes also are a convenient data structure for many geometric algorithms,allow-

ing for instance to “walk” on the surface easily. Finally, they form the basis of splines and

subdivision surfaces, which are the main surface models used in CAGD. Volume meshes are

also ubiquitous, since they are essential components in finite elements simulations.

• Volumetric images arise in applications where shapes are acquired by tomography, such as

medical imaging. Being -3D- images, they can be processed with techniques from functional

analysis, but they are not very well handled by more geometric methods, due to the inten-

sity of the noise they contain. Also, high resolution volumetric imagescan be expensive to

process, since their size is cubical in their spatial resolution. Let us mention an interesting

intermediate between meshes and images, the so-called geometry images [65]. The idea is

to model shapes by coarse -and possibly curved- meshes, whose polygons are endowed with

textures encoding the detailed geometry of the shape. Typically, the value of these textures
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give x,y,z coordinates of surface points, or coordinates of the normal vectors. This repre-

sentation enables the use of image processing technique at a small scale, while keepingthe

combinatorial structure of a mesh at a larger scale.

Shape discretization raises numerous problems. At the heart of these problems lie geomet-

ric approximation questions : given a discretization of a shape, to which extent can one recover

the geometry of the original shape? How can one discretize shapes while controlling the ap-

proximation error? A first class of problems posed by surface discretization is concerned with

the conversion between discrete models of shapes. Conversions are useful because theypermit

to take advantage of the particular strengths of either one of the models.

• The problem of surface reconstruction [39] consists in finding a mesh approximating a given

surface, knowing only a sampling of that surface. Its main application is reverse engineering.

Ideally, the approximating mesh should have the same topology as the original surface, and

be geometrically close to it. Most surface reconstruction algorithms from computational ge-

ometry are based on the Delaunay triangulation of the sample points. The latest among these

are provably correct, that is guarantee the topology and the geometry of the output mesh

provided the initial surface is smooth and densely enough sampled. The key fact ensuring

these guarantees is the convergence of a certain subset of the Voronoi vertices of the sample

points towards the medial axis of the complement of the original surface. From a certain

point of view, these results can be considered as a geometric analog of Shannon’stheory,

since they give a sampling condition under which a given shape can be recovered.However,

they are not fully satisfactory. Indeed, the sampling condition requires that the local density

of points should be at least a constant times the curvature of the surface. As a consequence,

this sampling condition cannot be met -by finite point clouds- when the surface contains a

sharp edge, even almost flat.

• Passing from a point cloud to an implicit surface is also useful. Several techniques are

available for that purpose. Most of them first compute a decomposition -or rather a covering-

of space induced by the points. The desired implicit function is then defined by gluing

functions defined on each element of the covering. The coverings used can be derived from

the Voronoi diagram of the points [15], or from an octree [95]. A notable exception are the

point set surfaces, which do not use any covering of space.
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One may also want to convert an implicitly defined surface into a point cloud. Ina popular

method [35], an initial sampling is first computed, and the sample points then mimic the

motion of particles repelling each other while staying on the surface. When equilibrium is

reached, the resulting point cloud is evenly distributed on the surface. Usually, the repelling

force is driven by the curvature of the surface, so that the density of the finalsampling adapts

to the curvature of the surface. Another technique aims at building a sampling matching the

conditions ensuring correct surface reconstruction [16].

Finally, it is sometimes needed to build a mesh approximating an implicit surface. If guar-

antees on the geometric distortion are often desired, the major specific problemhere is to

recover the topology of the implicit surface correctly. We do not elaboratefurther as part III

is entirely devoted to this problem.

• Building efficient meshes of known shapes is a major area of research. Efficiency can have

different meanings according to the problem studied. For surface meshes, the goal is to

optimize the ratio between geometric distortion and number of mesh cells. Efficient surface

meshes can be stored, transmitted or processed at lower cost. Several measures of geometric

distortion are commonly used : Hausdorff distance, closeness between the normal vectors,

Lp norms, or volume enclosed by the surface and its approximating mesh. It is known from

approximation theory that the shape of cells in an efficient mesh is given by the curvature of

the surface to be meshed [34]. In Part II chapter 4 of this thesis, we address the problem of

computing an efficient mesh of a surface described by a high resolution mesh.

For volume meshes, efficiency usually refers to their main application, namely thefinite el-

ements method. In this context, a mesh is used to define a finite-dimensional vector space

of a given space of real functions defined on the volume to be meshed. These functions are

then approximated by elements of the finite-dimensional vector space and partial differential

equations are replaced by finite-dimensional analogs. The goal here is to optimizethe ratio

between the dimension of the approximation space and the quality of the approximation. In

this respect, Delaunay meshes have good theoretical properties and are often preferred [110].

Also, in many cases, the phenomenon studied is not uniform in space, due to the presence

of media having different characteristics. Given the interfaces between these media,usually

described by a mesh, it can thus be useful to build a 3-dimensional Delaunay mesh contain-

ing the interface mesh as a sub-complex. As an example, when modeling the air flow around

an airplane wing, it is needed that the boundary of the wing is represented as asub-complex
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of the mesh used for simulation. The problem of building such a mesh is addressed in part I.

Another direction of research related to the problem of shape discretization is the exten-

sion of notions from the continuous world to the discrete one. Indeed,smooth objects, such as

surfaces, have been extensively studied by many generations of mathematicians. There is thus

an extremely well developed theoretical framework to deal with such objects. By contrast, the

study of discrete objects such as meshes has received much less attention, leaving much room

for further developments. In this respect, a particularly exciting area of research consists in

finding discrete counterparts of objects classically defined only in the smooth setting. As an

example, smooth Morse theory involves derivative computations and thus do not generalize to

the discrete setting directly. Still, the critical point theory for meshes developed by T. Banchoff

[8] provides a satisfying discrete counterpart of it. In this case, both the discrete and the smooth

theory actually are special cases of a more general one, stratified Morse theory. This ensures

structural consistency, which is often sought after : the discrete concept shouldsatisfy the same

theorems as the smooth one. Discrete conformal parameterizations are another example of

unified framework for both the discrete and the smooth case. In addition to being consistent,

definitions of discrete analogs of smooth concept should also lead to efficient algorithm to com-

pute them. Successful examples in this respect include the PL Morse complex by Edelsbrunner

[46] et al. or Forman’s combinatorial Morse theory [51]. Finally, an extension of a quantitative

notion such as curvature to say meshes should also satisfy approximation results. For instance,

the curvature of mesh approximating a smooth surface -in a sense to be made precise- should

be close to the curvature of the surface. Indeed, this is useful for estimationpurposes : if a

surface is only known through an approximating mesh, this is the condition under which the

curvature of the surface can be recovered by computing the one of the mesh. In Part II, we

propose a definition of curvature for meshes that respects the three criteria wejust mentioned :

consistency, low computational cost, and good behavior under approximation.

This thesis is organized in three almost independent parts. The first one describes an algo-

rithm devoted to the problem of conforming Delaunay triangulations, which we already men-

tioned. The goal is to compute a Delaunay mesh containing a given set of polygonal constraints

in 3D as sub-complex. This is the first practical algorithm which is provablycorrect without

any restriction on the input constraints. Implementation has shown that thealgorithm works

well in practice. This part has been published in the proceedings of SOCG 2002, and will
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appear in the special issue of CGTA devoted to this conference.

The second part is concerned with curvature estimation from meshes. Our contribution is

twofold. First, using the theory of normal cycles, we give an extension ofthe curvature tensor

to a broad class of surfaces, including smooth and piecewise linear ones. More precisely, we

associate with each region of a surface a tensor which, in the smooth case, equals the integral of

the curvature tensor over that region. Our main result is that under certain assumptions, this ten-

sor behaves nicely under approximation. In particular, a mesh approximatinga smooth surface

well will have curvature tensors close to the ones of the smooth surface. Thus,when computed

a mesh approximating a smooth surface, our curvature tensor yields a reliable estimator of the

curvature tensor of the smooth surface. This estimator also proves to work well in practice and

is straightforward to compute. We actually prove the general approximation result not only for

surfaces, but for hypersurfaces of any dimension. This work on the curvature tensor has been

published in the proceedings of SOCG 2003. Second, we describe an algorithm for anisotropic

polygonal remeshing of triangulated surfaces. Using the algorithm mentionedabove, we first

estimate the principal curvatures and directions at each vertex of the input surface. We then

trace a net of lines of curvatures on the surface by numeric integration. Finally, we derive an

anisotropic mesh of the input surface from this net. With an appropriate choice of the spacing

between lines of curvature, the resulting mesh is actually close to being optimalfor approxima-

tion purposes. This work on remeshing has been published in the proceedings ofSIGGRAPH

2003.

In the last part, we give a new algorithm for implicit surface polygonalization. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first algorithm that recovers the topology ofthe implicit surface in a

provably correct way. We actually show that the polygonalization we outputis always isotopic

to the input implicit surface. Instead of sticking to the precise geometry of the implicit surface,

we try to capture its topology with the least computational cost. For thatreason, we believe our

algorithm should be efficient in practice, though we did not implement it yetby lack of time.
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Part I

Conforming Delaunay triangulations in

3D
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Introduction

In the following, the termfacesdenotes objects in 3D space which are either 0-dimensional

faces called vertices, 1-dimensional faces called edges or 2-dimensional faces called 2-faces.

The vertices are just points, the edges are straight line segments, and the 2-facesare polygonal

regions possibly with holes and isolated edges or vertices included in their interior. A piecewise

linear complex, called for short PLC, is a finite setC of faces such that:

• the boundary of any face ofC is a union of faces ofC ;

• the intersection of any two faces ofC is either empty or a union of faces ofC .

A triangulationT is said toconformto a PLCC if any face ofC is a union of faces ofT .

In this paper, we propose an algorithm which, given a PLCC , finds a set of pointsP whose

Delaunay triangulation conforms toC . The setP includes the vertices ofC and a certain

number of additional points which are usually called Steiner points.

This question is motivated by problems in mesh generation and geometric modeling: in

these fields, it is crucial to decompose the space into a set of simplices which conforms to a

given PLC, with the additional restriction that the shape of the cells must satisfy certain prop-

erties. Delaunay triangulations present several features (see,e.g., [17]) which can be exploited

to solve this problem, and many mesh generation algorithms make use of thisconcept.

The problem of computing a conforming 2D Delaunay triangulation was solved by Saalfeld [103]

and Edelsbrunner and Tan [44]. The algorithm by Edelsbrunner and Tan [44] guarantees an

O(n3) bound on the number of generated Steiner vertices, ifn is the size of the input. Most

of the further works on the subject are based on the Delaunay refinement approach pioneered

by Ruppert [101] and Chew [31]. Shewchuk [109] gave an algorithm in 3D which builds a

conforming Delaunay triangulation under restrictive conditions on theangles of the PLC. Mur-

phy, Mount, and Gable [94] found a solution which works under no restriction, but produces

far too many points in practice. The main interest of their paper is to show the existence of a

conforming Delaunay triangulation with a finite set of vertices for any 3D PLC.

Our algorithm uses the Delaunay refinement approach. Initially, the setP is the set of

vertices of the complexC . Points are then added toP until each edge and each face of the

complexC is a union of simplices which are in the Delaunay triangulation ofP.
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The main difficulty with such a strategy is to ensure termination. Indeed, it is known that

sharp edges and corners may induce cascading additions of Steiner points. To avoidthis effect,

we first define a protected area around edges and vertices of the PLC with a special refinement

process. Outside the protected area, the PLC can be refined using Ruppert’s process and the

interaction between refinements in both areas can be controlled. Murphy, Mount, andGable

use a similar approach. The main difference with our work lies in the definition of the protected

area. In our case, this area adapts to the local geometry of the input PLC.

The algorithm is presented in Section 1.1 and proved to be correct in Section 1.2.In Sec-

tion 1.3, we present the details of the construction of the initial protected area, skipped in

Section 1.1. Section 1.4 presents some refinements to improve the running time of the algo-

rithm and to lower the number of vertices in the output conforming triangulation. At last, we

end with experimental results in Section 1.5.
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1.1 The algorithm

After a few definitions, we describe the protected area (Subsections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3). We then

define the refinement process used for this area (Subsections 1.1.4 and 1.1.5). Finally, we

describe the main procedure and summarize the whole algorithm.

1.1.1 Definitions and notations

Thecircumballof a segmentab is the ball admitting the segmentabas diameter. Thecircumball

of a triangleabc is the ball admitting the circumscribing circle ofabcas great circle.

An edge (resp. a triangle) is said to have theGabriel propertyif its circumball contains no

point ofP in its interior. A point in the interior of the circumball of an edge (resp. a triangle)

is said toencroach uponthis edge (resp. this triangle).

In the following, we note bd(B) the boundary of a ballB, int(B) the interior ofB and

circum(ab) (resp circum(abc)) the circumball of the segmentab (resp. of the triangleabc).

1.1.2 Protecting balls

The1-skeleton Skof the complexC is the union of the 0- and 1-dimensional faces ofC . The

protected area is defined by means of a setB of closed balls, called protecting balls, satisfying

the following requirements:

i. the union of the balls inB covers the 1-skeletonSkof the complexC ;

ii. the balls are centered on points which are inSk;

iii. if two balls intersect, their centers belong to the same edge of the complexC ;

iv. if a face ofC intersects a ball, then it contains the center of this ball;

v. the intersection of any three balls inB is empty;

vi. any two balls are not tangent;

vii. the center of any ball is inside no other ball.

(i) and (iv) imply that any vertex inC is the center of a ball inB. We show in Section 1.3

how to build a set of balls satisfying these requirements. Furthermore, in Section 1.4, we show

that there is in fact no need to cover all the edges.
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Figure 1.1:The situation in the neighborhood of a ball B, incident to three other balls B1,B2

and B3. There are two faces in the complex, limited by three edges, in the plane ofthe figure.

Point hi is added on the radical plane of B and Bi. p-points a,b,c, and d belong to the boundary

of two balls and to a face, they are therefore also inserted inP. Incident to o are four right-

angled triangles (e.g., oh2a) and two isosceles triangles (e.g., oab). The shield edges are ab

and cd.

1.1.3 Center-points,h-points, p-points, andSOS-points

We describe here a few subsets of points, included in the balls ofB, that we need to add first

in the setP. See Figure 1.1.

Let B be a ball inB with centero. Let BB be the set of balls inB that intersectB. By

condition (v), the intersections ofB with the elements ofBB are disjoint.

We first add the centero of B. Such a point will be called acenter-point. Then, for each

elementBi of BB, consider the radical plane ofB and Bi. It intersects the line joining the

centers ofB andBi at a pointhi , which is on an edge ofC by condition (iii). The pointhi is

added to the setP. Such points will be calledh-points.

By condition (iv), any face ofC which intersectsB∩Bi contains the centers ofB andBi,

and thus can be either the edge including the segmentooi (oi is the center ofBi) or a 2-face

incident this edge. For each 2-faceF of C intersectingB∩Bi, we add toP the intersection
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points ofF with the circle bd(B)∩bd(Bi). We called those pointsp-points.

Consider the planeQ of a 2-face ofC intersectingB (and thus containingo). The edges

of C split the diskQ∩B into one or several sectors. We focus on sectors which are included

in C . The p-points further split these sectors in subsectors. We callright-angled subsectors

the subsectors limited by an edge ofC and ap-point andisosceles subsectorsthe subsectors

limited by two p-points.

If some isosceles subsectors form an angle≥ π/2, we add some points on their bounding

circular arcs to subdivide them in new subsectors forming an angle< π/2. For reasons that

will be clear in Subsection 1.1.4, these points are called SOS-points. The new subsectors with

angle< π/2 are still calledisosceles subsectors.

Center-points andh-points are the only categories of points added in the interior of protect-

ing balls.p-points andSOS-points lie on the boundaries of protecting balls.SOS-points belong

to a single protecting ball whilep-points belong to the intersection of two balls.

Isosceles subsectors are defined by the centero of a ballB and by two pointsa andb (either

p-points orSOS-points) on bd(B). Line segments such asab, joining two points that define

an isosceles subsector, are calledshield edges. In the following, triangles defined by center-

points and shield edges such asoab are referred to asisosceles triangles. Triangles spanned

by a center-point, ah-point and ap-point on the boundary of some right-angled subsector are

referred to asright-angled triangles.

Defi nition 1 Theprotected areais the union of the isosceles and right-angled triangles. See

the dark gray area in Figure 1.1. In particular, the protected area is included in the union of

the protecting balls.

Defi nition 2 Theunprotected areais the complexC , minus the protected area.

1.1.4 The “split-on-a-sphere” strategy

During the process, it will be necessary to split shield edges. Since we do not want to add more

points inside the balls inB, we use a special treatment to split such a shield edge, called the

“split-on-a-sphere” strategy (SOS for short). See Figure 1.2.

Let ab be a shield edge to be split, in a ballB. We distinguish two cases:a andb are both

SOS-points and belong to a single ballB, or at least one of these two points (for examplea) is

a p-point and belongs also to another ballB′.
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Figure 1.2: The SOS strategy: We split the shield edge ab by inserting the point c on the

boundary of the ball.

If a andb belong only toB, let c be the midpoint of the shortest geodesic arcab on bd(B).

To refine edgeab, we addc to P and replace the shield edgeabby two shield edgesacandcb.

If a is a p-point belonging to bd(B)∩bd(B′), the idea is quite similar; however, if we do

not take care, the SOS strategy could lead to cascading insertions of points, because refining

an edge onB would lead to refinement of an edge onB′, and so on. We thus use a strategy “à

la Ruppert” [101], using circular shells. We consider the length of the segmentab, divided by

two, and round it to the nearest distanced which is of the form 2k,k∈ Z (the unit distance has

been chosen arbitrarily at the beginning of the algorithm). Letc be the point of the shortest

geodesic arcabon bd(B) at distanced from a. We split the shield edgeabusing the pointc.

In both cases, the added pointc belongs to the category ofSOS-points. Note that, due

to the SOS refinement strategy, the protected and unprotected areas, still defined as in Sub-

section 1.1.3, will slightly evolve during the algorithm. Each SOS refinement increases the

protected area and decreases the unprotected area.

1.1.5 The protection procedure

This procedure adds some points to setP to ensure that shield edges and isosceles triangles

have the Gabriel property. It uses recursively the SOS strategy and works as follows: While

there is an encroached shield edgeab or an encroached isosceles triangleoab, refine the edge

abusing the SOS strategy.

1.1.6 The whole algorithm

Let us recall that the algorithm works by adding points to setP. We noteDt3(P) the 3D

Delaunay triangulation of points inP. For each planeQ of a 2-face inC , we noteDt2(P∩Q)

the 2D Delaunay triangulation of points inP ∩Q. These triangulations are updated upon each
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insertion of a point inP.

The algorithm performs the initialization step and the main procedure described below.

The Initialization Step:

• Construct and initialize the protected area (as described in 1.1.2 and 1.1.3);

• execute the protection procedure.

We will see later that the Delaunay triangulation ofP conforms to the part ofC which

is inside the protected area. Because the algorithm maintains the Gabriel property of shield

edges, in each planeQ of a 2-faceF of C , the 2D triangulationDt2(P ∩Q) conforms to the

shield edges in this plane and thus to the unprotected partFu of F . The main procedure ensures

that the triangles ofDt2(P ∩Q) included inFu appear in the 3D triangulationDt3(P).

The Main Procedure:

The Main Procedure consists in executing the following loop: While there isa triangleT in the

2D Delaunay triangulationDt2(P ∩Q) of the planeQ of a 2-faceF of C such that:

a. T is included in the unprotected partFu of F ,

b. T does not appear inDt3(P),

refineT trying to insert its circumcenterc, that is:

• if c encroaches upon no shield edge, insert it;

• otherwise, split all the shield edges encroached upon byc using the SOS strategy, and then

execute the protection procedure.

1.2 Proof of the algorithm

Two steps are involved for the proof of this algorithm. First, we prove invariants of the algo-

rithm concerning the positions of the points added and the Gabriel property of some triangles

and edges. After that, we are able to prove termination.

1.2.1 Properties maintained in the algorithm

Lemma 1 At the beginning (and the end) of each execution of the main loop, theshield edges

have the Gabriel property.
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Figure 1.3:The circumcenter p of a triangle T lies in the unprotected area.

Proof. Indeed, this is true before the first execution of the main loop, because theprotection

procedure, which has just been executed, ensures this property; for the same reason, this also

holds after an execution of the loop leading to the split of shield edges. At last, a circumcenter

is inserted inP only if it does not violate this property. 2

In the following, we define anaddedcircumcenter to be a circumcenter inserted in the

setP, and arejectedcircumcenter to be a circumcenter considered in the algorithm but not

inserted because it encroaches upon some shield edge.

Lemma 2 Any circumcenter (added or rejected) considered by the algorithm lies in the unpro-

tected area, outside the protecting spheres. In particular, no point is added inside the protecting

spheres after the initialization step, andP is included inC .

Proof. Let T be a triangle whose circumcenter is considered at some step of the algorithm.

T lies in the unprotected area, and belongs to the 2D Delaunay triangulationDt2(P ∩Q) of

the planeQ of some 2-face inC . Let p be the circumcenter ofT. Assume for contradiction

that p lies outside the unprotected area. Letm be a point inT. Since shield edges enclose

the connected component of the unprotected area which containsT, the segmentpm must

intersect a shield edgeab. The verticesa andb cannot be inside circum(T) becauseT belongs

to Dt2(P ∩Q). Hence (Figure 1.3), triangleT belongs to the circumball ofab, which is

impossible by Lemma 1.

Moreover, since the circumballs of shield edges cover the intersection of the unprotected

area with the protecting balls (see Figure 1.4), any added circumcenter is actually outside the

protecting spheres. 2
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Figure 1.4:The intersection of the unprotected area with the union of protecting balls is in-

cluded in the circumballs of shield edges.

Proposition 3 At the beginning (and the end) of each execution of the main loop, theisosceles

triangles have the Gabriel property.

Proof. The proposition is obvious after the initialization step because the protection procedure

is called and enforces the Gabriel property of isosceles triangles. For the same reason, it is also

the case when a circumcenter has just been rejected because it encroaches upon some shield

edge.

It remains to see that this proposition is still true when a circumcenter has just been inserted:

such a circumcenter lies outside the protecting spheres (by Lemma 2) and outside the circum-

ball of any shield edge (otherwise it is not inserted inP). Letabbe such a shield edge, belong-

ing to ballB. We note that the boundaries ofB, circum(ab), and circum(oab) belong to a pencil

of spheres. Because the anglêaobis smaller thanπ/2, we have circum(oab)⊂ circum(ab)∪B

(Figure 1.5). The result follows. 2

o

B
a b

Figure 1.5:The balls B,circum(oab), andcircum(ab).

Lemma 4 Let B be a ball with center o, and p be a point on the boundary of B. If, at some

stage of the algorithm, the segment op is encroached upon, the encroaching point is a h-point

hi on the radical plane of B and Bi, and p belongs tobd(B)∩ int(Bi).
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Proof. The circumball ofop is insideB. Therefore,op can only be encroached upon by a

vertex in this ball, and not by the center ofB, hence only by ah-vertex inB. Suppose thatop

is encroached upon by a vertexhi, belonging toB andBi. The encroachment condition can be

rewrittenôhi p > π/2. Because pointsq in bd(B) that satisfyôhiq > π/2 lie in bd(B)∩ int(Bi),

p belongs to int(Bi). 2

Proposition 5 At each stage of the algorithm, the right-angled triangles have the Gabriel prop-

erty.

Proof. Suppose that a right-angled triangleohj p does not have the Gabriel property at some

stage of the algorithm:h j is on the radical plane betweenB andB j , andp is on the boundary of

B andB j . Because the circumball ofohj p is the circumball ofop, by Lemma 4, the encroching

point is ah-point, andp has to belong to the interior of a third ballBi, which is impossible by

condition (v). 2

Center points andh-points cut the edges ofC in subedges. Note that Proposition 5 implies

that these subedges are edges ofDt3(P).

1.2.2 Termination proof

Proposition 6 The protection procedure always terminates.

The proof is a straightforward consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 7 For each call to the protection procedure, there existsθ > 0 such that no isosceles

triangle with angle at the center of the ball less thanθ will be split.

Proof. Let oabbe an isosceles triangle with shield edgeab in a protecting ballB. We consider

in turn three kinds of possible encroaching points: points on the boundary ofB (case 1), points

in the interior ofB (case 2), and points outsideB (case 3). In each casek, we prove the

existence of a valueθk, such that neitheroabnorabcan be encroached upon by a point of type

k if âob< θk.

Recall that the three ballsB, circum(ab) and circum(oab) belong to a pencil of spheres. Be-

cause the anglêaobis smaller thanπ/2, we have circum(oab)⊂B∪circum(ab) and circum(ab)∩
B⊂ circum(oab) (see Figure 1.5). Therefore, it is enough to check that points on the boundary

of B or outsideB (cases 1 and 3) do not encroach uponab and that points inB (case 2) do not

encroach uponoab.
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1. For a planeQ of a 2-face ofC intersectingB, we consider the circle boundingB∩Q and

we denote byS(Q,B) the union of arcs on this circle spanned by the isosceles triangles

in Q. Notice that all theSOS-points inserted onB are located on such a setS(Q,B).

If Q is the plane containingoab, no point ofS(Q,B) encroaches uponab. If Q′ is another

plane, the distance betweenS(Q,B) andS(Q′,B) is strictly positive, so there is a value

θ1(B,Q,Q′) such thatab is not encroached upon by a point onS(Q′,B) if âob< θ1.

Settingθ1 = min{θ1(B,Q,Q′)} achieves the proof of case 1.

2. The only points in a ballB which can encroach upon an isosceles triangleoab in B are

theh-points inB. Suppose that a pointhi (on the radical plane ofB andBi) encroaches

uponoab.

If hi is in the planeQ of oab, we prove that encroachment is not possible. Indeed, ifhi

encroaches uponoab, hi encroaches either uponoaor uponob. Thusa or b would belong

to bd(B)∩ int(Bi), by Lemma 4, which is impossible becausea andb are eitherp-points

or SOS-points.

Let us now deal with the case wherehi does not belong to the planeQ. Let c∈ S(Q,B);

c does not belong toBi, for otherwisehi would belong toQ. Let us prove thathi is not

in the closed ball circum(oc). If hi is in the interior of circum(oc), this means thatoc is

encroached upon byhi , hence, by Lemma 4,c belongs to int(Bi), which is not the case.

Similarly, if hi is on the boundary of circum(oc), c belongs toBi.

Hence, the distance betweenhi and the ball circum(oc) is strictly positive. Letδ (B,Q,hi)

be the minimum (strictly positive) of this distance forc ∈ S(Q,B). Let δ ′(B,θ) be the

Hausdorff distance between circum(oc) and circum(oa′b′) whereoa′b′ is an isosceles

triangle witha′ andb′ on bd(B), axisocandâ′ob′ = θ . Asδ ′(B,θ) goes to 0 whenθ goes

to 0, there existsθ2(B,Q,hi) such thatδ ′(B,θ) < δ (B,Q,hi) for anyθ < θ2(B,Q,hi). It

follows thatoab cannot be encroached upon byhi if âob< θ2(B,Q,hi). Settingθ2 =

min{θ2(B,Q,hi)} achieves the proof of case 2.

3. Consider now the case where edgeab is encroached upon by a pointp outside the ballB.

At each call of the protection procedure, the set of points outside the protecting spheres

is fixed. Also, the distance between two setsS(Q1,B1) andS(Q2,B2) which do not share

a p-point is bounded from below. Thus, there is a valueθ ′
3 such that, if̂aob< θ ′

3, edgeab

cannot be encroached upon byp except ifp belongs toS(Q,B′) whereQ is the plane of
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oabandB′ intersectsB. Therefore, the only case remaining to be considered is the case

wherea is a p-point in Q∩bd(B)∩bd(B′) andab is encroached upon by a pointp of

S(Q,B′). However, in this case, we split edges incident toa using circular shells. Hence,

after a few splits, the edges incident toa will have the same lengths and will be unable

to encroach upon each other. Therefore, we get a valueθ3 ≤ θ ′
3 satisfying the desired

requirement.

2

Theorem 8 The algorithm terminates, and, once it is the case, the Delaunay triangulation of

P conforms to the complexC .

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the main procedure terminates: indeed, once it isthe case,

Propositions 3 and 5 show that the Delaunay triangulation ofP conforms to the protected area

of C , and the fact that the algorithm ends precisely means that the Delaunay triangulation ofP

also conforms to the unprotected area ofC . We prove the termination of the main procedure

by proving first that the number of added circumcenters is finite and second that the number

of shield edges encroached upon by rejected circumcenters is finite. Because the protection

procedure is already known to terminate, these two facts imply the termination of the main

procedure.

By construction of the protecting spheres, the unprotected area is a disjointunion of plane

regions. LetFu be such a region. As previously noticed, owing to the SOS strategy, these

unprotected regions slightly evolve during the algorithm; however, they are always shrinking.

Consequently, the distance betweenFu and the other regions as well as the distance between

Fu and the set of center-points andh-points added in the interior of the protecting balls can be

bounded from below by a constantδF . Let T be a triangle inFu whose circumcenter has to

be inserted inP and letCT be the circumcircle ofT. As T does not belong toDt3(P), its

circumball circum(T) contains a point inP which is not in the plane ofFu. Such a point can

be inside a protecting ball (a center-point or ah-point), on the boundary of a protecting ball

(and thus on the boundary of another region), or an added circumcenter (in another region by

Lemma 2). Therefore circum(T) either contains a point added in the interior of a protecting

sphere or intersects another unprotected region, and the radius ofCT is thus larger thanδF .

BecauseT belongs to the 2D Delaunay triangulation in the plane ofFu, CT encloses no point of

P. The area ofFu being finite, this shows that the number of added circumcenters is bounded.
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Figure 1.6:The shortest shield edge ab which may be encroached upon by a rejected circum-

center p.

Let us now show that the total number of edges encroached upon by rejected circumcenters

is finite. For this purpose, consider a shield edge encroached upon by the centerp of a circum-

circleC in a regionFu. C being empty and of radius larger thanδF , it is easy to show that the

shield edge has length at leastδF
√

2 (see Figure 1.6). Thus the number of those edges is finite.

2

1.3 Construction of the protecting balls

We have to build the setB of protecting balls satisfying the conditions described in Subsec-

tion 1.1.2. The efficiency of the algorithm really depends on this construction: the less balls

there are, the less points will be produced inP.

Defi nition 3 Let C be a PLC. Thelocal feature sizeof a point p with respect toC is the

distance between p and the union of faces ofC that do not contain p.

Let lfs(p) denote the local feature size of pointp with respect to the PLC which is given as

input of the algorithm. We address the following construction of theenclosing balls. Letα be

a real, 0< α < 1
2 (typically α = 0.4).

First, for each vertexv of the PLC, construct a ball of radiusα · lfs(v).
Then, on each edgee, do the following. Whilee is not completely covered by balls, consider

a maximal open line segmenta1a2 in e and outside the union of the balls in the current setB.

Pointai (i = 1,2) is an intersection of ballBi (with centeroi and radiusr i) with edgee. We will

insert a ball betweenB1 andB2. Let o be the midpoint ofa1a2. Insert a new ballB in B, of
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centero and radiusr, with:

r = min
{

α · lfs(o),oa1 +
r1

2
,oa2 +

r2

2

}
.

To ensure condition (vi), ifr = oa1, we replacer by (1− ε)r whereε is a small positive

constant.

Lemma 9 This construction terminates.

Proof. Consider an edgee, whose vertices have just been protected by two spheres. LetA be the

union of the (open) line segments which are ineminus the union of the current set of balls. Call

A0 the setA just after the protection of the endpoints ofe. The distanced = min{lfs(p)| p∈A0}
is strictly positive (thelfs function is continuous onA0, and lfs does not vanish onA0). The

insertion of a new ball:

• either increases by one the number of connected components ofA and decreases the measure

of A by at least 2(1− ε) ·α ·d (hence this case can happen only a finite number of times),

• or decreases by one the number of connected components ofA (without increasing the mea-

sure ofA).

The result follows. 2

Conditions (i), (ii), (iv), (vi) and (vii) are obviously satisfied. (iii) follows from the fact that

if two pointso ando′ do not belong to the same edge,oo′ is larger than or equal tolfs(o) and

lfs(o′). If two ballsB andB′, centered ato ando′ with radii r andr ′, are inB, thenr < 1
2lfs(o)

and similarly forr ′. Thusr + r ′ < oo′, hence the balls cannot intersect.

(v) is also true. Indeed, if three balls intersect, their centers must be vertices of a triangle in

C . But it follows from our construction that two balls centered on vertices of the PLC cannot

intersect becauseα < 1
2.

Hence we have:

Proposition 10 This construction ofB is correct.

1.4 Improvements

1.4.1 Speeding up the protection procedure

The following proposition shows that when the protection procedure iscalled from the main

procedure, there is no need to check whether isosceles triangles have the Gabriel property.
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Proposition 11 After the initialization process, enforcing Gabriel property for shield edgesin

the protection procedure is enough to ensure Gabriel property for isosceles triangles.

Proof. Upon termination of the initialization step, all isosceles triangles have the Gabriel prop-

erty. Suppose that, at some stage of the algorithm, a point encroaches upon some isosceles

triangleoabwithout encroachingab. Let B be the ball containingoab. Since circum(oab) is

included in the union ofB and circum(ab) (Figure 1.5), the encroaching point must be inside

B.

Hence it is sufficient to show that no isosceles triangle is encroached upon by a vertex inside

its protecting ball during the algorithm. By contradiction, letT = oab be the first isosceles

triangle encroached upon by a vertex inB. Since no point is inserted inside the balls during

the main procedure,T must be a triangle which results from the splitting of some triangle

T ′ = oac. The encroaching point can thus only be ah-point hi lying insideB. Arguing that

circum(oab), circum(oac), and circum(oa) belong to a sphere pencil and comparing their radii,

we deduce (Figure 1.7) that circum(oab) ⊂ circum(oac)∪ circum(oa). However,hi does not

belong to circum(oac) becauseT ′ = oacwas not encroached upon byhi, nor to circum(oa) (by

Lemma 4). Thereforehi does not belong to circum(oab), which yields the contradiction. 2

o

a b

c

B

Boa
BT ′

BT

Figure 1.7: circum(oab) ⊂ circum(oac)∪circum(oa).

1.4.2 Restricting the area where balls are required

In 1.1.2, the setB is constructed so that the balls cover the whole 1-skeletonSkof C . We

explain here that this is not always necessary. Indeed, the balls are introducedto avoid troubles

with small angles; they are thus not required at places where faces intersect with an angle large
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enough. This remark enables to put less balls inB, hence to reduce the size of the outputP.

We first describe the modification in the construction of the balls, and then prove that, despite

this slight modification, the algorithm is still correct.

Let e= o1o2 be an edge of the PLC so that all angles between faces incident toeare≥ π/2.

We modify the algorithm in the following way. Still construct ballsB1 andB2 centered at the

verticeso1 and o2. In P, inserto1, o2, and the two intersectionsp1 and p2 of e with the

boundaries ofB1 andB2.

Considerp1p2 as a shield edge in the main procedure. In other words, whenever this edge

would be encroached upon by the insertion of a point inP, split this edge in the middle, to

keep it protected at each stage of the algorithm. The original edge ofC is thus not in the

protected area, but the process is exactly like in the standard algorithm.

There are only minor modifications for the proof of the algorithm. The unprotected area

is still bounded with shield edges. The proof of termination of the protection procedure is

analogous: Lemma 7 can be adapted without difficulty to show that there also existsa length

δ > 0 such that the protection procedure never splits a shield edge which is a partof an edge

and with length less thanδ . The only difficulty is to show the following proposition.

Proposition 12 The modified version of the main procedure always terminates.

Proof. Let Fu be a region, in a planeQ, incident to edgee. The distance betweenFu and the

regions non-incident toe as well as the distance betweenFu and the set of center-points and

h-points outsideQ can be bounded from below by a constantδF > 0. Let p be the circumcenter

of a triangleT in Fu, added toP. We will show that the circumball ofT cannot contain a

vertex of another face incident toe, which implies that the radius of this circumball is larger

thanδF , like in the proof of Theorem 8.

Suppose for contradiction thatT is encroached upon by a pointp′ of P on a face incident

to e. Necessarily, because the angles of the faces ofC are obtuse ate, the circumball ofT

must intersecte. Let a andb be the intersection points of the boundary of circum(T) with

e. Let a′b′ be the unique shield edge included ine which is intersected by circum(T). (The

uniqueness follows from the fact that points inP, like a′ andb′, cannot lie in circum(T).) Let

H be the plane orthogonal toFu and containinge, andH+ be the half-space bounded byH

and not containingT. Clearly, circum(T)∩H+ ⊆ circum(ab)∩H+ ⊆ circum(a′b′)∩H+ (see

Figure 1.8). The pointp′ is in circum(T)∩H+, hence in circum(a′b′), which means thatp′

encroaches upon the shield edgea′b′ and yields the contradiction.
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Figure 1.8: In the half-space H+ (above the edge e in the figure), the part ofcircum(T) is

included in the part ofcircum(ab) which is, in turn, contained in the part ofcircum(a′b′).

The remaining part of the proof of termination of the main procedure is exactly the same as

in the proof of Theorem 8. 2

1.5 Experimental results

The algorithm has been implemented and tested using the Computational GeometryAlgorithms

Library CGAL1. Results for several models are displayed in Table 1.1 and Figures 1.9, 1.10,

1.11, and 1.12.

Table 1.1 gives for each model, the number of vertices of the input PLC (nb input vertices),

the number of 2-faces to which the Delaunay triangulation of input verticesdoes not conform

(non Delaunay faces), and the number of vertices of the conforming output triangulation (nb

output vertices). In those examples and in most cases, the number of vertices in the output

conforming triangulation and the number of input vertices are in a ratiocomprised between 3

to 1 and 10 to 1.

The running times, measured on a PC with 500Mhz processor, do not include the compu-

tations of local feature size values, because the current implementation uses a very slow brute

force algorithm for it. We are currently designing a data structure devoted to speed up these

computations.

1http://www.cgal.org/
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Table 1.1:Experimental data.

geological data triceratops umbrella

nb input vertices 7566 2832 16

nb non Delaunay faces 1045 2194 5

nb output vertices 25793 27947 122

running time (s) 83 570 0.7

1.6 Conclusion

We have presented an algorithm for computing a conforming Delaunay triangulation of any

three-dimensional piecewise linear complex. The most important innovation, compared to the

paper by Murphy et al. [94], is to enclose critical places by balls whose radii fit the local

complexity of the complex, with the use of the local feature size. Our experimental results

show that it is valuable in practice. The algorithm could be easily modified to guarantee in

the resulting mesh the Gabriel property for any triangle included in a constraint. The next step

currently under work is to investigate how conforming meshes with guarantees on the shape

and size of the elements can be obtained. Several questions remain open: we did nottry to find

the time complexity of our algorithm. It would also be interesting, asin [44] in the plane, to

find a bound on the output depending on the size of the initial complex and/or (like in [101])

the lfs function.
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Figure 1.9:Detail of a geological formation (Courtesy of T-surf and Mr. Reinsdorff). Solid line

segments stand for shield edges.

Figure 1.10:Umbrella. Solid line segments stand for shield edges.
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Figure 1.11:Triceratops.

Figure 1.12:Detail of the triceratops. Solid line segments stand for shield edges.
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Part II

Estimation of the curvature tensor via the

normal cycle
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Introduction

In many applications such as surface segmentation, anisotropic remeshing [2] ornon-photorealistic

rendering, a key step is to estimate the curvature tensor of a smooth surface knowing only a

polyhedral approximation of it. A lot of efforts have been devoted to this problem, leading to

several estimators, see [96] or [86] for a detailed survey. Most popular methodsrely on either

one of the following three approaches.

The first one is the quadric fitting approach, where the estimated curvature tensor is the

one of the quadric that best fits the sample points locally [104]. Usually,such algorithms first

estimate the tangent plane at the vertex at which the curvature is to be estimated. Then a

set of nearby vertices is selected, and their projectionspi on the estimated tangent plane are

computed, as well corresponding heightshi. Finally, the quadratic functionf defined on the

estimated tangent plane that minimizes the least square error between thef (pi) and thehi is

determined, and the output is the curvature tensor of the graph off at the considered point.

Some multi-pass variants of this method use the estimated quadric to deduce ahopefully better

estimation of the tangent plane, and repeat the whole procedure based on this estimation, until

convergence is reached [86]. The use of higher degree polynomials instead of quadratic func-

tions is also of interest [26]. The main advantages of quadric fitting are its relative robustness

against noise, and the fact that it ismeshless: it can proceed point clouds of which no triangula-

tion is available. Still, one should be able to select a set of neighboring points for each sample,

which is not that much easier than triangulating them, at least locally. The main drawback of

this approach is that for some specific configurations of neighboring points,namely when the

hi lie on a conic, there can be a whole space of quadratic functions achieving a perfect fit. This

results in a very high sensitivity of the estimation in the vicinity of these configurations, and

thus in a poor accuracy [26].

Another general technique, closer to classical differential geometry, first consists in estimat-

ing the curvatures of well-chosen cross-sections of the surface. In most cases, these sections

are defined by planes spanned by the considered point, and two neighbors of that point in the

triangulation. Some methods discard triples of points that are not sufficiently aligned [29]. The

curvature of corresponding cross-sections are usually estimated by the inverse ofthe radius of

the circle that passes through the considered triple of points [85], though other choices are pos-

sible [78]. From these curvatures and an estimate of the normal vector, the normal curvatures
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of the surface can be estimated using Meusnier’s theorem. Finally, the estimated curvature

tensor is the one that best accounts for the previously estimated normal curvatures [119, 37].

The main shortcomings of this general approach are the lack of analysis of the quality of the

obtained estimators, and also the lack of solid theoretical foundations.

Let us mention for sake of completeness a third class of methods, relying on covariance ma-

trices. An example of algorithm falling in this class is [10]. It proceeds by estimating normal

vectors at each vertex neighboring a given vertexp, and project these vectors on the estimated

tangent plane atp. The estimated curvature tensor atp is defined as being the inertia matrix of

the obtained set of 2-vectors. Other methods output the inertia matrix ofsets of vectors obtained

by different means [127]. Algorithms based on the covariance matrix approachare meshless

and seem robust against noise but, again, no analysis of the estimation errors is available, and

it seems that these algorithms are not well suited for irregular samplings.

In this work, we propose a sound approach to curvature estimation. Building upon the

theory of normal cycles from differential geometry, we define curvature tensors for a general

class of surfaces, including smooth and polyhedral ones. More precisely, we associate with

each region a tensor which in the smooth case is the average of the curvature tensor over this

region. The curvature tensor of a polyhedral approximation of a smooth surface then provides

an estimator of the one of the smooth surface. Our definition can be viewed as an anisotropic

generalization of what is usually called discrete curvatures.

Besides the aforementioned definition, our main contribution is a bound on the difference

between the estimated curvature and the actual one. This bound holds whenever the polyhedral

approximation isclosely inscribedin the smooth surface, which is a rather mild assumption.

In particular, restricted Delaunay triangulations can be shown to fulfill thisproperty for suffi-

ciently dense samplings. This latter case is of great importance in practice. Indeed, in most

cases, the only available data on an object is a set of points sampled on its surface. Apossible

approach is then to apply a reconstruction algorithm to get a triangulated surface, and estimate

the curvature of the object from that triangulation. As most popular reconstruction algorithms,

at least among the Delaunay-based ones, return a triangulation close to the Delaunaytriangula-

tion of the samples restricted to the object, the special case of restricted Delaunay triangulations

is particularly worth studying. For these triangulations, the bound we obtained implies that our

estimator converges linearly with respect to the sampling density, under a mildlocal uniformity
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condition on the sampling. This latter result actually holds for any closely inscribed triangu-

lation in which all triangles have bounded aspect ratio. To the best of our knowledge, only

weaker results have been obtained in the past [87]. Our result can be viewed as a quantitative

version of a theorem obtained by J.Fu [52] for gaussian and mean curvatures.

This part of the thesis is organized in three chapters. In the first one, we give anelementary

presentation of the theory of normal cycles, and how they can be used to define curvature

for both smooth and polyhedral surfaces in a unified way. We also state the main theorem

precisely. The second chapter, which is more mathematical, is devoted to the proof of the

theorem. We will actually give a more general result, applying to a broad classof objects, from

which follow corollaries corresponding to specific cases, such as the one of restrictedDelaunay

triangulations. Finally, the third chapter shows a practical application of curvature estimation,

which we already briefly mentioned : the anisotropic remeshing of triangulatedsurfaces.
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Chapter 2

Elementary presentation of normal cycles

theory

Introduction

The curvature of smooth surfaces has been extensively studied during the past centuries. In

a certain sense, it is defined by differentiating the considered surface twice. This definition,

obviously, does not generalize to less than twice differentiable surfaces, anda fortiori not to

piecewise linear surfaces. As shown in figure 2.1 in the case of curves, the very conceptof

pointwise curvature does not even make sense for the class of piecewise linear objects. Indeed,

at any point lying in the interior of an edge, the curvature is 0, whereas at avertex, it seems

infinite. This problematic situation is easily overcome by shifting from the pointwise point

of view to themeasure theoreticone : instead of considering curvatures at a given point, one

should consider integrals of curvature over a given region. For instance, if the curvature at a

given point of a polygonal line is not geometrically relevant, it is intuitively clear that the total

amount of curvature in the regionB (in bold in figure 2.1) isβ , the angle between the normals

at the two endpoints ofB.

The function that associates to each regionB the numberβ is the simplest example of what

are calledcurvature measures. Curvature measures are an appropriate way to deal with the

curvature of non necessarily smooth objects. For surfaces, which have a richer geometry, one

can define two curvature measures : the gaussian curvature measure, and the mean curvature

measure.
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Figure 2.1:What is the curvature of a polygonal line?

These two curvature measures give a rather coarse description of the geometry of the sur-

face. In a certain sense, they tell how much curvature there is in the considered region, but not

in which direction the curvature is. Typically, they contain enough information to recover the

radius of a cylinder, but not the direction of its axis. We will show how this problem can be

solved by defining a new type of curvature measures, which are tensor-valued : theanisotropic

curvature measures.

Also, a crucial issue for our purpose of curvature estimation is the one of approximation :

when the considered piecewise linear surface is a good approximation of a smooth surface, are

respective curvature measures close to each other? Our main theorem states that under certain

reasonable assumptions, the answer is yes.

Curvature measures have various interpretations. For convex objects, theyare involved in

the formula giving the volume of an offset of the object as a function of the offset parameter,

as we will see. They can also be defined in the framework of integral geometry [128]. These

interpretations, however, do not seem to lead easily to the definition of anisotropic curvature

measures, nor to the mentioned approximation result, except for the convex case[67]. To reach

this finer level of understanding, one needs to rely on a powerful tool lying at the crossroads of

geometric measure theory and differential geometry : the theory of normal cycles.

This chapter is organized in four sections. We first introduce some notations andstate the

theorem (section 2.1). Then we present the theory of normal cycles (section 2.2)and how they

can be used to define anisotropic curvature measures (section 2.3), which is a contribution of

this thesis. A rough idea of the proof of the theorem, intended for the not too mathematically
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inclined reader, is given in section 2.4.

2.1 Statement of the main theorem

In the sequel, we denote byM a surface in the three dimensional oriented euclidean spaceR3.

We assume for simplicity thatM is the boundary of some compact setV ⊂ R3.

2.1.1 Curvature measures

Let us first recall some basic definitions and notations in the case whereM is smooth. A good

reference for these is [9]. The unit normal vector at a pointp ∈ M pointing outwardV will

be referred to asn(p). Note thatM is thereby oriented. Given a vectorv in the tangent plane

TpM to M at p, the derivative ofn(p) in the directionv is orthogonal ton(p) asn(q) has unit

length for anyq ∈ M. The derivativeDpn of n at p thus defines an endomorphism ofTpM,

known as the Weingarten endomorphism, or shape operator1. The Weingarten endomorphism

can be shown to be symmetric ; the associated quadratic form is called the second fundamental

form. Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Weingarten endomorphism are respectively called

principal directions and principal curvatures. Both principal curvatures can be recovered from

the trace and determinant ofDpn, also called mean2and gaussian curvature atp. Figure 2.1.1

shows the geometric meaning of the second fundamental form at a pointp : applied to a unit

vector−→v in the tangent plane atp, it yields the signed curvature of the section of the surface by

the plane spanned byn(p), −→v , and passing throughp. Principal directions, displayed in bold,

correspond to the values of−→v where the second fundamental form is maximal or minimal.

According to the sign of the gaussian curvature, one gets three different cases, respectively

depicted in figure 2.1.1 : elliptic (positive), parabolic (zero), and hyperbolic (negative).

As mentioned in the introduction, our result does not involve curvatures at a single point,

but rathercurvature measures, which we define here :

Defi nition 4 The gaussian curvature measure of M,φG
V , is the function that associates with

every (Borel3) set B⊂ R3 the quantity :

φG
V (B) =

∫
B∩M

G(p)dp

1for some reason, most authors add a minus sign in the defi nition of the Weingarten endomorphism.
2the mean curvature is usually defi ned as the half trace of the Weingarten endomorphism.
3this restriction is very weak : virtually all sets one can encounter are Borel sets.
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Figure 2.2:The second fundamental form

where G(p) is the gaussian curvature of M at point p. Similarly, we define the mean curvature

measureφ H
V by :

φH
V (B) =

∫
B∩M

H(p)dp

H(p) being the mean curvature of M at point p.

Corresponding objects can be defined for triangulated surfaces. Assume now thatV is a

polyhedron with vertex setP and edge setE.

Defi nition 5 The discrete gaussian curvature measure of M,φG
V , is the function that associates

with every (Borel) set B⊂ R3 the quantity :

φG
V (B) = ∑

p∈B∩P
g(p) (2.1)

where g(p) is the angle defect of M at point p, that is2π minus the sum of angles between

consecutive edges incident on p. Similarly, we define the discrete mean curvaturemeasureφ H
V

by :

φH
V (B) = ∑

e∈E
length(e∩B)β (e) (2.2)

|β (e)| being the angle between the normals to the triangles of M incident on e. Thesign of

β (e) is chosen to be positive if e is convex and negative if it is concave.

In section 2.2 we will see where these formulas come from and why we use the same

notation for continuous and discrete curvature measures.
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2.1.2 Anisotropic curvature measures

In the case whereM is smooth, the second fundamental form ofM associates with each point

p∈M a 2×2 symmetric bilinear form onTpM, denoted byHV(p). The 2×2 symmetric bilinear

form on TpM having the same eigenvectors asHV(p) but with swapped eigenvalues will be

denotedH̃V(p). As we will see, we will need to extend these bilinear forms to 3×3 symmetric

bilinear forms, which we call̄HV(p) and ¯̃HV(p). We do so by settinḡHV(X,Y) = ¯̃HV(X,Y) = 0

wheneverX or Y is orthogonal toTpM. In other words, applying one of these 3× 3 form

to a couple of 3-vectorsX andY amounts to applying the corresponding 2× 2 form to the

projections ofX andY on TpM. A form related toH̄V has already been considered by Taubin

in [119]. We now introduce two matrix valued measures which are in some sense anisotropic

versions of curvature measures :

Defi nition 6 The anisotropic curvature measuresH̄V and ¯̃HV associate with every (Borel) set

the3×3 symmetric bilinear form :

H̄V(B) =
∫

B∩M
H̄V(p)dp

¯̃HV(B) =
∫

B∩M

¯̃HV(p)dp

The above definition is the reason why we extendedH̃V(p) andHV(p) to R3 : indeed, it

would have been impossible to integrate any of these forms directly, sincethe plane where they

are defined depends on the considered pointp. Again, corresponding objects can be defined in

the polyhedral case. IfV is a polyhedron, we define the discrete anisotropic curvature measures

by :

Defi nition 7

¯̃HV(B) = ∑
e∈E

β (e)length(e∩B)−→e ⊗−→e

H̄V(B) = ∑
e∈E

length(e∩B)

2
[(β (e)−sinβ (e))

−→
e+⊗

−→
e+

+(β (e)+sinβ (e))
−→
e−⊗

−→
e−]

where−→e denotes a unit 3-vector with the same direction as edgee, ande+ ande− respec-

tively denote the normalized sum and difference of unit normal vectors to triangles incident on

e. If u andv are two vectors,u⊗v is the bilinear form with matrixu.vt .
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2.1.3 Theorem

We now go back to the case whereM is smooth. The mappr that associates with each point

p∈ R3 its closest point onM is called theprojectionon M. Note that the projection is defined

everywhere except on the skeleton ofR3\M. One can show that it is continuous wherever it is

defined [50].

Defi nition 8 A triangulated surface S is said to be closely inscribed in M if :

(i) its vertices lie on M

(ii) the projection pr is defined on S and is a homeomorphism from S to M.

Theorem 13 Let W∈ R3 be a volume whose boundary is a triangulated surface T closely

inscribed in M. If B is the relative interior of a union of triangles of T , then :

|φG
W(B)−φG

V (pr(B))| ≤ CMKε

|φH
W(B)−φH

V (pr(B))| ≤ CMKε

|| ¯̃HW(B)− ¯̃HV(pr(B))|| ≤ CMKε

||H̄W(B)− H̄V(pr(B))|| ≤ CMKε

where CM is a real number depending only on the maximum curvature of M and :

K = ∑
{t∈T, t⊂B̄}

r(t)2 + ∑
{t∈T, t⊂B̄, t∩∂B6= /0}

r(t)

ε = max{r(t)|t ∈ B}

r(t) being the circumradius of triangle t.

In particular, this theorem holds whenW is the Delaunay triangulation of anr-sample of

M restricted toV, with r < 0.06. Indeed, such triangulations are closely inscribed, as shown

by Nina Amenta et al.[6]. When the triangles ofT have bounded aspect ratio,K boils down

to O(area(B)+ length(∂B)). For restricted Delaunay triangulations, this is the case when the

sampling is locally uniform in the sense of [58]. In these cases, theorem 13 showsthat estimated

curvature measures ofW converge to ones ofM linearly with respect to the sampling density.

At the end of section 3.3.4, we show the convergence of our estimator in the caseof restricted

Delaunay triangulations, assuming a weaker local uniformity condition [7] on the sample points

than the one used in [58].
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2.2 Normal cycles and curvature measures

Introduced by Wintgen and Zähle [130, 126], the theory of normal cycles provides a unified

way to define curvature for both smooth and polyhedral surfaces. Here is a very crude overview

of their approach.

The first observation is that the curvature measures of a smooth surface actually are byprod-

ucts of an object associated to the surface, called the normal cycle of the surface. More pre-

cisely, the curvature measures of a surface can be easily recovered from the normal cycle of

the surface. Second, the definition of the normal cycle of a surface has a uniquenatural exten-

sion to the polyhedral case. Finally, the curvature measures of a polyhedron aredefined to be

the measures recovered from its normal cycle. Before explaining what a normalcycle is, we

shortly review an early approach to curvature measures and the required background.

2.2.1 A first approach

Historically, curvature measures were introduced by considering offsets ofV, via the so-called

tube formula. First assume thatM is smooth.
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Figure 2.3:The tube formula
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Let ρ be the distance betweenM and the medial axis of the complement ofV (ρ is some-

times called thereachof M) and

Vε = {p|p /∈V d(p,V) < ε} ⊂ R
3

that is theε-offset ofV minusV. The tube formula then reads :

Vol(Vε) = area(M)ε +φ H
V (M)

ε2

2
+φG

V (M)
ε3

3

for ε < ρ. Moreover, this formula can be localized : if one only considers the partVε(B) of Vε

that projects on a subsetB of M, then we have :

Vol(Vε(B)) = area(B)ε +φ H
V (B)

ε2

2
+φG

V (B)
ε3

3

In the smooth case, the volume ofVε(B) is thus a polynomial inε, and its coefficients are

multiples of the curvature measures ofB. H. Federer [49] actually showed that the volume

of Vε(B) is always a polynomial inε for ε < ρ, even if the boundary ofV is not smooth.

The coefficients of this polynomial thus provide a way to generalize the definition of curvature

measures as soon asρ is strictly positive. For instance, ifV is a convex polyhedron, the obtained

definitions agree with definition 54.

Unfortunately, this approach breaks down as soon asρ equals 0, which is already the case

whenV is a non convex polyhedron ; this is the reason why the theory of normalcycles was

developed.

2.2.2 Background

The reader acquainted with exterior differential calculus might want to skip this section. [25]

provides a good introduction to the subject.

2-differential forms

Defi nition Let S be a smooth manifold of dimension at least two embedded in some eu-

clidean spaceRk. If f is a vector field onS , we denote byfx ∈ TxS the vector associated with

a pointx ∈ S . 2-differential forms are, in a certain sense, 2-dimensional analogs of vector

fields :

4The case of a convex polyhedron is actually the fi rst considered historically, by Jacob Steiner [116].
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Defi nition 9 A 2-differential formω onS associates with every point x∈S a skew-symmetric

bilinear form on TxS , denoted byωx.

The following definition shows how a 2-differential form can be built from two vector fields :

Defi nition 10 The exterior product f∧g of two vector fields f and g onS , is the 2-differential

form defined by :

( f ∧g)x(u,v) = ( fx∧gx)(u,v) =
fx.u gx.u

fx.v gx.v

for all x in S and(u,v) ∈ TxS .

Exterior products are special cases of 2-differential forms. However, they provide a good in-

tuition of the general case : any 2-differential form can actually be written as alinear com-

bination of exterior products of vector fields. It can be seen from the definition of an ex-

terior product that ifA is a linear transformation of the planeP spanned byu and v, then

( f ∧g)x(Au,Av) = det(A)( f ∧g)x(u,v). In particular,( f ∧g)x(u,v) = ( f ∧g)x(u′,v′) for any

two direct orthonormal frames(u,v) and(u′,v′) of P. Note that this property extend to general

2-differential forms by linearity. Similarly, we havefx∧gx(u,v) = f ′x∧g′x(u,v) for any couple

of orthonormal frames( fx,gx) and( f ′x,g
′
x) spanning the same oriented plane. Important exam-

ples of exterior products arearea forms. Area forms are a way to represent oriented surfaces as

2-differential forms. IfT ⊂S is an oriented surface, then the area form ofT is constructed as

follows : for each pointx∈ T , pick a direct orthonormal frame of the tangent planeTxT , say

(ux,vx). Forx /∈ T , setux = vx = 0. The area form ofT , denoted byaT , is the 2-differential

form u∧v. Intuitively, area forms can be thought of as fields of surface elements : when applied

to two vectorsa andb in TxS , aT x yields the signed area of the parallelogram spanned by the

projections ofa andb onTxT .

Integration 2-differential forms can be integrated on oriented surfaces, in the same way vec-

tor fields can be integrated on oriented curves. To see how, letT be an oriented surface inS

and, for eachx∈ T , let (ux,vx) be a direct orthonormal frame of the tangent planeTxT . The

integral of a 2-differential formω onT is defined to be :

∫
T

ω =
∫
T

ωx(ux,vx)dx

For instance, one has
∫
T

aT = area(T ), which is why area forms are called this way.
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Change of variable A change of variable is merely a diffeomorphismφ : S ′ −→ S where

S ′ is the manifold where the new variables live. Using such a map, a 2-differential form ω on

S can be transformed into a 2-differential form onS ′, by a process calledpullback:

Defi nition 11 The pullback ofω by φ , denoted byφ∗ω is given by :

φ∗ωx(u,v) = ωφ(x)(Dxφ(u),Dxφ(v))

for all x ∈ S ′ and u,v∈ TxS
′.

In a certain sense, pulling a 2-differential form back amounts to expressing itin terms of the

new variables. The change of variable formula relates the integral of a 2-differential form with

the one of its pullback. The result turns out to be particularly simple :

∫
S ′

φ∗ω =
∫

φ(S ′)
ω (2.3)

For example, ifS = S ′ = R2 andh is an integrable function fromS to R, applying (2.3) to

ω = haT yieldsφ ∗ω = Jac(φ)h◦φaT : (2.3) thus generalizes the classical change of variable

formula. For this formula to hold,φ need actually not be a diffeomorphism fromS ′ to S ; the

only requirement is thatφ should be a diffeomorphism fromS ′ to φ(S ′).

Integral 2-currents

Integral 2-currents generalize oriented surfaces [91]. They can be formally defined as linear

combinations of oriented surfaces with integral coefficients. In particular, anyoriented sur-

faceT can be considered as an integral 2-current, which we will abusively also denoteT .

Integration of 2-differential forms is extended to integral 2-currents by linearity :

∫
nT +pT ′

ω = n
∫
T

ω + p
∫
T ′

ω

The surface that is setwise the same asT but with reverse orientation thus corresponds to

the current−T . Geometrically, integral 2-currents can be thought of as oriented surfaces with

multiplicities. For instance, ifT andT ′ are two oriented surfaces such that orientations of

T andT ′ agree onT ∩T ′, T +T ′ can be represented asT ∪T ′ endowed with the same

orientation asT andT ′, points inT ∩T ′ having a multiplicity equal to 2. If orientations of

T andT ′ do not agree, then summingT andT ′ yields a cancellation onT ∩T ′.
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T ′

T ′

T −T ′T +T ′

Figure 2.4:Sum of integral currents.

Invariant 2-forms

Now setS = R3×S2. S is obviously a subset ofR3×R3. We will call the first factor of

the latter product thepoint space, Ep, and the second one thenormal space, En. The reason

for this is that an element ofS can be thought of as a point in space together with a unit

normal vector. Ifu is a 3-vector,un will denote the vector(0,u) ∈ Ep×En, andup the vector

(u,0) ∈ Ep×En. Rigid motions ofR3 can be naturally extended toS : if g is such a motion,

one can set ˆg(p,n) = (g(p), ḡ(n)), where ḡ is the rotation associated withg. We now define

two particular 2-differential forms onS :

Defi nition 12 Let (p,n) ∈ S and x,y∈ R3 such that(x,y,n) is a direct orthonormal frame of

R3. We set :

ωH
(p,n) = xp∧yn +xn∧yp

ωG
(p,n) = xn∧yn

One can actually check that these 2-forms do not depend on the choice ofx andy. Moreover,

they areinvariant under rigid motions, that is satisfy ˆg∗ω = ω for all rigid motiong. Geometric

interpretations of these forms will be given in section 2.2.5. The dimension of the space of

invariant forms is actually 4 [93].

2.2.3 Smooth case

The theory of normal cycles is inspired by the same ideas as the one presented in section 2.2.1,

but transposed in a setting where they can be generalized : the theory of currents.Loosely

speaking, normal cycles are a way to unfold offsets in a higher dimensional space:
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Defi nition 13 The normal cycle N(V) of V5 is the current associated with the set :

ST⊥V = {(p,n(p))| p∈ M} ⊂ Ep×En

endowed with the orientation induced by the one of M.

M andST⊥V are obviously diffeomorphic via the map :

i : M 7−→ ST⊥V

p −→ (p,n(p))

The connection between normal cycles and curvature measures lies in the following lemma

:

Lemma 14
∫

N(V)
ωG
|i(B∩M) = φG

V (B)

∫
N(V)

ωH
|i(B∩M) = φH

V (B)

for all (Borel) set B∈ R3.

Hereω|i(B∩M) denotes the restriction ofω to i(B∩M), that is the form that coincides withω
on i(B∩M) and vanishes elsewhere. In words, curvature measures of a surface can be recovered

by integrating specific differential forms on its normal cycle.

Proof. By definition we have :
∫

N(V)
ωG
|i(B∩M) =

∫
i(B∩M)

ωG

The change of variable formula now states that :
∫

i(B∩M)
ωG =

∫
(B∩M)

i∗ωG

To prove the first claim, it is thus sufficient to show that :

i∗ωG = GaM

Let (u,v) be a direct orthonormal frame ofTxM, wherex∈ M. By definition, we have :

∀w∈ TxM Dxi(w) = wp +Dxn(w)n

5we will sometimes abuse the terminology and write ’the normal cycle of the oriented surfaceM’ instead.
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ExpressingωG
i(x) in the frame(un,vn,nn

x), we get

(i∗ωG)x(u,v) =
un

.(up +Dxn(u)n) vn
.(up +Dxn(u)n)

un
.(vp +Dxn(v)n) vn

.(vp +Dxn(v)n)

=
u.Dxn(u) v.Dxn(u)

u.Dxn(v) v.Dxn(v)
= G(x)

The proof of the second equality is similar. We omit it here as we will prove a stronger result

in section 2.3. 2

2.2.4 Convex case

WhenV is convex, a normal cycle can be defined even ifM is not smooth. Indeed, in place of

normal vectors, we can considernormal cones:

Defi nition 14 The normal cone NCV(p) of a point p∈V is the set of unit vectors v such that :

∀q∈V −→pq.v≤ 0

Defi nition 15 The normal cycle N(V) of V is the current associated with the set

{(p,n)|p∈ ∂V n∈ NCV(p)}

endowed with the orientation induced by the one of∂V.

In particular, whenV is convex and smooth, this definition agrees with the one given in the

previous section. We now state a crucial property of the normal cycle, whichwe could have

stated in the smooth case as well : additivity.

Proposition 15 Let V1 and V2 be two convex sets inR3 such that V1∪V2 is convex. Then :

N(V1∩V2)+N(V1∪V2) = N(V1)+N(V2)

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the multiplicities of any point(p,n) in N(V1∩V2)+N(V1∪
V2) andN(V1) + N(V2) agree. Ifp does not belong to∂V1∩ ∂V2, this is obvious. Ifp lies

in ∂V1 ∩ ∂V2, one concludes easily by noticing thatNCV1∩V2(p) = NCV1(p)∪NCV2(p) and

NCV1∪V2(p) = NCV1(p)∩NCV2(p). 2

In figure 2.5 normal cycles are graphically represented by their image under themap send-

ing (p,n) ∈ Ep×En to p+n.
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V1
V2

N(V1) N(V2)

V1∩V2

Figure 2.5:Additivity of the normal cycle

2.2.5 Polyhedral case

Defi nition

Once we know what the normal cycle of a convex is, there is at most one way ofdefining the

normal cycle of a polyhedron while keeping the additivity property.Indeed, if one is given a

triangulation of the polyhedronV into tetrahedrati, i = 1..n, the normal cycle ofV has to be :

N(V) =
∞

∑
n=1

(−1)n+1 ∑
1≤i1<..<in≤n

N(∩n
j=1ti j )

by application of the inclusion-exclusion principle. We will give a geometric description of the

obtained current that does not depend on the chosen triangulation, so thatN(V) is well-defined

in the polyhedral case.

Simplices

Let us now describe the normal cycle of the polyhedronV. The way it is defined suggests

to look first at the normal cycle of simplices. Remember that intuitively, theseare unfolded

versions of offsets of simplices. Just as their offsets, normal cycles of simplices canbe de-

composed intospherical parts, cylindrical parts, andplanar parts. The difference is that these

parts now live inEp×En. We will say that a subsetA of Ep×En lies abovea subsetB⊂ R3 if

the projection ofA on the point space is included inB. Let us now describe in turn each type

of part for a simplexSof varying dimension :
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• spherical partslie above vertices ofS. They are subsets of{(p,n)| ||n|| = 1} wherep is the

considered vertex. IfS is reduced top, then the spherical part is a whole sphere. In caseS

is an edge, then each spherical part is a half sphere. WhenS is a triangle, they are spherical

2-gons, and ifS is a tetrahedron, they are the spherical triangles spanned by the normals of

neighboring facets. Edges of these spherical polygons are dual to edges ofS, and the external

angle between two incident spherical edges equals the angle between corresponding dual

edges.

• cylindrical partslie above edges ofS. They are included in{(p,n)|p∈ e, ||n||= 1, n.e= 0},

e being the considered edge. IfS is reduced toe, the cylindrical part is a whole cylinder. If

S is a triangle, it is a half-cylinder, and ifS is tetrahedron, it is a portion of cylinder whose

section is a circle arc joining the normals to incident facets.

• planar partslie above facets. They have the form{(p,n)| p∈ t} wheret is the considered

triangle andn a unit normal vector tot. If S is reduced tot, both possible orientations for

n have to be taken into account, whereas ifS is a tetrahedron, one should only consider the

outward normal.

General case

We can now go back to the case of a general polyhedronV. To begin with, for any pointp lying

in the interior ofV, there is a triangulation ofV such thatp lies in the interior of a tetrahedron.

Thus, there is nothing lying above the interior ofV in N(V). By a similar argument restricted

to a facef of M = ∂V, the part ofN(V) lying above f is the planar partf ×n, wheren is the

outward normal tof . The two remaining cases are slightly more involved.

Above edges If e is a convex edge ofV, V can be triangulated in such a way thate is in-

cluded in only one tetrahedron. Abovee, N(V) thus coincides with the normal cycle of this

tetrahedron : we get a cylindrical part delimited by the normals to faces incident one, with

multiplicity 1. If e is concave, one can find a triangulation ofV such thate is an edge of exactly

two tetrahedrat andt ′. Abovee, N(V) is the sum of the cylindrical parts ofN(t) andN(t ′)

lying aboveeminus the cylindrical part ofN(t ∩ t ′) lying abovee.

The above picture shows a cross section along a plane perpendicular to the concave edgee.

As can be seen, we get again a cylindrical part delimited by the normals to facets incident one,
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e

t t ′

Figure 2.6:Normal cycle above a concave edge

but with a multiplicity equal to−1, that is with reverse orientation.

Above vertices Above a vertexp, the situation is more involved, as we obtain a linear com-

bination of at least degree ofp half-spheres, spherical 2-gons and spherical triangles. In mag-

nitude, one can get arbitrarily large multiplicities ifp is not supposed to be convex. A full de-

scription of the part ofN(V) lying abovep can be given by computing the multiplicityµV(p,h)

(or µ(p,h) for short) of(p,h) in N(V) for each unit vectorh :

Lemma 16

µV(p,h) = χ(St+V (p,h))

whereχ is the Euler characteristic and St+
V (p,h) is the upper star of p, that is the union of

relative interiors of cells6 of V incident on p and lying in the half plane{x| −→px.h≥ 0}

Proof. One checks easily that both sides coincide whenV is a simplex. Indeed,St+V (p,h) is the

cone with apexp and with base (which we callb) the union of relative interiors of simplices

of the trianglet opposite top in V that lie in the half plane{x| −→px.h ≥ 0}. If h is in the

normal cone ofV at p, thenSt+V (p,h) = {p} so µV(p,h) = 1 = χ(St+V (p,h)). If not, then the

plane{x| −→px.h = 0} meetst. Thus,b is either a vertex oft or an edge oft. In any of these

cases,χ(b) = 1. As the Euler characteristic of a cone is 1 minus the one of the base, we have

µV(p,h) = 0 = χ(St+V (p,h)).

The claimed result then follows as both sides have the additivity propertywith respect toV.

2

6The relative interior of a point is that point.
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Note that this quantity, also called theindexof p with respect to the directionh [8][46], is

always smaller than 1 ifp is regular inV.

Curvature measures for polyhedra

Curvature measures for a polyhedronV are defined as the outcome of the integration of cor-

responding invariant forms onN(V), just like in the smooth case. Thanks to the structure of

N(V), it is sufficient to compute the integral of these forms on spherical, cylindrical and planar

parts :

• a tangent plane to a planar part is spanned by two vectors ofEp. Applying ωG or ωH to a

couple of two such vectors yields determinants with at least one zero column. Planar parts

thus do not contribute to the curvature measuresφ H andφG, as could be expected.

• the tangent plane to a cylindrical part at a point(p,n) is spanned byup andvn, whereu is

a vector parallel to the corresponding edge andv is orthogonal tou. For the same reason

as above,ωG vanishes when applied to(up,vn). u andv can be chosen so that(u,v,n) is a

direct orthonormal frame. ExpressingωH
(p,n) in the frame(up,vn), one obtains :

ωH
(p,n)(u

p,vn) =
up.up vn.up

up.vn vn.vn
+

un.up vp.up

un.vn vp.vn
= 1

The integral ofωH over a subset of a cylindrical part thus equals the area of this subset.

• a tangent plane to a spherical part is spanned by two vectors ofEn. Thus, integratingωH on a

subset of such a part yields 0. IntegratingωG yields the area of the subset, by a computation

similar to the one given above.

The curvature measureφ H
V (B) of a subsetB∈ R3 is the sum of the areas of cylindrical parts

of N(V) lying aboveB, weighted by their multiplicities. By the previously given descriptionof

N(V) above edges, one obtains indeed the formula (2.2).

φG
V (B) is obtained by summing the areas of spherical parts lying aboveB weighted by

their multiplicities. Let us do the computation for parts lying above a vertex p∈ B. V can be

triangulated such that all tetrahedra incident onp share an edgepq. These tetrahedra can be

numbered in a circular order aroundpq, sayti, i = 1..n. Let pi be the common vertex ofti, ti+1

andM, considering indices modn, αi be the anglep̂i−1ppi andβi = p̂i pq. For each simplexS

incident onp, the area of the spherical partSP(S) of N(S) lying abovep is :
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• S= pq : 2π

• S= pi pq : 2(π −βi) asSP(S) is a spherical 2-gon with angleπ −βi at its vertices

• S= ti : 2π −αi −βi−1−βi by the formula giving the area of a spherical triangle as a function

of its angles

Let us now apply the inclusion-exclusion principle to find the coefficient of eachof the areas

described above in the linear combination givingφ G
V (p). Areas ofSP(ti) appear once each.

Intersecting two tetrahedrati−1 andti yields the trianglepi pq ; as these are obtained exactly

onceSP(pi pq) has coefficient−1. The remaining(n2−3n)/2 pairwise intersections all equal

pq. Fork≥ 3, k-fold intersections also equalpq. Hence, the coefficient ofSP(pq) is :

−n2−3n
2

+
∞

∑
k=3

(−1)k+1

(
n

k

)
= 1

Finally, we have :

φG
V (p) =

n

∑
i=1

(2π −αi −βi−1−βi)−
n

∑
i=1

2(π −βi)+2π

= 2π −
n

∑
i=1

αi

that is the classical definition of the angle defect atp. This computation thus agrees with the

definition given by equation (2.1). Note that unlike the mean curvature measure, the gaussian

curvature measure is independent on the orientation, in the sense that choosing the complement

of V instead ofV would yield the same measure.

2.3 The second fundamental form via the normal cycle

The concept of normal cycle was introduced to define mean and gaussian curvature measures

for a general class of objects. In this section, we show that it can actually providea complete

description of the curvature of an object. Not surprisingly, integrating invariant forms on the

normal cycle yields integrals of invariants of the Weingarten endomorphism, namely its trace

and determinant. The basic idea here is to integrate non invariant forms inorder to obtain

integrals of each coefficients in the Weingarten endomorphism matrix.
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2.3.1 Two more 2-differential forms

We now define, for each couple of 3-vectorsX andY, two 2-differential forms onEp×En from

which we will recover the second fundamental form.

Defi nition 16 Given a point(p,n) ∈ Ep×En we set :

ωX,Y
(p,n)

= (np×p Xp)∧Yn

ω̃X,Y
(p,n)

= Xp∧ (nn×nYn)

where×n and×p respectively denote cross products in En and in Ep.

Note that these two forms are bilinear inX andY, but not symmetric. However, we will see

that integrating them on normal cycles yields symmetric bilinear forms.

2.3.2 Smooth case

Lemma 17 If M is smooth, then :
∫

N(V)
ω̃X,Y
|i(B∩M)

= ¯̃HV(B)(X,Y)

∫
N(V)

ωX,Y
|i(B∩M)

= H̄V(B)(X,Y)

Proof. As in the the proof of lemma 14, we perform a change of variable in the left-hand side.

To computei∗ω̃X,Y at a pointp ∈ M, we consider the direct orthonormal frame(e1,e2,n) of

R3 wheree1 ande2 are principal directions andn= n(p). If the principal curvatures associated

with e1 ande2 are respectivelyλ1 andλ2, we have :

i∗ω̃X,Y
p (e1,e2) = ω̃X,Y

(p,n)
(ep

1 +λ1en
1,e

p
2 +λ2en

2)

=
X.e1 det(n,Y,λ1e1)

X.e2 det(n,Y,λ2e2)

=
X1 −λ1Y2

X2 λ2Y1

= λ2X1Y1 +λ1X2Y2

= ¯̃HV(p)(X,Y)
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whereXi andYi, i = 1,2,3 are the components ofX andY in (e1,e2,n). The first claim thus

follows. The second one can be proved in a similar way. 2

2.3.3 Polyhedral case

The fact that integrals of the second fundamental form can be recovered from the normal cy-

cle of a smooth surface by integrating 2-differential forms enables us to define corresponding

objects for polyhedral surfaces, as they also have a normal cycle. The next lemmajustifies

definition 7 :

Lemma 18 If V is a polyhedron, then :
∫

N(V)
ω̃X,Y
|i(B∩M)

= ¯̃HV(B)(X,Y)

∫
N(V)

ωX,Y
|i(B∩M)

= H̄V(B)(X,Y)

Proof. Clearly, ω̃X,Y vanishes on planar and spherical parts. Lete be an edge ofM, or a

segment included in such an edge, andCP be the cylindrical part ofN(V) lying abovee. The

tangent plane toCPat (p,n) ∈CPhas a direct orthonormal frame of the form(up,vn), whereu

is a unit vector parallel toe. We have :

ω̃X,Y
(p,n)

(up,vn) =
X.u det(n,Y,0)

0 det(n,Y,v)

= (X.u)(Y.u)

As a function ofX andY, ω̃X,Y
(p,n)

(up,vn) is thus a symmetric bilinear form with 1 as unique

non-zero eigenvalue andu (or e) as associated eigenvector. It thus equals−→e ⊗−→e . Integration

onCPyields : ∫
CP

ω̃X,Y = β (e)length(e)−→e ⊗−→e

and the first result follows. The derivation of the second one follows the samelines and is left

to the reader. 2

Both in the smooth and polyhedral case, anisotropic curvature measures generalizethe

mean curvature measure : indeed, the trace of¯̃HV(B)(X,Y) or H̄V(B)(X,Y) equalsφ H
V (B).
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2.4 Sketch of proof of the theorem

The idea behind the proof of theorem 13 is roughly as follows. LetE denote the part ofN(W)

lying aboveB andD be the part ofN(M) lying abovepr(B) (figure 2.7). Consider for simplicity

thatE andD are oriented surfaces, though it is not really accurate as they actually are currents.

By lifting the projectionpr to Ep×En, one obtains a mapf from E to D. DefineC to be the

union of all line segments joining points ofE with their image underf . C is a volume whose

boundary is the union ofE, D, and a surfaceA which is the union of all line segments joining

points of∂E with their image underf . By applying Stokes theorem toC and a 2-differential

form ω, one can express the difference between integrals ofω on E andD as the integral of

ω on A plus an integral onC. In particular, whenω is a form associated with some curvature

measure, this implies that the difference between the considered curvature measuresof E and

D is the sum of an integral onA plus an integral onC. In this particular case, the quantities

to be integrated onE andD are bounded. Thus, to get a bound on the difference of curvature

measures, it is sufficient to bound the volume ofC and the area ofA.

To do so we first bound the area ofE and the length of∂E, which respectively give rise to

the two terms in the constantK involved in the theorem (see section 3.3.4).

Also, we show that the line segments from whichC andAare built are short. More precisely,

the distance between points ofE and their image underf is O(ε) with ε = max{r(t)|t ∈ B}.

Equivalently, the distance between a pointp∈ B and its projectionpr(p) is O(ε), as well as the

angle between the normal vector atpr(p) and any vectorh such that(p,h) lies in the normal

cycle ofW (see section 3.3.4).

Loosely speaking,C (resp.A) is thus a distorted cylinder the height of which isO(ε) and

the base of whichE (resp.∂E) has area (resp. length) bounded byK. If C (resp.A) were a true

cylinder, that is if all line segments were parallel, one could deduce that its volume (resp. area.)

is O(Kε). But this is not the case, so we have to take the distortion into account. It turns out

that the effect of this distortion is to scale the volume at most by a numberCM depending only

on the maximum curvature ofM on pr(B). One thus gets the desired boundO(CMKε) claimed

in theorem 13.
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Figure 2.7:Proof of theorem 13

2.5 Results

In practice, in order to estimate the curvature tensor of a surface at a vertex of amesh approx-

imating that surface, we choose a small neighborhoodB of triangles surrounding the vertex as

averaging region, and returñ̄HT(B), which has a simpler expression than̄HT(B). To get the

principal directions, we compute the eigendirections of the obtained matrix. The one associated

with the smallest eigenvalue in magnitude provides an estimation of the normal to the surface,

and the remaining two others give approximations of the principal directions, provided asso-

ciated eigenvalues are sufficiently different. These eigenvalues, divided by the area ofB, give

estimates of the principal curvatures. In the following, we take forB a fixed number of rings

around the considered vertex. Note that theorem 13 does not ensure linear convergence with

the sampling density in this case, as the averaging region shrinks as the sampling increases.

Still, we will see that in practice linear convergence seems to hold, at least for a large enough

number of rings.

Figure 2.8 shows the result of the estimation on a triangulated torus with 1000 vertices.

This mesh was obtained by applying a Delaunay-based ([15]) reconstruction algorithm to a

uniform random sampling of the surface of a torus. The estimated principal directions are close

to the actual ones, that is lie along the meridians and parallels of the torus.However, a closer

look shows that the estimation sometimes fails in the vicinity of what would be the topmost (or

bottommost) part of the torus, if the torus would lie flat on a table. More precisely, the principal

direction associated with the minimum curvature (in yellow) is correct, butthe two other direc-

tions might not be (see the green rectangles in figure 2.8). The reason is that in the mentioned
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Figure 2.8:Frame of principal directions estimated on a meshed torus. For each vertex, the

averaging domain used for computations is the 2-ring of that vertex.

area, one of the principal curvature vanishes and thus the corresponding eigendirection can be

mixed up with the normal direction, as they both lie in the same eigenspace of ¯̃HM. A possible

way of solving this problem would be to combine this result with the one of the alternate ten-

sor H̄T(B), so as to recover a correct estimation of the principal direction associated with the

maximum curvature.

Figure 2.9 shows a logarithmic plot of the mean estimation error as a function of the number

of points of the torus. The solid curve corresponds to the angle (in degrees) between the true di-

rection of minimum curvature and the estimated one. The dotted curve displaysthe estimation
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Figure 2.9:Mean error on the minimal curvature and on the associated direction
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error on the maximum curvature. From left to right, the three figures were respectively obtained

using the 1,2, and 3-ring of each vertex as averaging domain. Due to the high irregularity of the

sampling, 1-rings are too small averaging regions to get a reliable curvature estimation. Using

3-rings, one sees that the logarithm of the error decreases with a slope roughly equal to -0.5

with respect to the logarithm of the number of points. This means that apparently, the estimated

quantities converge linearly with the sampling density. On a torus with10000 vertices, the ob-

served average deviation on the direction of minimal curvature is 1.6◦, and the mean error on

the maximum curvature is less than 2%. For low resolution meshes, using 3-rings produces an

unwanted blurring effect resulting in a less accurate estimation. For instance, ona torus with

200 vertices, 2-rings provide better results.

The estimator seems to be, to some extent, robust against noise : on a noisy cylinder, the

estimated principal directions using 3-rings are globally correct (figure 2.10). Note however

that the results are not as good if one uses only 1 or 2-rings as averaging domains. On this ex-

ample, the noise added to the vertices of the cylinder is about one fourthof the typical spacing

between samples.

Figure 2.13 shows the result on a mesh of Michelangelo’s David. It is of course delicate to

claim that the result is correct, as the actual curvatures are not available, and in fact not even

defined -what is the curvature of a real world object? Still, the fact that displaying only the es-

timated minimal curvature directions is enough to recognize the masterpiece of Michelangelo

proves in some sense the quality of the result.

Figure 2.10:Estimated principal directions on a noisy cylinder using 3-rings
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Figure 2.11: The principal directions estimated on an ellipse with 1442 vertices, are very

similar to the actual ones, whose integral lines are shown in figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12:Lines of curvature of an ellipse
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Figure 2.13:Directions of minimal curvature estimated on a mesh of Michelangelo’s David.

For each vertex, the averaging domain used for computations is the 2-ringof that vertex.
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Chapter 3

Approximation of normal cycles

Introduction

In his articleEuler characteristic and finitely additive Steiner measures[89], John Milnor raises

the following question : in what sense do two sets have to be close to each other, in order to

guarantee that their curvature measures are close to each other? This open problem lies at the

heart of our approach to curvature estimation, since we estimate the curvature measures of a

surface by the ones of a piecewise linear approximation of that surface. Indeed, any answer

to the problem leads to conditions on the approximating triangulation ensuring the accuracy of

the estimation.

This line of research has already received some attention in the past. In the case of twoconvex

sets, the situation is well understood. For instance, the difference between themean curvature

measures of two convex sets is bounded by a constant times their Hausdorff distance [67], as

can be seen easily using the integral-geometric interpretation of curvature measures. Unfortu-

nately, these considerations do not seem to apply successfully to the considerably more difficult

case of non-convex sets.

If one drops the convexity assumption, it appears that the theory of normal cycles is a rele-

vant tool to tackle the problem. As explained in the previous chapter, the normal cycle of a

-sufficiently regular- set is a current that generalizes the notion of unit normal bundle to non-

necessarily smooth objects[126], [128], [130],[131],[129]. The key factabout normal cycle

theory is that the various curvature measures of an object can be recovered from its normal

cycle by integration of well-chosen universal differential forms. Using this interpretation of
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curvature measures, Joseph Fu [52] was able to prove, under certain assumptions, that if a

sequence of polyhedra converge to a smooth submanifold of an Euclidean space, then their

curvature measures converge to the ones of the submanifold. This theorem is established by

showing that the normal cycles of the polyhedra converge, in the sense of currents, to the one

of the submanifold. The proof of this convergence heavily relies on the compactness theorem

for integral currents with bounded mass.

Let us mention for sake of completeness that Cheeger, Müller and Schräder [28] managed to

obtain an approximation result for curvature measures, but in a different setting. They showed

that the curvature measures of a Riemannian manifold can be well approximated byquantities

defined by means of geodesic triangulations of the manifold. Note that thisapproach is intrinsic

and therefore different from ours in spirit.

The goal of this chapter is to refine the result of Joseph Fu by giving a quantitative version

of it. Indeed, his convergence result does not shed any light on the relationship between the

curvature measures of a smooth submanifold and the ones of a given approximating polyhe-

dron, which is the question we are interested in. We answer the question by giving an estimate

of the flat norm of the difference of the normal cycle of a compactn-manifoldV of En whose

boundary is a smooth hypersurface, and the normal cycle of a -sufficiently regular- compact

subsetC in terms of the mass of the normal cycle ofV, the Hausdorff distance between∂V and

∂C , the maximum angle between the normals toV and the “normals” toC 1, and ana priori

upperbound on the norm of the second fundamental form of∂V. We thereby give an answer to

the question raised by John Milnor in the special case where one of the two sets is smooth.

In the first section of this chapter, we give precise definitions relative to normal cycles, in-

cluding the extension of anisotropic curvature measures to hypersurfaces of any dimension.

In the second one, we prove the approximation result, and in the last one, wegive practical

corollaries of it such as the theorem 13 stated in the previous chapter. We referto [32] for a

treatment of the material of this chapter in the Riemannian framework.

3.1 Background on geometric measure theory

All the details can be found in [49].

1this will be given a precise sense even when∂C is not smooth.
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General currents

Let Dm the R-vector space ofC∞ differential m-formswith compact support onEn. Dm can

be endowed with a topology similar to the topology on the space of test functions used to

define distributions, the so-calledC∞ topology. A sequence(φi) of elements ofDm converges

to φ ∈ Dm in theC∞ topology if and only if the derivatives of any order of theφi converge to

the corresponding derivatives ofφ uniformly on every compact.

The topological dual ofDm is the R-vector spaceDm of m-currentson En. Equivalently,

currents can be viewed as differential forms whose coefficients are distributions instead of

smooth functions. Thesupport Spt(T) of a currentT can be defined as the union of the support

of its coefficients.

The subset ofm-currents with compact support is denoted byE m. We endowDm with the

weak topology:

∀φ ∈ D
m lim

j→∞
Tj = T ⇐⇒ lim

j→∞
Tj(φ) = T(φ)

Operations on currents

Basic notions relative to differential forms can be transposed to currents bydualization :

1. Boundary : to eachm-currentT one can associate am−1-current∂T called itsbound-

ary, defined by :

∀φ ∈ D
m−1 ∂T(φ) = T(dφ)

wheredφ denotes the exterior derivative ofφ .

2. Push-forward : given anm-currentT and a smooth mapf defined on a neighborhood of

the support ofT, one can define thepush-forward f♯T of T by f :

∀φ ∈ D
m f♯T(φ) = T( f ∗φ)

where f ∗φ is the pull-back ofφ by f . Note that this definition only makes sense when

f ∗φ is compactly supported. We thus have to assume thatf is proper, that isf −1(K) is

compact for every compactK. Actually, for the push-forward to be defined, it is sufficient

that the restriction off to the support ofT is proper.

Since f ∗ commutes with exterior differentiation,f♯ commutes with the boundary operator, so

that the push-forward of a current without boundary is also without boundary.
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Current representable by integration

We say that a currentT ∈Dm is representable by integrationif there is a Borel regular measure

||T|| on En finite on compact subsets and a unitm-vector fields
−→
T defined almost everywhere

such that

∀φ ∈ D
m T(φ) =

∫
<
−→
T ,φ > d||T||

Currents representable by integration are analogous to distributions of order 0. A current

representable by integrationT can be “restricted” to any||T||-measurable setA (see [50] pp

356). The obtained currentTxA is defined by :

∀φ ∈ D
m TxA(φ) =

∫
<
−→
T ,φ > 1A d||T||

Rectifi able and integral currents

In particular, one can associate anm-current representable by integration to any orientedm-

rectifiable subsetS of dimensionm of En2. It is a well-known fact that rectifiable sets of

dimensionm have a well-defined tangent space atH m-almost every point. Let~S be the unit

m-vector field encoding these -oriented- tangent spaces. The current associated withS, still

denoted byS, is defined by :

S(φ) =
∫

S
<~S,φ > dH

m

More general currents can be defined by incorporating integer multiplicitiesµ in the previous

formula :

T(φ) =
∫

S
µ <~S,φ > dH

m

If the support ofS is compact, and
∫

SµdH m < ∞, we say thatT is rectifiable. The space of

rectifiable currents is denoted byRm.

A current is said to beintegral if it is rectifiable and if its boundary is rectifiable.

Mass and norms of currents

The norm of am-differential formφ is the real number

2we refer to [50] for an exposition of the rather subtle notion of rectifi ability.
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||φ || = sup
p∈Mn

||φp||,

where, for eachp∈ Mn,

||φp|| = sup{| < φp,ζp > |,ζp ∈ ΛmTpMn, |ζp| = 1}.

There are different interesting seminorms on the space of currentsDm. We mention the main

ones:

• The mass of a currentT ∈ Dm is the real number

M(T) = sup{T(φ), such thatφ ∈ D
m, ||φ || ≤ 1.}

For rectifiable currents of dimensionm, the mass somehow generalizes the notion ofm-

volume : the mass of the currentT defined by 3.1 is
∫

SµdH m. Rectifiable currents thus have

finite mass. Using general results on representation theory of geometric measure theory, it

can be proved that ifM(T) < ∞, T is representable by integration.

• The flat norm of a currentT ∈ Dm is the real number

F (T) = inf{M(A)+M(B) such thatT = A+∂B,A∈ Dm,B∈ Dm+1}.

It can be shown that the flat norm can also be expressed in the following way :

F (T) = sup{T(φ), such thatφ ∈ D
m, ||φ || ≤ 1, ||dφ || ≤ 1}.

The constancy theorem

We will use the following important result:

Theorem 19 Let A be an oriented connected C1 submanifold ofEn with boundary, and let T be

an integral current whose support lies in A, and such that the support of∂T lies in∂A. Then,

there exists an integer k such that T= kA.

Note that this theorem actually holds for a larger class of currents, the so-called real flat

chains.
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3.2 Geometric measure theory and curvature measures

3.2.1 Normal cycle of a geometric subset ofEn

Under certain regularity assumptions, one can associate with a compact set ofEn an integral

n−1-current of (the total space of)TEn, called its normal cycle3, that generalizes the notion

of unit normal bundle to non-necessarily smooth sets. In the previous chapter, we gave the

definition of the normal cycle of such a compact setC in some particular cases : if∂C is a

C2 m-dimensional manifold, the normal cycleN(C ) of C is just the integraln−1-current of

TEn associated with the outer unit normal bundle ofC . If C is convex,N(C ) can be defined

in a similar way using normal cones instead of unit normals. Finally, ifC is a polyhedron,

one first start by decomposingC as a union of convex polyhedraCi. N(C ) is then defined by

inclusion-exclusion :

N(C ) =
∞

∑
n=1

(−1)n+1 ∑
1≤i1<..<in≤n

N(∩n
j=1Ci j )

By construction, the normal cycle is Euler-additive. These definitions provide a satisfactory

way to generalize the notion of unit normal bundle to compact sets withC2 boundary or com-

pact polyhedra. Joseph Fu [57] proved that the concept of normal cycle can actually be further

generalized to a very broad class of objects, which he callsgeometric sets. Geometric sets are

defined in a rather indirect way. Fu first exhibits some basic properties that any reasonable gen-

eralization of the normal cycle should satisfy. He then shows that for each compactsubset of

En there is at most one integral current satisfying the properties (theorem 20). If such a current

Sexists, the set is said geometric and its normal cycle is defined as being the current S. Before

explaining what these properties are, let us give some notations.

We identify the total space ofTEn with E×F whereE is the base space andF is the fiber4.

Let J : E −→ F be the canonical isomorphism betweenE andF . We endowTEn with the dot

product< (e, f ),(e′, f ′) >=< e,e′ > + < J−1( f ),J−1( f ′) >. If u is a vector,u∗ denotes the

dot product byu. Thecanonical 1-formα onTEn is defined by

α(x,ξ ) =
n

∑
i=1

ξie
∗
i

3Here, the term “cycle” is used because normal cycles have no boundary.
4in chapter 2, we used to denoteE by En andF by Ep. We change the notation to avoid confusion with the

dimension.
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where(ei) is any orthonormal frame ofE andξi is the i-th coordinate ofJ−1(ξ ) in (ei). The

derivativeω of α is called thesymplectic formon TEn. For any orthonormal frame(ei) of E,

we have :

ω = e∗1∧J(e1)
∗ + ..+e∗n∧J(en)

∗

Let Sbe an integral(n−1)-current supported inSTEn. S is said to belegendrianif it cancels

α andω, that is if one has :

∀φ ∈ D
n−2 T(φ ∧α) = 0

∀φ ∈ D
n−3 T(φ ∧ω) = 0

The key theorem in Fu’s definition of geometric sets is the following :

Theorem 20 (Uniqueness theorem) Let i: TEn → R. There is at most one closed legendrian

integral (n−1)-current S whose support is a compact subset of STEn and such that :

S(φ(x,ξ )dξ ) =
∫

Sn−1
∑

x∈En

φ(x,ξ )i(x,ξ )dH
n−1ξ

for any smooth functionφ : STEn → R.

heredξ denotes the pull-back of the volume form ofSn−1 by the projectionE×F → F .

Defi nition 17 A compact setC ⊂En is said geometric if the current S of theorem 20 exist when

i = iC is the function defined by :

iC (x,ξ ) = limr↓0lims↓0 [χ(C ∩B(x, r)∩{p | (p−x).ξ ≤ t})|t=s
t=−s]

S is then called the normal cycle ofC and denoted by N(C ).

WhenC is a stratified set,iC (x,ξ ) is just the index [23, 61] ofx as critical point of the dot

product byξ . iC (x,ξ ) can be viewed as the multiplicity of(m,ξ ) in N(C ) ([22]).

The definition of geometric sets does not give a practical way to decide whether a given set

is geometric. Fortunately, important classes of sets have been shown to be geometric, besides

smooth objects and polyhedra. The main examples are subanalytic sets [54], definable sets [14]

, Riemannian polyhedra [74], or sets with positive reach [57].
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3.2.2 Curvature measures from normal cycles

As explained in the previous chapter, the crucial point about normal cycles is that the curvature

measures of a smooth object arise as integrals of invariant differential formson its unit normal

bundle, that is on its normal cycle. This interpretation shows that curvature measures can be

defined for any compact admitting a normal cycle. As we only gave the definitions of the

invariant forms in the casen = 3, we now recall their construction in arbitrary dimension.

At any point(m,ξ ) of STEn = {(m,ξ ) ∈ E×F | ||ξ ||= 1}, consider an orthonormal frame

(e1, ...,en−1) of J−1(ξ )⊥, and(ε1 = Je1, ...,εn−1 = Jen) its image byJ. OnSTEn, we can build

the(n−1)-differential form

Ω = (e∗1 + tε∗1)∧ ...∧ (e∗n−1 + tε∗n−1)

This form clearly does not depend on the choice of the orthonormal frame(ei). The coefficient

of t i in this expression considered as a polynomial in the variablet is thus a well-definedn−1

form ωi . Eachωi is invariant under the action of the orthogonal group. Theωi, together with

the canonical 1-form and the symplectic form, actually span the algebra of all invariant forms

onSTEn.

Defi nition 18 Let C be a geometric compact subset ofEn. The k-th curvature measure ofC ,

denoted byφ k
C

, associates with each Borel subset B ofEn the real number

φk
C (B) = N(C )x(B×F)(ωk)

If C is the volume enclosed by aC2 compact hypersurface,φ k
C

(B) is just the integral over

B∩∂C of thek-th symmetric function of the principal curvatures of∂C . We refer to [93] for

a proof, which basically consists in a change of variable. With the notationsof the previous

chapter,φ H = φ1 andφG = φ2.

3.2.3 Second fundamental form of geometric sets

In the previous chapter we showed how the normal cycle could be used to definea generaliza-

tion of the notion of (integral of the) second fundamental form to polyhedra in 3-space : the

anisotropic curvature measures. Among the two anisotropic curvature measuresintroduced in

chapter 2, only one,̄HC , seems to generalize naturally beyond the three dimensional case5 :

5Bernig [13] has recently studied a family of a tensors-valued forms which includes this particular one.
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Defi nition 19 LetC be a geometric compact subset ofEn. The anisotropic curvature measure

of C , denoted byH̄C , associates with each Borel subset B ofEn the following bilinear form on

E :

∀X,Y ∈ E2 H̄C (B)(X,Y) = N(C )x(B×F)(ωX,Y)

where :

ωX,Y = ∗E(J−1(ξ )∗∧X∗)∧J(Y)∗

here∗E denotes the Hodge dual on E.

Just as in the three-dimensional case, whenC is the volume enclosed by aC2 compact

hypersurface,H̄C (B) is the integral overB∩ ∂C of a symmetric bilinear form onE related

to the second fundamental form of∂C . More precisely, this formHC (m) coincides with the

second fundamental form of∂C on the tangent space of∂C , and vanishes on its orthogonal

complement.

Proposition 21 If C is the volume enclosed by a C2 compact hypersurface M, then for any

Borel set B⊂ E :

H̄C (B) =
∫

B∩M
HC (m)dm

The proof of this fact follows the same lines as in the casen = 3 :

Proof. As usual, using the Gauss mapG of M (see section 3.3.1), we perform a change of

variable on the integral ofωX,Y over N(V)x(B×F) to transform it into an integral overB.

We only have to show thatG∗ωX,Y is the bilinear form inX andY described above times the

volume form ofM. Fix a pointp∈ M and let(e1, ..,en−1) be an orthonormal frame of principal

directions atp. Let i and j be two indices comprised between 1 andn−1. By definition of

ωX,Y and becauseDG(u) = (u,J(Aξ (u))) for any vectoru, we have :

G∗ωei ,ej (e1, ..,en−1) =
n−1

∑
k=1

(−1)k+1det(J−1(ξ ),ei,e1, ..,ek−1,ek+1, ..,en−1) < DG(ek),J(ej) >

= (−1)i+1det(J−1(ξ ),ei,e1, ..,ei−1,ei+1, ..,en−1) < DG(ei),J(ej) >

= < DG(ei),J(ej) >=< Aξ (ei),ej >

To conclude the proof we need to check thatG∗ωei ,J−1(ξ ) = 0 which is obvious from the pre-

ceding computation. 2
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H̄C (B) is symmetric even ifC is a non smooth geometric set, which is not obviousa priori,

asωX,Y 6= ωY,X if X andY are not collinear. This a consequence of the fact that normal cycles,

by definition, cancel the canonical symplectic formω onTEn, that is satisfy :

∀φ ∈ D
n−3 T(φ ∧ω) = 0

We recall thatω = e∗1∧ J(e1)
∗ + .. + e∗n∧ J(en)

∗ if (ei) is an orthonormal frame ofE. At a

point (m,ξ ) we will consider an orthonormal frame having the form(e1, ..,en,J(e1), ..,J(en))

with en = J−1(ξ ). To prove that anisotropic curvature measures are symmetric, it is sufficient to

show that for eachi and j, ωei ,ej −ωej ,ei is a wedge ofω with some(n−3)-form φ . Actually, as

normal cycles are supported inSTEn, we only need to prove that the restriction ofωei ,ej −ωej ,ei

to STEn can be writtenφ ∧ω. First consider the case where neitheri nor j equalsn. Choose

α = ∗E(J−1(ξ )∗∧e∗i ∧e∗j ). Assuming w.l.o.g. thati < j, α is (−1)i+ j+n times the wedge ofe∗k
for k = 1, ..,n−1, i and j being omitted. Now setφ = α

xSTEn. We have :

φ ∧ω = α ∧ω
xSTEn

=
n−1

∑
k=1

∗E(J−1(ξ )∗∧e∗i ∧e∗j )∧e∗k ∧J(ek)
∗

= ∗E(J−1(ξ )∗∧e∗i ∧e∗j )∧e∗i ∧J(ei)
∗ +∗E(J−1(ξ )∗∧e∗i ∧e∗j )∧e∗j ∧J(ej)

∗

= (−1) j+n+1∧n−1
k=1,k6= j e∗k ∧J(ei)

∗ +(−1)i+n∧n−1
k=1,k6=i e

∗
k ∧J(ej)

∗

= (n−2)!(ωei ,ej −ωej ,ei)xSTEn

which is the desired result (The restriction of the rhs toSTEn has been dropped in the in-

termediate lines of the above computation to simplify the notations). The casej = n is simpler.

Indeed,ωen,ei is obviously 0, andωei ,en also, when restricted toSTEn.

3.3 An approximation result

In this paragraph, we shall evaluate an upper bound on the flat norm of the difference of the

normal cycle of a compactn-manifoldV of En the boundary of which is a smooth hypersurface

Mn−1 and the normal cycle of a geometric compact subsetC the boundary of which∂C is

strongly close toMn−1 (see the definition below). We denote byδ (A,A′) the Hausdorff distance

between two subsetsA andA′ of En.
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3.3.1 Strongly close hypersurfaces

The Gauss map associated toMn−1

We assume thatMn−1 is the boundary of a compactn-manifoldV. Let ξ be the outer unit

normal vector field on the hypersurfaceMn−1. We denote byG -in the last chapter it was

denoted byi- the Gauss map associated toMn−1:

G : Mn−1 →֒ TE
n

is defined by

G(m) = (m,ξm).

The derivative ofG atmsatisfies :

DG(m) : TmMn−1 → TE
n ≃ E×F

X 7−→ (X,−Aξ X)

whereAξ is the Weingarten endomorphism atm. Denoting by||hm|| the norm of the second fun-

damental form ofMn−1 at the pointm, that is the largest magnitude of the principal curvatures,

we thus have in particular :

||DG(x)|| ≤ sup(1, ||hm||).

The projection on a smooth hypersurface

SinceMn−1 is smooth, there exists a tubular neighborhoodU (of varying radius) ofMn−1 on

which the orthogonal projection pr|U fromU to Mn−1 is well defined. By orthogonal projection

we mean the function that maps a point to its closest point onMn−1.

The following result is classical (see [50] for instance):

Proposition 22 The map

pr|U : U → Mn−1

is differentiable; moreover, at each point p∈U, its derivative is given by the following matrix,

in a frame of principal vectors of Mn−1 completed by the unit normal vector:
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Dpr|U(p) =




1
1+δελ1

... ... 0

... ... ... ...

0 ... 1
1+δελn−1

0




whereλ1, ...,λn−1 are the principal curvatures of Mn−1, andε = ±1. In particular,

||Dpr|U(p)|| ≤ 1
1−δ (p,Mn−1)||hpr|U (p)||

.

In what follows, we will say that a compact subsetB lying in U is close to Mn−1. Moreover,

if the orthogonal projection ontoMn−1 induces a bijection betweenB andMn−1 we shall say

that B is strongly close to Mn−1. If B is strongly close toMn−1, then it is homeomorphic to

it. In the following, we assume thatC is a n-manifold with boundary which is geometric and

whose boundary is strongly close toMn−1.

Comparing the normals

To give a measure of the closeness between the tangent spaces to∂C and Mn−1, one can

compare, for every pointm in Mn−1, the normalξm to Mn−1 with the set :

{ν ∈ F | (pr−1(m),ν) ∈ sptN(C )}

that is the support of the normal cycle ofC lying above pr−1(m). For every subsetB of C , we

put :

αB = sup
m∈pr(B)

sup{∠(ξm,ν) | (pr−1(m),ν) ∈ sptN(C )}

3.3.2 A homotopy between normal cycles

With the previous notations, consider the mapf defined by the following diagram (p1 denotes

the projection on the first factor ofU ×F) :

U ×F
f−−−→ sptN(V) ⊂V ×F

p1

y
xG

U
pr−−−→ Mn−1
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Let h be the affine homotopy betweenf and the identity, [49]:

h : (U ×F)× [0,1] → sptN(V),

given by

h(x,X, t) = t f (x,X)+(1− t)(x,X)

Let B′ be a Borel subset andB = B′∩∂C . To simplify the notations, we define the(n−1)-

currentsD andD′ by D = N(C )x(B×F) andD′ = N(V)x(pr(B)×F). We define also the

n-currentC = h♯(D× [0,1]) and the(n−1)-currentA by A = h♯(∂D× [0,1]). Note thatC and

A are indeed defined ash is smooth and proper.
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Figure 3.1:Homotopy between normal cycles

Proposition 23 One has:

F (D−D′) ≤ (M(D)+M(∂D)) sup
sptD

| f − Id| sup
sptD

(||D f ||n−2, ||D f ||n−1,1)

Proof.

1. To begin with, we show thatf♯(D) = D′. First note thatB×F = f−1(pr(B)×F), so that

([49] pp. 359) :

f♯(D)
de f
= f♯(N(C )x(B×F)) = f♯(N(C ))x(pr(B)×F)

f♯(N(C )) is an integral(n− 1)-current without boundary that is supported in theC1

(n−1)-manifoldSpt(N(V)). Thus, by the constancy theorem (theorem 19), there is an

integerc such thatf♯(N(C )) = cN(V), which implies f♯(D) = cD′. To prove thatc = 1,
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one can assume that∂C contains an open setO on which it is smooth. Indeed, if it

is not the case, one can modify locally∂C leavingB unchanged in such a way that it

holds. Then the restriction ofp1 to O×F is 1-1, thusf|O×F is also 1-1. We conclude that

f♯(N(C )x(O×F)) = N(V)x(pr(O)×F), that isc = 1 : f♯(D) = D′.

2. In order to evaluate the flat norm ofD−D′, we decomposeD−D′ = D− f♯(D) in a sum

of a (n− 1)-current and the boundary of an-current, using the homotopy formula for

currents (cf. [49]) :

D−D′ de f
= D− f♯(D) = ∂C−A

By definition of the flat norm, we deduce immediately that the flat norm of(D−D′)

satisfies

F (D−D′) ≤ M(C)+M(A)

If D or ∂D has infinite mass, then the result is trivial. If not, they are representable by

integration. In this case, we have ([49] 4.1.9.):

M(C) = M(h♯(D× [0,1])) ≤ M(D) sup
sptD

| f − Id| sup
sptD

(||D f ||n−1, ||Id||n−1),

and

M(h♯(∂D× [0,1])) ≤ M(∂D)) sup
sptD

| f − Id| sup
sptD

(||D f ||n−2, ||Id||n−2),

from which we deduce Proposition 23.

2

Proposition 24 Let B′ be a Borel subset of En and B= B′∩∂C . Then

1. supsptD | f − Id| ≤ max(δB,αB), and

2. ∀k≥ 1,supsptD ||D f || ≤ sup(1,||hB||)
1−δB||hB||

,

whereδB = δ (B,pr(B)) is the Hausdorff distance between B and pr(B) and ||hB|| is the maxi-

mum of the norm of the second fundamental form of Mn−1 restricted to pr(B).
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Proof.

1. The first item is trivial;

2. For the second item, we remark that

D f = DG◦Dpr◦Dp1.

The conclusion then follows since one has :

sup
pr(B)

||DG|| ≤ sup
prB

(1, ||hB||), ||DprB|| ≤
1

1−δB||hB||
, ||Dp1|| = 1.

2

To summarize, we have proved the following result :

Theorem 25 Let Mn−1 be a smooth hypersurface ofEn bounding a compact subset V and

C ⊂ En be a n-manifold with boundary that is geometric and the boundary ofwhich is strongly

close to Mn−1. Let B′ be any Borel subset ofEn and B= B′∩∂C . Then,

F (N(C )x(B×F)−N(K)x(pr(B)×F)) ≤

max(δB,αB)(
supB(1, ||hB||)

1−δB||hB||
)n−1(M(N(C )x(B×F))+M(∂N(C )x(B×F))),

whereδB = δ (B,pr(B)), ||hB|| denotes the maximum of the norm of the second fundamental

form h of Mn−1 restricted to pr(B).

3.3.3 Approximation of curvature measures

Once we have bounded the flat norm between the normal cycles ofV andC , we only need to

bound the norms of the invariant forms and the ones of their exteriorderivative to bound the

differences between respective curvature measures, thanks to the alternate definitionof the flat

norm. Note however that as we only defined the formsωk on STEn, we need first to extend

them outside ofSTEn, as the homotopy between the normal cycles described in section 3.3.2

is not supported inSTEn but in E×B(0,1) (B(0,1) denotes the unit ball ofF). To do so, we

consider a smooth functionφ : R → R supported in[1/2,3/2] and such thatφ(1) = 1. The

extended formsω ′
k are then defined by

ω ′
k(m,ξ ) = φ(||ξ ||)ωk(m,ξ/||ξ ||)
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The formsω ′
k are obviously bounded, as well as their derivatives, by some constantsC1(n,k).

We thus have :

Corollary 26 Let Mn−1 be a smooth hypersurface ofEn bounding a compact subset V and

C ⊂ En be a n-manifold with boundary that is geometric and the boundary ofwhich is strongly

close to Mn−1. Let B′ be any Borel subset ofEn and B= B′∩ ∂C . Then, for every k,0≤ k ≤
n−1,

|φ k
C (B)−φ k

V(pr(B))| ≤

C1(n,k)max(δB,αB)((
supB(1, ||hB||)
1−δB||hB||

)n−1(M(N(C )x(B×F))+M(∂ (N(C )x(B×F))))

whereδB = δ (B,pr(B)) is the Hausdorff distance between B and pr(B) and ||hB|| is the

maximum of the norm of the second fundamental form of Mn−1 restricted to pr(B).

We now proceed the same way with the anisotropic curvature measures, except that we do

not need to extend the corresponding forms as their definition already makes senseat any point

of TEn. Consider a frame(ei) of En. For any two indicesi and j of En, the coefficients ofωei ,ej

at (m,ξ ) are linear functions ofξ . Thus they are bounded onE×B(0,1), which is the domain

of interest, since the homotopy between the normal cycles is supported in it. Moreover,dωei ,ej

has constant coefficients. As a consequence, whenX andY are two unit vectors, the norms of

ωX,Y and its derivative onE×B(0,1) are bounded by some constantC2(n). Hence :

Corollary 27 Under the assumptions of corollary 26 and with the same notations :

||HC (B)−HV(pr(B))|| ≤

C2(n)max(δB,αB)((
supB(1, ||hB||)
1−δB||hB||

)n−1(M(N(C )x(B×F))+M(∂ (N(C )x(B×F)))),

here||.|| denotes the operator norm.

When∂C = N is C2 andB′ = En, these results can be interpreted as follows. IfN is closely

inscribed inM and :

1. M andN are close (δB is small)

2. M andN have close normals (αB is small)
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3. The norm of the second fundamental form ofM is not too big (||hB|| is not too big)

4. The total curvature ofN is not too big

thenM andN have close curvature measures. Indeed, the mass of the normal cycle ofC is in a

certain sense a measure of the total curvature ofN. For instance, if the dimension ofN is 2 and

k1 andk2 denote its principal curvatures, one has [56] :

M(N(C )) = 2
∫

N
(1+k2

1 +k2
2 +k2

1k2
2)

1/2

The requirement that the mass of the normal cycle ofC is not too big cannot be removed,

as the following example shows. LetM be a square in space, andN the surface obtained from

M by adding conic spikes with heightµ, slopeθ , and centered on the vertices of a grid of

sizeη . We assume that 2µ < θη , so that the spikes do not overlap.N is closely inscribed in

M and whenµ, θ , andη go to 0,δB andαB also go to 0. However, one can tune the decay

of these parameters in such a way that the total mean curvatureH of N goes to infinity.H is

simply the sum of the total mean curvatures of all the spikes ofN. The total mean curvature

of each spike is a function ofµ andθ that is linear with respect toµ by homogeneity. Thus

H ≃ µ/η2 f (θ) for some functionf . Calculations show thatf (θ) = Ω(θ) whenθ goes to 0.

Thus if one choosesθ = η1/3 andµ such that 2µ ≤ θη holds, e.g.µ = η4/3/3, then one has

H = Ω(η−1/3). In this example, the total mean curvature does not converge because the mass

of N(C ) is unbounded.

We have given conditions under which the curvature measures of a hypersurface are close

to the ones of a given smooth hypersurface. Unfortunately, our approach breaks down as soon

as both hypersurfaces are singular, in particular because the term||hB|| then explodes. We leave

to the reader the following question which, if the answer were positive, would settle the issue

of approximation of curvature measure in the most general case :

Open problem 1 Let M (resp. N) be a closed hypersurface ofEn, and V (resp. W) the bounded

component of the complement of M (resp. N). Assume V and W are geometric and letf be a

homeomorphism between M and N. Let :

1. δ = supm∈Md(m, f (m))
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2. α be the maximum Hausdorff distance between the support of N(V)x({m}×F) and the

one of

N(W)x({ f (m)}×F)

Can one bound the difference between the curvature measures of M and N by a functionφ of

δ , α, and the masses of N(V) and N(W) that goes to0 with δ andα?

3.3.4 The case of triangulations in 3-space

We now apply the general curvature measures approximation results of the previous section

to the particular case of a smooth surfaceM = ∂V approximated by a triangulated surface

T = ∂W. For simplicity, we will take asB the relative interior of a union of triangles ofT,

though for some applications other possibilities may be preferred, such as the intersection ofT

with a ball centered on it.

Triangulated mesh closely inscribed in a smooth surface

Following [52], we say that a triangulated mesh ofE3 is inscribed in a smooth surfaceM if all

its vertices belong toM. A triangulated meshT is closely inscribedin a smooth surfaceM if

it is both inscribed in it and strongly close to it. In what follows, we assume thatT is closely

inscribed inM. Here are some useful notations and definitions introduced in [92] to studythe

relationship between the geometry of a surface and the one of a mesh closely inscribed in it.

Let t be a triangle ofT.

• η(t) denotes diameter oft, that is the length of its longest edge.

• r(t) denotes thecircumradiusof a trianglet.

• Thestraightnessof a trianglet is the real number

str(t) = max
p vertex oft

|sin(θp)|,

whereθp is the angle oft at p.

• Therelative heightof t with respect toM is the real number defined by:

πM(t) = sup
m∈t

η(t)||hpr(m)||
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Let us now give explicit bounds on the various quantities involved inthe bounds of section

3.3.3.

Lemma 28 The Hausdorff distanceδt between a triangle t and its projection pr(t) on M is

smaller than the diameterη(t) of t.

This is obvious since the vertices of the triangle lie on the surface.

Lemma 29 For fixed M, we have :

αt = O(r(t))

asη(t) goes to0.

In this case,αt is nothing but the maximum angle between the normal to trianglet and the

normals toM on pr(t).

Proof. It is shown in [92] that ifπM(t) ≤ 1
2 :

sinαt ≤ (
4

str(t)
+2)πM(t)

As M is smooth and compact||h|| is bounded from below soπM(t) is aO(η(t)) soa fortiori a

O(r(t). Also as in any triangle we have :

r(t) =
length(e)
2|sin(θp)|

p being any vertex oft andebeing the edge opposite top. Thus the vertexp such that|sin(θp)|
is the largest is also such that length(e) is the largest, that isη(t)

str(t) = 2r(t) and the conclusion

follows. 2

This result is similar to the one obtained by Nina Amenta [6] in the case of restricted

Delaunay triangulations.

The mass of the normal cycle of a triangulated mesh

We shall now evaluate the mass of the partN(W)x(B×F) of N(W) lying aboveB and the one

of ∂ (N(W)x(B×F)), the last two quantities that remain to bound to prove the theorem 13,

which we recall for convenience.
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Theorem 30 Let W∈ R3 a volume whose boundary T is a triangulated surface closely in-

scribed in M. If B is the relative interior of a union of triangles of T , then:

|φG
W(B)−φG

V (pr(B))| ≤ CMKε

|φH
W(B)−φH

V (pr(B))| ≤ CMKε

|| ¯̃HW(B)− ¯̃HV(pr(B))|| ≤ CMKε

||H̄W(B)− H̄V(pr(B))|| ≤ CMKε

where CM is a real number depending only on the maximum curvature of M and :

K = ∑
{t∈T, t⊂B̄}

r(t)2 + ∑
{t∈T, t⊂B̄, t∩∂B6= /0}

r(t)

ε = max{r(t)|t ∈ B}

In order to shorten notations we set :

s(B) = ∑
{t∈T, t⊂B̄}

r(t)2

sd(B) = ∑
{t∈T, t⊂B̄, t∩∂B6= /0}

r(t)

For the next two lemmas, we rely on the description of the normal cycle ofa triangulated

surface given in the previous chapter. We recall that the mass of an integral 2-current is the area

of its support, locally weighted by the multiplicity.

Lemma 31 The mass of N(W)x(B×F) is O(s(B)).

Proof. This mass can be decomposed in three terms : the mass lying above the interior ofthe

triangles ofT, Mt , the mass lying above the interior of the edges ofT, Me, and the mass lying

above the vertices ofT, Mv. Mt is merely the area ofB, so it isO(s(B)). Let us now focus on

Me. We have :

Me = ∑
e edge ofB

|β (e)| length(e)

Let e be an edge ofT andt, t ′ be the triangles ofT incident one. The dihedral angle ate is

O(r(t)+ r(t ′)) by 29, as well as the length ofe. Thus we also haveMe = O(s(B))

The last quantity to consider isMv. Let u be a vertex ofT, andui , i = 1..n its neighbors in

circular order. Ifni is the unit normal to triangleuuiui+1, then the mass lying aboveu is smaller

than the sum of the areas of spherical trianglesn(u)nini+1. By lemma 29, the area of any such
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triangle isO((r(uuiui+1)+ r(uui+1ui+2))
2). Summing on allu∈ B, we get thatMv = O(s(B)).

We thus proved the announced claim. 2

Lemma 32 The mass of∂ (N(W)x(B×F)) is O(sd(B)).

Proof. ∂ (N(W)x(B×F)) decomposes into two parts : a union of line segments corresponding

to the edges of∂B, and a union of circle arcs corresponding to the edges ofB meeting∂B. The

mass of the former is obviouslyO(sd(B)) and the one of the latter also by lemma 29. 2

From the preceding discussion together with the results of section 3.3.3, onededuces im-

mediately theorem 13. Note that theorem 13 does not imply the convergence ofcurvature

measures for anyB, since the quantitys(B)+ sd(B) might go to infinity. An important case

where this does not occur is when all triangles inB have all their angles bounded from below.

As explained in chapter 2, the bound then boils down to the area ofB plus the length of its

boundary, times the maximum diameter of a triangle inB, times a constant. In particular, ifB

is the union of all triangles ofT meeting a fixed compact setB′ whose boundary is smooth and

transverse toM, the area ofB is bounded, as well as the length of its boundary. We thus get the

convergence of respective curvature measures with a linear speed with respect to the maximum

diameter of a triangle inB.

The case of restricted Delaunay triangulations

Among the triangulations of a -sufficiently dense- given point set lying ona surface, the De-

launay triangulation of these points restricted to the surface seems to be a particularly good

one for the purpose of curvature estimation. First of all, the results of Nina Amenta [6] imply

that these triangulations are closely inscribed provided that the point set isanε-sample of the

surface withε < 0.06.

Second, one can expect that these triangulations tend to minimize the maximumcircumra-

dius of their triangles, which is involved in our bound. Indeed, this is true when the surface is

a plane, since restricted Delaunay triangulations are in this case nothing but planar Delaunay

triangulations, which are known to maximize [12] the granularity -thename sometimes given

to the maximum circumradius of a triangulation. Of course, this does nothold for curved sur-

faces. Still, when the sampling density is high, the surface looks like a plane at the scale of a

triangle. One can thus expect that in this case restricted Delaunay triangulations have nearly

optimal granularity, though a precise argument still needs to be found. In any case, it follows
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from the definitions that the granularity of the restricted Delaunay triangulation of anε-sample

is aO(ε).

The quantitys(B) is also optimized by Delaunay triangulations -in the plane, but it is more

difficult to bound, even for restricted Delaunay triangulations. If no local uniformity assump-

tion is made on the sampling, then one can build examples wheres(R3) is unbounded, such as

what could be called theSchwartz helicoid6 (see figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2:A sequence of restricted Delaunay triangulations whose normal cycles have un-

bounded mass

The triangulation depicted in figure 3.2 is the restricted Delaunay triangulation of a particu-

lar sampling of a helicoid. This sampling is such that the densityda of samples in the direction

of the axis of the helicoid is much larger than the densityd f of samples along the fibers. If one

chooses for instanceda = d2
f and letsdf go to infinity, then not onlys(R3) goes to infinity, but

also do the masses of associated normal cycles. This shows that the problem in this example is

not thats(B) is a too weak bound.

A way to circumvent the problem is to require that the sampling is locally uniform in the

sense of [58]. Indeed, in this case, it can be shown that the triangles of the restricted Delaunay

triangulation have their smallest angle larger than a given constant, so that the conclusions of

the previous section apply. However, the local uniformity as defined in [58] is rather restrictive.

Typically, it does not allow samplings where some sample point is split into two very close

samples, which can occur in practice. We thus consider a weaker notion of local uniformity

introduced by D. Attali and J.D. Boissonnat in [7] :

6A famous similar example built with a cylinder instead of a helicoid is often called theSchwartz lantern
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Defi nition 20 A setP is said to be aκ-light ε-sample of M if :

1≤ ♯(B(p,ε lfs(p))∩P) ≤ κ

for all point p∈ M.

Loosely speaking, this definition allows to split each sample point into less thanκ + 1

points. From now on, we assume thatP is aκ-light ε-sample ofM for some positive constants

κ andε. LetW be the Delaunay triangulation ofP restricted toV andT = ∂W. We will also

assumeε < 0.1 so that the closed ball property [43] is satisfied [5]. A trianglet in T then has

a unique empty circumscribing ball centered onM, which we will denote byB(t). The center

and radius ofB(t) will be respectively referred to asc(t) andR(t).

Lemma 33 LetP be aκ-light ε-sample ofM , p∈ M, and l> 0. If 2ε l < 1 then :

♯(B(p, lε lfs(p))∩P) = O(κ l2)

Proof. Because thelfs function is 1-lipschitz, its minimum onB(p, lε lfs(p)) is larger than

lfs(p)− lε lfs(p)> 0.5lfs(p). Now consider a maximal set of disjoint balls with radius 0.25ε lfs(p)

and centered onB(p, lε lfs(p))∩M. By a packing argument together with lemma 34, such a set

hasO(l2) elements. Doubling the radius of these balls yields a covering ofB(p, lε lfs(p))∩M.

Each ball containing less thanκ points by definition of the sampling condition, the assertion

follows. 2

Lemma 34

area(M∩B(t)) = Θ(r(t)2)

Proof. As the radius of curvature is bounded from below, we get that the maximum angle

between the normal toM at c(t) and the normal toM at any point inM ∩B(t) is O(r(t)).

ThusM∩B(t) is included in the complement of a cone with apexc(t), axis along the normal

to M at c(t), and half-angleπ/2−O(r(t)). Consequently, the image ofM ∩B(t) under the

orthogonal projection on the tangent plane toM at c(t) contains a disk with centerc(t) and

radiusΩ(r(t)). As orthogonal projections shrink areas,area(M∩B(t)) = Ω(r(t)2). Moreover,

lemma 29 implies a lower bound on the jacobian of the projection, so thatarea(M ∩B(t)) =

O(r(t)2). 2
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Note that this implies that :

s(B) = O(∑
t∈T

area(M∩B(t)))

sincer(t) ≤ R(t)

Lemma 35 A vertex v of T has O(κ) neighbors inT .

Proof. Let t be the triangle ofT containingv such thatr(t) is maximal. Then the ballB with

centerc(t) and radius 3r(t) contains all the neighbors ofv. Applying lemma 33 yields the

result. 2

We now show that if :
n⋂

j=1

M∩B(t j) 6= /0

where thet j are different triangles ofT, thenn = O(κ2). A point p in this intersection is in

conflict with all thet j . If p were inserted inT, its neighbors would thus be the vertices of the

trianglest j . As such a vertex can only belong toO(κ) triangles, we get that the number of

neighbors ofp is Ω(n/κ). But P ∪{p} is a(κ +1)-light ε-sample ofM, soκ = Ω(n/κ), and

the conclusion follows. Since no more thanO(κ2) sets of the formM∩B(t j) can overlap, we

have as a result :

Lemma 36

s(B) = O(area(M∩
⋃
t∈B

B(t)))

Unfortunately, this quantity might be much larger than the area ofB if some triangle ofB

sharing an edge with∂B have a large angle at the vertex opposite to that edge (see figure 3.3).

However, if this is not the case, then it seems thats(B) is a big-Oh of the area ofB, and also

thatsd(B) is a big-Oh of the length of∂B. This would imply that the bound on the difference

between the curvature measures ofM andT have the same form as in the case of triangulations

with bounded aspect ratio, that isO(ε(area(B)+ length(∂B))).

Even if assuming that the sampling isκ-light does not imply that our bounds converge to

zero for a generalB, the bound ons(B) obtained in lemma 36 shows thats(R3) is bounded,

from which one deduces :
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B

Figure 3.3:The bound on s(B) may be large

Theorem 37 Let (Pi), i ∈ N be a sequence ofκ-light εi-samples of M such thatεi tends to

zero as i tends to infinity, and Wi the Delaunay triangulation ofPi restricted to V. For all open

set B such that area(∂B∩M) = 0, we have :

|φG
Wi

(B)−φG
V (B)| = o(1)

|φH
Wi

(B)−φH
V (B)| = o(1)

|| ¯̃HWi(B)− ¯̃HM(B)|| = o(1)

||H̄Wi(B)− H̄M(B)|| = o(1)

Proof. Let us apply theorem 25 toM andWi with B= M. AsB has empty boundary,sd(B) = 0.

By lemma 36,s(B) is bounded by a multiple of the area ofM. Moreover,δB andαB tend to zero

as for any restricted Delaunay triangulation. We deduce that the normal cycle of Wi converge to

the one ofV in the topology induced by the flat norm, anda fortiori in the weak topology. As

mentioned in [52], this implies the weak convergence of curvature measures, which is exactly

the claimed assertion. 2
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Chapter 4

Application to anisotropic polygonal

remeshing

Introduction

Despite a recent effort to make digital geometry tools robust to arbitrarily irregular meshes,

most scanned surfaces need to undergo complete remeshing (alteration of the samplingand of

the connectivity; see [122, 42, 73, 80, 79, 21, 3, 65]) before any further processing: results of

finite element computations, compression, or editing rely heavily on an good description of the

original geometry. Several techniques have been proposed over the last decade, with a wide

variety of target applications. In [3], a thorough review shows that mostexisting methods com-

bine mesh simplification and vertex optimization (see [72, 19] for example);others start with

a complete resampling of the surface [122], mixed with connectivity optimization. However,

even if this remeshing process has now been made both efficient and flexible, most techniques

do not put any constraint on the local shape of the mesh elements: although vertex density is

often required to depend on local curvatures, no condition is imposed on the resulting shape

and orientation of the triangles or quads. Whenever we wish to align or stretchmesh elements

with a certain direction field, we needanisotropic remeshing.

Such a specific remeshing is interesting for many reasons. While many elliptic partialdif-

ferential equations ideally require meshes with quasi-equilateral triangles, elongated elements

with large aspect ratio are often desired in the field of simulation, for fluid flow or anisotropic

diffusion for instance. In these cases, a 2×2 matrix (referred to as a Riemannian metric tensor)

traditionally indicates, for each point on the surface, the desired orientationand aspect ratio of
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the mesh element locally desired [20].

Additionally, several researchers in approximation theory have proven thatthe same anisotropic

requirement naturally arises when an optimal mesh is sought after: for a given number of ele-

ments, a mesh will “best" approximate a smooth surface (for theLp norms withp≥ 1) if the

anisotropy of the mesh follows (in non-hyperbolic regions) the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

the curvature tensor of the smooth surface regions [113, 34]. This can be intuitively noticed by

considering a canonical example, such as an infinite cylinder: planar quads infinitely stretched

along the lines of minimal curvature provide the best piecewise linear description. This sim-

ilarity between applications in simulation and approximation is not surprising if we interpret

both these results in terms of optimal error control. In this paper, we will explore the problem

of anisotropic remeshing, and present a novel, efficient, and flexible stroke-based remeshing

technique whose lines continuously follow intrinsic geometric properties across a model.

4.0.5 Previous Work

Because of the theoretical ubiquity of anisotropic meshes, algorithms for anisotropic remeshing

have been proposed in several geometry-related fields.

Anisotropic Triangle Remeshing Bossen and Heckbert [20] proposed an anisotropic trian-

gle meshing technique for flat, 2D regions on which a metric tensor is defined.They proceeded

through successive vertex insertions, vertex removals, and iterative relaxations, that include

edge flips toalign the edgesin accordance with the metric tensor. Shimada [112] used ellipse

packing to introduce anisotropy in the remeshing; although this type of methods generates high

quality anisotropic meshes whose elements conform precisely to the given tensorfield, this ac-

curacy is obtained at the price of rather slow computations, and results in verylimited ways for

a user to guide the design of the mesh.

Heckbert and Garland [70] made an interesting link between the quadric error metric used

in their mesh simplification [59] and its asymptotic behavior on finely tessellatedsurfaces. In

particular, they demonstrated that the triangles resulting from their mesh simplification tech-

nique will be more elongated along minimal curvature directions. Such remeshing-through-

simplification methods provide fast results, but again, leave very little flexibility in the process.

Moreover, the anisotropic behavior is only proven for fine meshes: the results show, however, a

limited (and uncontrollable) amount of anisotropy on coarse meshes. Finally, notice that work

on feature remeshing [21] has also pointed out the importance of using anisotropic triangles
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in feature regions and of aligning their edges to the principal directions, although no complete

anisotropic remeshing technique using these principles was proposed.

Anisotropic Quad Remeshing Several works have also focused on usingquadranglesfor

remeshing, due to their appealing tensor-product nature. Borouchaki and Frey[18] described

an anisotropic triangle mesh generation, and then transformed the resulting mesh into a quad-

dominant mesh through a simple triangle-to-quad conversion. Shimada and Liao [111], on

the other hand, proposed to directly use rectangle packing, where the rectangles are stretched

according to a specified vector field on the surface. This computational intensive packing leads

to a quad-dominant anisotropic mesh, aligned with the given vector field.

In Computer Graphics, there have also been recent attempts at finding anisotropicparam-

eterizations [105, 66]. Guet al. [65] showed how this could be used to provide a perfectly

regular remeshing of surface meshes. However, no control over the alignment ofthe edges

with specific directions is provided.

Lines of Curvatures and Curvature-based Strokes Even if anisotropy is a relatively recent

research theme in mesh processing, this particularity of almost all shapes has long beennoticed

and used by artists. A caricaturist, for instance, only needs a few select strokes to convey strong

geometric information. Similarly, a digital artist creates or edits a 3D model in a top-down fash-

ion, using the main axes of symmetries and a few sparse strokes to efficiently designthe mesh,

contrasting drastically with the local point-sampling approach of most automatic remeshing

techniques (Figure 4.1). In the scientific community, studies and previous non-photorealistic

rendering techniques have also shown how much lines of curvatures are essential indescribing

the geometry [24, 71]: since local directions of minimum and maximum curvatures indicate

respectively the slowest and steepest variation of the surface normal, these anisotropic, intrin-

sic quantities govern most lighting effects. In particular, many hatching techniques use strokes

that are aligned along the principal curvatures: this results in a perceptuallyconvincing display

of complex surfaces [75, 76, 99, 60, 71].

4.0.6 Contributions

Although illustration and sketching techniques have been using principal curvature strokes to

represent geometry, graphics techniques rarely even exploit anisotropy of a surface to drive the
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Figure 4.1:Artist-designed models (left) often conform to the anisotropy of a surface, contrast-

ing with the conventional curvature-adapted point sampling used in most remeshing engines

(right).

remeshing process. Nevertheless, a straight edge on a coarse mesh naturally represents a zero-

curvature line on the surface. It therefore seems appropriate (though non trivial!) to directly

place edges parallel to the local principal directions in non-hyperbolic areas(see Figure 4.2,

left), instead of first placing vertices to then slowly optimize their positions in order to align the

induced edges.

In this paper, we propose a principal curvature stroke-based anisotropic remeshing method

that is both efficient and flexible. Lines of minimum and maximum curvature are discretized

into edges in regions with obvious anisotropy (Figure 4.2, left), while traditional point-sampling

is used on isotropic regions and umbilic points where there is no favored direction (as typically

done by artists; see Figure 4.2, right). This approach guarantees an efficient remeshing as it

adapts to the natural anisotropy of a surface in order to reduce the number ofnecessary mesh

elements. We also provide control over the mesh density, the adaptation to curvature, as well as

over the amount of anisotropy desired in the final remeshed surface. Thus, our technique offers

a unified framework to produce quad-dominant polygonal meshes ranging from isotropic to

anisotropic, and from uniform to adapted sampling.

4.0.7 Overview

Figure 4.3 illustrates the main steps of our algorithm. We assume the original model to be

a genus-0, non closed triangle mesh, possibly provided with tagged feature edges (non-zero
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Figure 4.2:Left: Skilled mesh designers tend to intuitively align edges with lines of minimum

and maximum curvatures in anisotropic areas, as it provides a more compactrepresentation of

the local geometry. Right: Point sampling is, however, preferred in spherical areas where no

particular direction is perceived.

Figure 4.3:From an input triangulated geometry, the curvature tensor field is estimated, then

smoothed, and its umbilics are deduced (colored dots). Lines of curvatures (following the

principal directions) are then traced on the surface, with a local density guided by the principal

curvatures, while usual point-sampling is used near umbilic points (spherical regions). The

final mesh is finally extracted by subsampling, and conforming-edge insertion. The result is

an anisotropic mesh, with elongated quads aligned to the original principal directions, and

triangles in isotropic regions. Such an anisotropy-based placement of the edges and cells makes

for a very efficient and high-quality description of the geometry. A smooth surface can be

obtained by quad/triangle subdivision of the newly generated model.

genus input can be done on a per-chart basis). In a preliminary step, we buildthefeature skele-

ton [21, 3], representing all the tagged features (creases and corners) in a graph of adjacency.
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The mesh is now ready to be remeshed:

• We first estimate the curvature tensor field of the surface at the vertices, and deduce the two

principal direction fi elds stored as a 2D symmetric tensor field in a conformal parameter

space. These fields are then smoothed, and the degenerate points (umbilics) are extracted

(see Section 4.1).

• We then trace anetwork of lines of curvature, with a density guided by the local principal

curvatures, in order tosample the original geometryappropriately along minimum and

maximum curvatures, in agreement with asymptotic results from approximation theory. The

isotropic regions (around the umbilic points, being either spherical or flat, are point-sampled

since no obvious direction of symmetry is locally present (see Section 4.2).

• Finally, the vertices of the newly generated mesh are extracted from theintersectionsof

lines of curvature on anisotropic areas, and a constrained Delaunay triangulation offers a

convenient way to deduce the final edges from a subsampling of the lines of curvature (see

Section 4.3). The output of our algorithm is aquad-dominant anisotropic polygon mesh,

due to the natural orthogonality of the curvature lines.

We discuss the various computational geometry and numerical tools we used to significantly

ease the implementation, as well as our results in Section 4.4.

4.1 Principal Direction Fields

Since we will base our remeshing method on lines of curvature, we first need to extract the

principal curvatures. In this section, we describe how the curvature tensor fieldof the input

surface is extracted, smoothed, and analyzed. Most of these steps are performed directly in

parameter space, to speed up the computations.

4.1.1 Robust 3D Curvature Tensor Estimation

Due to the piecewise-linear nature of the input mesh, the very notion of curvature tensor,

well known in Differential Geometry [63], becomes non trivial, and subject to various defi-

nitions [118, 88]. In order to have acontinuoustensor field over the whole surface, we build

a piecewise linear curvature tensor field by estimating the curvature tensor at each vertex and

interpolating these values linearly across triangles. However, locally evaluating the surface cur-

vature tensor at a vertex is not very natural. For every edgee of the mesh, on the other hand,
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Figure 4.4:Integration domain for curvature tensor estimation

there is an obvious minimum (i.e., along the edge) and maximum (i.e., across the edge) curva-

ture. A natural curvature tensor can therefore be defined at each point along an edge, as noticed

recently in [33]. This line density of tensors can now be integrated (averaged, see Figure 4.4)

over an arbitrary regionB by summing the different contributions fromB, leading to the simple

expression:

T (v) =
1
|B| ∑

edgese

β (e) |e∩B| ē ēt (4.1)

wherev is an arbitrary vertex on the mesh,|B| is the surface area aroundv over which the tensor

is estimated,β (e) is the signed angle between the normals to the two oriented triangles incident

to edgee(positive if convex, negative if concave),|e∩B| is the length ofe∩B (always between 0

and|e|), and ē is a unit vector in the same direction ase. In our implementation, we evaluate the

tensor at every vertex locationv, for a neighborhoodB that approximates a geodesic disk around

this vertex. This approximation is done by simply computing the diskaroundv that is within a

sphere centered atv. The sphere radius is specified by the user; a radius equal to 1/100th of the

bounding box diagonal is used by default. To remain consistent with our tensor field evaluation,

the normal at each vertex can now be estimated by the eigenvector ofT (v) associated with

the eigenvalue of minimum magnitude. The two remaining eigenvaluesκmin and κmax are

estimates of the principal curvatures atv. Notice that the associated directions areswitched:

the eigenvector associated with the minimum eigenvalue is the maximum curvature direction

γmax, and vice versa forγmin (see Figure 4.5). This curvature tensor evaluation procedure, in

addition to being intuitive and simple to implement, has solid theoretical foundations, as well

as convergence properties [33].
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Figure 4.5:Principal directionsγmin and γmax estimated at mesh vertices, scaled by their re-

spective curvatures.

4.1.2 Flattening the Curvature Tensor Field

To allow for fast subsequent processing, we wish to ’flatten’ the surface, along withits curva-

ture tensor field. We use the discrete conformal parameterization recently presented in [84, 38]

as the solution of choice for mapping the 3D surface to a 2D domain: based on asimple varia-

tional formulation, this parameterization automatically provides an angle-preserving mapping,

without fixing any boundary positions, by simply solving a simple, sparse linear system. We

also compute the induced area distortion as advocated in [3].

On this parameterization, we can now simply store the 2D curvature tensor (the normal

component is no longer needed). For every vertex in this 2D parameterization, we thus compute

the 2D curvature tensorT such as:

T = Pt

(
κmin 0

0 κmax

)
P (4.2)

We do not need to compute the matrixP in practice. The tensor can be found simply by

picking an edge from the 1-ring, projecting it onto the tangent plane, and computing the signed

angleα between this projection and the eigenvector of the maximum eigenvalue: the quasi-

conformality of our parameterization allows us to now find the projected eigenvector by starting
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from the same edge in parameter space, and rotating it byα. The other eigenvector being

orthogonal to the first one by definition, the symmetric matrix representing T can now be found

explicitly.

Once we haveT at each vertex, the 2D tensor field is then interpolated linearly, i.e., the

matrix coefficients are linearly interpolated over each triangle (there are only three coefficients

to interpolate, since the matrix is symmetric). Therefore, for any value(u,v) in the parameter

space, we can return the value of the local tensorT(u,v).

4.1.3 Tensor Field Smoothing

Although the averaged nature of our tensor construction (Section 4.1.1) tends to remove local

imperfections due to the piecewise-linear description of our input meshes, an additional pass of

smoothing over the resulting 2D tensor field is often most needed. Indeed, if a coarse remeshing

of the surface geometry is desired, we first have to smooth and simplify the tensor field in order

to only capture the global geometry of the surface. However, if a very detailed remeshing is

desired, no or little smoothing is needed.

A Gaussian filtering of the tensor (coefficient by coefficient) is performed directly inthe

parameter space. This is efficiently done by placing a small disk around each 2D vertex ofour

parameterization, with a radius inversely proportional to the local area distortion: the conformal

nature of the parameterization will keep it a geodesic disk. We then convolve the field using this

circular, isotropic support for the Gaussian function. Although this fast convolution is sufficient

in most cases (see Figure 4.6), a more anisotropic smoothing of the three tensor coefficients

can also be performed when higher geometric fidelity is required: the reader can referto [71]

or [88] for possible practical solutions. We finally get a smoothed, continuous curvature field

that encodes the principal directions along with their associated curvatures as its eigenvectors

and eigenvalues, respectively.

4.1.4 Tensor Field Umbilic Points

The topology of a tensor field is partially defined by its degenerate points, calledumbilic points.

Such degenerate points of a 2D symmetric tensor field are at locations(ui ,vi) such as:

T(ui ,vi) =

(
λ 0

0 λ

)
. (4.3)
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Figure 4.6:Progressive smoothing of the principal direction fields. From left to the right: initial

minimal curvature directions, the same region after 10 smoothing iterations, and another view

of the smoothed field. Although the smoothing is computed in parameter space, the tensor field

has been projected back onto the surface for illustration purposes. The colordots indicate

umbilics.
This corresponds to the regions of the mesh where the field isisotropic, i.e., where the surface

is locally spherical or flat. To find the umbilic points of our piecewise-lineartensor field, we

follow Tricoche [120]: we define the deviator partD of our tensor fieldT, obtained through:

D = T− 1
2

tr(T)I2 =

(
α β
β −α

)
, (4.4)

where the special caseα = β = 0 corresponds to an umbilic point. Due to the linear interpo-

lation within each triangle, only one umbilic point can exist per triangle, and it locally corre-

sponds to either awedgetype, or atrisectortype [120] as shown in Figure 4.7. All the umbilics

can easily be found by going over each triangle and solving a 2×2 linear system. They are then

classified using a third-order polynomial root-finding problem as described in[36]. We keep

a list of all the types and 2D positions of these umbilics for further treatment. Notice finally

that the smoothing of the tensor field described in the previous section drastically reduces the
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number of umbilic points, as it also simplifies the topology of the extracted curvature tensor

field.

Figure 4.7: Trisector and wedge umbilic points are the only possible singularitiesof a

piecewise-linear tensor field.

4.1.5 Taking Care of Features

When tagged features are present on the input mesh, special care must be used during extrac-

tion, smoothing, and umbilic analysis. First, the averaged regions over which we integrate the

curvature tensors must be clipped if they intersect a feature. Indeed, feature lines often repre-

sent a significant discontinuity in the geometry (as between two adjacent faces of a cube for

instance), and a one-sided evaluation is therefore recommended. Second, the smoothing step

must also perform the same clipping (in the 2D plane this time) during the Gaussian smoothing

of a vertexv near a feature also to avoid “contamination” between separate regions; after the

clipping is done, the contribution due to a feature vertex located within the support is set to be

the average of the values of its neighbors on the same side of the feature asv. These operations,

simple to implement, are sufficient to deal correctly with features.

Once a smoothed tensor field is obtained, the next stage of our algorithm consists in resam-

pling the original geometry stored as a 2D tensor field in parameter space, using both points

and curvature-directed strokes.

4.2 Resampling

At this stage, we wish to anisotropically resample our geometry. Although alarge majority of

techniques perform resampling by spreading 0-elements (vertices, isotropic bynature) over the
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surface, this way of proceeding does not qualify as anisotropic. However, 1-elements (edges)

are, by nature, anisotropic as they represent a segment of zero curvature locally.Therefore, we

propose to resample the geometry by what is known aslines of curvatures[63]: these lines are

always along either the minimum, or the maximum curvatures. With a properdensity in agree-

ment with local curvatures, such a network of orthogonal curves will adequatelydiscretize the

object. The final edges will be found by subsampling these lines. Based on these observations,

we show in this section how anisotropic areas are sampled with a set of curves aligned along

principal directions, and how isotropic (i.e., spherical) areas are simply discretized with points

(see Figure 4.8).

1. lines of curvatures

1. vertices (points)

2. vertices (intersections)

2. edges (e.g., Delaunay)

3. edges (curve approximation)

3. faces

4. faces

Figure 4.8: Point-based sampling vs. curve-based sampling: while most techniques spread

vertices first before deducing edges and faces, we use lines of curvatures to find vertex positions,

before simplifying these lines to straight edges, and then deducing faces.

4.2.1 Curve-based Sampling for Anisotropic Areas

Our goal is to trace a network of orthogonal lines of curvature in anisotropic areas. We present

the numerical approach we used to successfully tracing lines, before giving detailson where

the lines are traced on the surface.

Lines of Curvatures

By definition, a line of maximum (resp. minimum) curvature is a curve ona surface such as, at

every point of the curve, the tangent vector of this curve is collinear with the principal direction

of the surface that corresponds to the maximum (resp. minimum) curvature. Eachline of
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curvature either starts from an umbilic point and ends at another one, or has aclosed orbit, or

can enter and exit from the domain bounds. One can trace such a curveC : t 7→ u(t),v(t) in the

parameter space(u,v) of the surface (see Section 4.1.2) by integrating the following ordinary

differential equation:

[
u′(t)

v′(t)

]
= γ(t), (4.5)

whereγ is an eigenvector ofT(u(t),v(t)). More precisely,γ is the eigenvector associated

with the smallest (resp. largest) eigenvalue ofT when computing a line of maximum (resp.

minimum) curvature.

Numerical Integration of a Line

Equation (4.5) can be numerically solved with an embedded fourth-order Runge-Kutta integra-

tion with adaptive step [97] where the step length is weighted by the normof the deviator (see

Section 4.1.4), as recommended by Tricoche [120]. If a starting point(u(0),v(0)) is chosen,

the local tensor is directly evaluated on the parameterization and its associated eigenvectorγ is

computed on the fly: the integration routine provides the next point along the line of curvature.

By iterating this process, we find a series of locations(u(k),v(k)) that defines a piecewise-linear

approximation of a line of curvature. Notice that once the line ends (at anumbilic point, at a

feature line, at the boundary, or close to another line of curvature), we start again at(u0,v0) but

in the opposite direction this time, to complete the line. We now turnto the problem of finding

the local density required for these lines of curvature.

Local Density of Lines

Two pivotal questions at this point of the algorithm are: how many linesshould be traced on

the surface, and where should we trace them? A partial answer is to first compute thedesired

density of lines needed at any given point on the surface, or, inversely, the spacing distance

between two lines. To achieve this, first consider two lines of curvature very closeto each

other. A cross section of the surface, normal to these two lines, will show an approximate arc

of circle (the local osculating circle of the surface) with two points on it corresponding to the

trace of these two lines. A linear approximation between these two points willbe away from

the actual osculating circle (i.e., the surface) by a small distance. If we want toguaranteethat
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Figure 4.9:Notations

this distance is less thanε in order to minimize the piecewise-linear reconstruction error, the

distanced between the two points must be dependent onκ as follows (see Figure 4.9):

d(κ) = 2

√
ε
(

2
|κ| − ε

)
. (4.6)

This means that for any point on a line of maximum (resp. minimum) curvature, an approx-

imation of the optimal distance to the next line of same curvature isdmax = d(κmin) (resp.,

dmin = d(κmax)). Notice that, in the limit (as element area goes to zero on a differentiable

surface), Equation (4.6) leads to an aspect ratio of the rectangular elements equal to:

dmax

dmin
≈

√
|κmax|
|κmin|

, (4.7)

which coincides with the result obtained by [113] in approximation theory. The spacing be-

tween lines of curvature defined above thus provides, for fine meshes, optimal approximation

of the underlying smooth surface. In our implementation, these theoretical distances are ap-

proximated quite well directly in parameter space: due to the conformal natureof the parame-

terization, multiplying such a distance by the local area stretching [3] willprovide the distance

in the parameter space.

Curve-based Sampling

Now that we know both how to trace lines of curvature and how spaced they should be, we

can start the curve-based sampling per se. High-quality placement ofstreamlineshave already

been studied in other applications, for visualization of vector fields for instance.Different

approaches, using image guidance [121], adapted seeding [77], and more recently flow-guided

seeding [125], have been proposed, but always for regularly sampled fields. It is however a

trivial matter to adapt them to our context: the technique we describe nextis therefore a hybrid

version of [77], and [125]. We will deal with the lines of minimum curvature and the lines of
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seed

seed

d

γ
min

min

streamline

Figure 4.10:Streamline computation.

maximum curvatureindependently. We first put all the umbilic points into a list ofpotential

seedsfor lines of curvatures. We then begin by tracing lines of maximum (resp. minimum)

curvature originated from the umbilic point with maximum absolute curvature, as proposed

in [125]. One line gets started if the umbilic point is a wedge, whilethree get started if it is

trisector, to respect the local topology of the vector field (see Figure 4.7). Ifno umbilics were

present, we start the line at the point with the largest|κmin| (resp.|κmax|). After each integration

step needed to trace the line of curvature, a pair of seeds, placed orthogonally to the current

line at the ideal distance (computed locally as in Section 4.2.1), is added to the list of potential

seeds [77] (see Figure 4.10).

The current line is traced until one of these cases happen:

• the line reaches another umbilic point;

• the line comes back close to its starting seed: in this case, a loop is created;

• the line crosses an edge of the feature graph or the domain boundary;

• or the line becomes too close to an existing line of maximum (resp. minimum) curvature.

The notion of closeness in the explanations above is relative to the local optimal distance

dmin (resp.,dmax) between lines. However, we artificially decrease the optimal distances near

the umbilic points to allow for a higher-fidelity discretization. The set of potential seeds are

put in a priority queue sorted by the difference between the local optimal distance at this seed

and the actual distance to a streamline. The seed that best fits the local requirement is then

used to start a new line, as described above. We perform this seed selection and the subsequent

line tracing iteratively until a complete coverage is obtained. A final check is performed to

make sure that no large areas are still uncovered. This is done by randomly sampling the

parameterization space and evaluate desired distance vs. actual distances. Generally, only a

handful of additional lines of curvatures get started this way.
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Proximity Queries Since the algorithm described above makes heavy use of distance com-

putations, we must handle all the proximity queries with care and efficiency.Due to the highly

non-uniform distribution of samples used on the surface, a quad-tree data structure would not

pay off. Instead, we opted for a conventional computational geometry tool,for which opti-

mized implementations are readily available (such as in CGAL [48], the library we use): a

constrained Delaunay triangulation(CDT). Indeed, a CDT allows for fast proximity queries

to constraints; furthermore, exploiting the coherence of requests (as we advance along the line

of curvature) through face caching results in near-linear complexity in the number of samples.

We proceed as follows: we first enter each feature segment in a CDT. Then, while we trace one

line of curvature, we cache each of its samples and perform the proximity queries in the current

CDT, providing distances to existing lines and features. When we are done with this line, we

incorporate all its constituting segments into the CDT as constraints, andstart a new line.

Control Parameters The sampling process is made flexible by providing the user with three

types of control. First, the parameterε indicating the geometric accuracy of the remeshing

(see Equation 4.6) is an easy way to guide the number of lines of curvature. Second, the

user can also apply a transfer function F (as in [3]) to the curvatures, to tune the amount of

curvature adaptation of the final mesh. Finally, the amount of isotropy vs. anisotropy is selected

through a valueρ ∈ [0;1]. We turn the optimal distance definitions from Equation 4.6 into:

dmax= d(ρ/2| κmax|+(1−ρ/2) |κmin|) anddmin = d(ρ/2 |κmin|+(1−ρ/2) |κmax|).

4.2.2 Point-based Sampling in Spherical Areas

In spherical and flat areas, the surface has no special direction of symmetry; placing edges in

this case does not make sense. We therefore use a more traditional point sampling technique

in these regions. Although efficient [3] or precise [4] point-sampling methods could be used, it

must be noted that these regions are extremely rare: except for canonical shapes suchas a plane

or a sphere, the tensor smoothing we initially perform tends to reduce thespherical regions to

single umbilic point, for which sampling is straightforward.

When a region has several umbilic points, we only pick a subset of them to sample the

region according to desired spacing (computed using Equation (4.6) again). A score for each

umbilic point is computed as a function of its desired distance and the actualdistance to an-

other selected sample or to a feature line1. The best fit is selected, tagged as being anisotropic

1This distance is computed through a proximity query to the CDT. Additionally, samplesthat are selected will
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sample, and we iterate this process until we can no longer add samples. Notice that, occasion-

ally, we use up all the umbilics without meeting the density requirement.This can only happen

when large triangles in flat regions are present (since only one possible umbilic point was gen-

erated per triangle, a flat region may be undersampled). In these rare cases, we iteratively add

more random samples in the triangles and proceed with the best-fit selection algorithm until

saturation.

4.3 Meshing

The previous resampling stage has spread a series of lines of curvatures and isotropic samples

over the surface. We now must deduce the final cells, edges and vertices of our remeshing

process to complete our work. Principal curvatures being always orthogonal to one another, the

network of lines of curvatures have created well-shaped quad regions all over the surface. We

capitalize on this observation to extract a quad-dominant mesh as follows.

4.3.1 Vertex Creation

In anisotropic regions, we traced lines of curvature using polyline approximations while we

used regular sample points for spherical and flat regions. Theverticeswill therefore be the

intersections of curvature lines, and the isotropic samples that we spread. While the isotropic

samples do not require any specific treatment, computing the line intersection has to be per-

formed.

In order to perform these intersections quickly, as well as to prepare us for the next steps, we

make use of a CDT again, in parameter space. We first enter all the features edges as constraints

in a new CDT. We add all the little segments defining the lines of curvatures sequentially, as

constraints as well. Finally, the isotropic samples are added as vertices in the CDT. The vertices,

intersection of features or of the lines of curvatures, haveautomaticallybeen added to the CDT

since two intersecting edge constraints will generate a vertex insertion: thevertex creation

phase is over.

Notice that the performance of this phase is, again, heavily affected by the order in which

the constrained segments are added. We found, not surprisingly, that random insertion leads

to slow performance. On the other hand, adding the segments sequentially along each line

be incorporated in the CDT in order to take them into account for future requests.
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of curvature results in almost linear complexity, as the incremental CDT benefits from spatial

coherence through caching. In our tests, the whole CDT process has been this way faster than

any of the other algorithms dedicated to segment intersections we have triedwithout exploiting

spatial coherence.

4.3.2 Edge Creation

The lines of curvatures must now be subsampled in order to extract the relevantedges. Al-

though it could seem that simply joining the previously-extracted vertices would do, we must

proceed with care to avoid folds on the mesh. We use a straightforward decimation process that

safely removes all useless samples: going repeatedly over each vertex present in the CDT, we

eliminate those which:

• are Runge-Kutta samples and have only one constraint segment attached (it will trim away

all dangling curvature lines) (see Figure 4.11,A);

• have zero constrained segments attached and are not isotropic samples (vertices of this type

appear during the decimation process, when a curvature line disappears totally for instance);

• have two constrained segments of same type attached (two minimum curvature line seg-

ments, two maximum curvature line segments, or two feature edges)—but onlyif removing

these two segments and replacing them by a single constraint segment doesnot create any

new intersections (see Figure 4.11,B). This last condition guarantees that our graph of region

adjacencies stays planar: it will preventfolding in the final mesh.

This decimation is performed until we can no longer delete vertices. While thisprocess has

taken care of the anisotropic regions, we still do not have edges in isotropic regions. This

is easily remedied by finally adding the CDT edges incident to the isotropic samples as con-

straints: it will provide a triangulation of each spherical or flat region (further edge-swaps can

be performed later to reduce valence dispersion or approximation error; see [3]).

4.3.3 Polygon Creation

The last stage of our remeshing phase extracts a final polygonal mesh from the CDT by finding

all regions entirely surrounded by constrained edges: these will be our polygons. This can be

done efficiently by simply visiting each CDT triangle once and recursively visitits neighbors

until constraint edges are reached (see Figure 4.11,C). These extracted polygonsbeing possibly

concave we perform a convex decomposition using an implementation of Greene’s dynamic
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Figure 4.11:Remeshing phase: a dome-like shape is sampled with lines of curvatures. All the

curvature line segments (red/blue) and the feature edges (green) are addedas constraints in a

CDT in parameter space. The CDT creates a dense triangulation; a rapid vertexdecimation

(A,B) then suppresses most small edges, and leaves only few vertices, defining a coarse polygo-

nal mesh. Adding constraint edges to the umbilic (center) point takes care of the near-spherical

cap.

programming algorithm [64] (also included in CGAL). We provide an additional option to

bound the highest degree of the polygons to easily allow for quad/triangle mesh generation.

This task is achieved through a recursive polygon partitioning algorithm that uses simple rules

for conforming-edge insertion, as indicated in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: A hybrid quad/triangle mesh is generated by adding conforming edges to T-

junctions in a systematic manner (this table is not exhaustive).
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4.4 Results and Discussion

Different remeshing examples for relatively simple shapes are illustrated in Figure 4.13. A

dome-like shape (first row) exhibits a spherical area at the top, and anisotropic areas elsewhere.

The lines of maximum curvature converge towards the umbilic point at the top, and the lines

of minimum curvature are concentric, closed circles. The vertices on the boundaryhave been

deduced from intersections between feature graph and lines of curvatures. Notice how the

area nearby the umbilic point has been triangulated, while other areas have been tessellated

with elongated four-sided elements. For illustration purposes, a quad/triangle subdivision algo-

rithm [114, 81], designed to preserve the hybrid (quad/triangle) structure is applied to generate

a smooth surface from the newly generated coarse mesh. Stretching the dome (secondrow)

totally modifies the distribution of curvatures on the surface, generating rather elongated ele-

ments on highly anisotropic areas. Finally, a saddle-like shape exemplifies thevarious spacings

happening as a function of curvatures.

Figure 4.13: Top: A dome-like shape, its lines of curvatures, the output of our remeshing

process, its limit surface after quad/triangle subdivision, with two close-ups of the cap; Bottom:

A squeezed dome and a saddle shape exhibit high anisotropy.

The model of a pig entirely remeshed with our technique is illustrated in Figure 4.14. The

curvature-based sampling of our lines of curvatures produces elongated quads inanisotropic ar-

eas. The edges tend to follow the local directions of symmetry, as expected. Conforming edges

have been added to the output polygonal model in order to obtain a hybrid quad/triangle model.

The second row shows a close-up of the ear, along with a surface obtained by quad/triangle

subdivision.

Finally, three other anisotropically remeshed models are shown in Figure 4.15. Theocta-

flower(A) is chosen to illustrate piecewise smooth anisotropic remeshing (G,H). The direction
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Figure 4.14:Remeshing a pig. Row 1, and right column: lines of minimum (blue) and maximum

(red) curvature, and the anisotropic polygon mesh generated. Row 2: close-upon an ear

showing the lines of curvatures, the resulting polygon mesh with conformingedges, the surface

after quad/triangle subdivision (edges of the coarse model are superimposed), and the mesh

after two iterations of subdivision.

fields are estimated, then piecewise smoothed as described in Section 4.1.5 (B–F). The closeup

(C) illustrates how the direction fields are not influenced by the features, or byeach other

across the sharp creases. Remeshing thebunny headwith three resolutions is illustrated by

Figure 4.15(I); notice the placement of the elements on the ears. The eye and the ear of the

Michelangelo’s David model show the richness of the geometry: the lines of curvatures con-

form to all the details, creating a mesh adapted to the ’anatomy’ of the original model. Note

that we show the resulting polygonal mesh before insertion of conformingedges.

Timing Our current implementation allows us to process the hand model (Figure 4.3) in 0.4s

for the tensor field computations, 60s for the sampling phase, and 1s for the final remeshing

phase. These timings are typical of all other models, with the exception of theentire head of

Michelangelo’s Davidthat required 8 minutes to resample. Given that no post-optimization

process is required, we regard these numbers as very reasonable.

Implementation As indicated through this paper, we have tried to systematically use numer-

ical techniques and computational geometry tools optimized and readily available to decrease

the difficulty of implementation. We strongly adviseagainstan implementation “from scratch”
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Figure 4.15:A-H: the octa-flower geometry illustrates the behavior of our remeshing technique

for piecewise smooth surfaces. Principal direction fields are estimated and piecewise smoothed

(C) (see Section 4.1.5). I: The bunny’s head is remeshed with different mesh densities. J: Fi-

nally, Michelangelo’s David is remeshed; close-ups on the eye and the ear show the complexity

of the model, and how the lines of curvatures match the local structures. Below is another

closeup, on the whole face this time, with lines of curvatures and final polygonal mesh.

of our technique: it would result in weeks of coding, with slow and brittle results. The use of

numerical techniques polished over time, and of an optimized and robust computational geom-

etry library guarantees a much easier implementation, as well as fast and robust results. For

instance, the remeshing part of our technique requires only 200 lines of codewhen interfaced

with CGAL with an appropriate filtered kernel [48], while earlier trials made for significant

(ten times) larger code, and less robust and efficient results. For reference, the tensor fieldpro-

cessing code requires 1000 lines, while the sampling process is 5000 lines. Notice also that

being able to handle the David’s head mesh is proof of numerical robustness: even very large

area distortion due to flattening is accommodated for.

Limitations Due to the global parameterization used in this paper, the technique is limited to

genus-0 patches. For closed or genus> 0 objects, this requires to go through chart construction
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and surface cutting. Besides, the main bottleneck of our current approach is clearlythe sam-

pling stage. Although it is undeniably the most important stage, finding heuristics to improve

it or to speed it up would be desirable. In addition, it would also be useful to develop a fast

optimization phase, when higher quality bounds on the sampling density areneeded. Finally,

moving the remeshed vertices out of the original manifold could drasticallyimprove the result-

ing error approximation, but this is not the focus of this work, andit will be explored at a later

time.

4.5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced a novel approach to remeshing, exploiting the naturalanisotropy of most

surfaces. Imitating artists’ curvature strokes used in caricatures, we trace lines of curvatures

onto the surface with a proper local curvature-dependent density before deducing a quad-

dominant mesh, with elements naturally elongated along local minimum curvature directions.

Resulting meshes are very efficient, in the sense that they capture the main geometric features

with a very low number of elements. This method also offers control over the mesh quality and

density. Obvious extensions include a user-guided selection of the lines of curvatures.

As future work we wish to find a way to sample and remesh directly on the manifold em-

bedded in a three-dimensional space, without using a parameterization. Finally, exploring other

resampling solutions is of interest. In particular, following the direction of minimum absolute

curvature would be in complete agreement with approximation theory [34]. This approach

leads to non-orthogonal edge intersections in hyperbolic regions, which is visually displeasing

but optimal in terms of approximation error. We plan to investigate this alternate solution and

evaluate its relevance to our community.
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Part III

Meshing implicit surfaces with certifi ed

topology
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Introduction

Implicit equations are a popular way to encode geometric objects [123]. Typical examples are

CSG models, where objects are defined as results of boolean operations on simple geometric

primitives. Given an implicit surface, associated geometric objects of interest, suchas contour

generators, are also defined by implicit equations. Another advantage of implicitrepresenta-

tions is that they allow for efficient blending of surfaces, with obvious applications in CAD

or metamorphosis. Finally, this type of representation is also relevant to other scientific fields,

such as level sets methods or density estimation [40].

However, most graphical algorithms, and especially those implemented in hardware, cannot

process implicit surfaces directly, and require that a piecewise linear approximation of the con-

sidered surface has been computed beforehand. As a consequence, polygonalization of implicit

surfaces has been widely studied in the literature. Among the general classes of methods de-

voted to this problem, the most common one is the so-called extrinsic polygonalization method

[123]. It consists in two steps : first build a tesselation of space, and then analyze the intersec-

tion of the considered surface with each cell of the tesselation to produce the approximation.

The celebrated marching cube algorithm [83] belongs to this category. The goal of an implicit

surface polygonizer is twofold : its output should be geometrically closeto the original surface,

and have the same topology. While the former is achieved by several polygonalization schemes

[124], the latter has been barely addressed up to now.

Some algorithms achieve topological consistency, that is ensure that the result is indeed a man-

ifold, by taking more or less arbitrary decisions when a topologically ambiguous configuration

is encountered. This implies that their output might have a different topology from the original

surface, except in very specific cases [82]. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one paper

devoted to the more difficult problem of homeomorphic polygonalization [115]. The main theo-

retical tool used in this paper is Morse theory. The authors first find a level set of the considered

function that can be easily polygonalized. This initial polygonalization isthen progressively

transformed into the desired one, by computing intermediate level sets. This requires in partic-

ular to perform topological changes when critical points are encountered. Unfortunately, this

work is mostly heuristic, and the authors do not give any proof of the correctness of their algo-

rithm.
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In this chapter, we give the first certified algorithm for isotopic implicitsurface polygonal-

ization. Assuming the critical points of the function defining the surface are known, the whole

algorithm can be implemented in the setting of interval analysis. We only assumethat the

considered isosurface is smooth, that is does not contain any critical point, which is generic

by Sard’s theorem [106]. Our polygonalization is the zero-set of the linearinterpolation of

the implicit function on a mesh ofR3. We first exhibit a set of conditions on the mesh used

for interpolation that ensure the topological correctness (section 1.6). Then, we describe an

algorithm for building a mesh satisfying these conditions, thereby leadingto a provably correct

polygonalization algorithm (section 1.7).
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1.6 A condition for isotopic meshing

Let f be aC2 function fromR3 to R. We assume thatM = f−1(0), the surface we want to

polygonalise, is compact. In what follows,T denotes a triangulation of a domainΩ ⊂ R3

containingM and f̂ the function obtained by interpolatingf linearly onT. A vertexv will be

saidlarger (resp.smaller) than a vertexu if f (v) is larger (resp.smaller) than f (u) ; the sign

of f at a vertex will be referred to as the sign of that vertex. We setM̂ = f̂−1(0).

1.6.1 A glimpse at stratified Morse theory

Classical Morse theory

The topology of implicit surfaces is usually investigated through Morse theory [90]. Given a

real functionf defined on a manifold, Morse theory studies the topological changes in the sets

f−1(]−∞,a]) (lower level-sets) whena varies. In our case, asf is defined onR3, this amounts

to study how the topology of the part of the graph off lying below a horizontal hyperplane

changes as this hyperplane sweepsR4. Classical Morse theory assumes thatf is of classC2.

In this case, as is well known, these topological changes are related to thecritical pointsof f ,

that is the points where the gradient∇ f of f vanishes. More precisely, the only topological

changes occur whenf−1(a) passes through a critical pointp -a is then called acritical value.

In the 2-dimensional case, the topology off −1(]−∞,a]) can change in three possible ways,

according to the type of critical pointp (see figure 1.16).

In figure 1.16, the setsf−1(]−∞,a]) are displayed as striped regions. The leftmost column

depicts the situation wherep is a local maximum, that is when the Hessian off at p is positive.

In this case,f−1(]− ∞,a+ ε]) is obtained fromf−1(]−∞,a− ε]) by gluing a topological

disk along its boundary. In the case of a saddle point (i.e. the Hessian has signature(1,1)),

passing a critical value amounts to glue a thickened topological line segment(in gold) along its

“thickened” boundary (in blue). Finally, passing through a local minimum (negative Hessian)

just amounts to add a disk disconnected fromf −1(]−∞,a− ε]). If p does not fall in any of

these categories, that is if the Hessian atp is degenerate, then classical Morse theory cannot be

applied.C2 functions whose critical points all have non-degenerate Hessian are calledMorse

functions. From now on, we will assume thatf is a Morse function. Also, we require that 0 is

not a critical value off , which implies thatM is a manifold.
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Figure 1.16:Smooth Morse theory in 2D.

Stratifi ed Morse theory

As mentioned in the introduction, we chose to approximate the zero-setM of the smooth func-

tion f by the zero-setM̂ of f̂ , which is piecewise linear. We thus need to be able to compare

the topology of the level sets of̂f with the topology of those off . Unfortunately, f̂ , being

piecewise linear, falls out of the realm of classical Morse theory. Also, in the proof of lemma

54, we will need to apply Morse theory to a piecewiseC2 function. As a consequence, we have

to resort to an extension of Morse theory developed by Goresky and MacPherson [61],called

stratified Morse theory. This extension can handle a certain type of singular spaces, called

Whitney-stratified spaces. Whitney-stratified spaces are unions of (open) smooth submanifolds

of varying dimension, the strata, such that the boundary of each stratum is a union of lower

dimensional strata2. These spaces can be rather complicated. For our purpose, we can restrict

ourselves to the case of a graph of a piecewiseC2 functiong from R3 to R. In this case, the

3-dimensional strata are the interior of the patches where the function isC2, and lower dimen-

sional strata are lower dimensional faces of these patches.g should also satisfy some conditions
3 for the theory to apply. In particular, the restriction ofg to any stratum should be a Morse

function. We will call such functions stratified Morse functions.

In stratified Morse theory, the critical points of a function are defined to be the critical points

2These spaces should also satisfy additional properties. For a precise defi nition, see [61].
3Basically, the height function restricted to the graph ofg should be a Morse function in the sense of [61].
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of the restriction of the function to a stratum. Note that points of 0-dimensional strata are by

convention critical points. Just as in the classical case, the topology of the setg−1(]−∞,a])

changes only whena passes through a critical value, that is wheng−1(a) passes through some

critical point p. The difference is that the change in its topology can be much more involved

than in the classical case. Still, like in the smooth case, it can be shown that the setg−1(]−
∞,a+ ε]) can always be obtained fromg−1(]−∞,a− ε]) by gluing some setA along some

subsetB⊂ A. The pair(A,B) is called thelocal Morse dataof g at p. To put it more formally,

if B(p,δ ) denotes the ball centered onp and with radiusδ , then one has :

A≃ B(p,δ )∩g−1([a− ε,a+ ε])

and

B≃ B(p,δ )∩g−1(a− ε)

These definitions actually make sense, as one can show that the topology of each of the above

spaces does not depend onε andδ for 0 < ε ≪ δ ≪ 1. In the classical case, if critical pointp

has indexλ , that it the Hessian ofg at p has signature(3−λ ,λ ), thenA is homeomorphic to

the product of aλ -dimensional disk with a(3−λ )-dimensional one, andB is homeomorphic

to the product of(λ −1)-dimensional sphere with a(n−λ )-dimensional disk (see figure 1.16).

Together with each critical pointp of a Morse functiong defined on a stratified space is

associated an integer, called the index ofg at p, and denoted byind(p,g) or simply byind(p)

when no confusion is possible. The index is defined to be the increase in the Eulercharacteristic

of g−1(]−∞,a]) whena goes fromg(p)− ε to g(p)+ ε. If p is not a critical point, then its

index is set to 0. Note that this index is different from the one classically used in the smooth

setting, that is the numberλ considered in the previous paragraph. Whenp is a critical point

of a smooth function, one actually hasind(p) = (−1)λ . From now on, by index we will mean

the numberind(p). Almost by definition, we get the following counterpart of Hopf’s theorem

in the stratified setting :

Theorem 38 Let Y be a compact subset ofR3 and g: Y → R be a stratified Morse function.

Then,χ denoting the Euler characteristic :

χ(Y) = ∑
p∈Y

ind(p)

In the sequel, we will use the following consequence of this theorem :
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Lemma 39 Let f,g be two stratified Morse functions defined onR3 and Y be a compact subset

of R3 such that f|Y and g|Y are stratified Morse functions. If f and g coincide in a neighborhood

of ∂Y, then :

∑
p∈Y

ind(p, f ) = ∑
p∈Y

ind(p,g)

Proof. We have∑p∈Y ind(p, f|Y) = χ(Y) = ∑p∈Y ind(p,g|Y). Now the difference between

∑p∈Y ind(p, f ) and∑p∈Y ind(p, f|Y) is the sum ofind(p, f )− ind(p, f|Y), where the sum runs

over critical points off lying on ∂Y, since both indices coincide for critical points lying in the

interior ofY. As f andg coincide in a neighborhood of∂Y, we have for eachp∈ ∂Y :

ind(p, f )− ind(p, f|Y) = ind(p,g)− ind(p,g|Y)

and the result follows. 2

In the following, we will call the quantity∑p∈Y ind(p, f ) the index off onY. We recall that

if f : R3 → R is aC2 Morse function andY ⊂ R3 is a 3-manifold with boundary, then ([62])

Lemma 40 The index of f on Y is the degree of the map from∂Y to the sphere S2 that asso-

ciates with each point p∈ ∂Y the normalized gradient of f at p.

Obviously, there is no such result in the stratified setting, as the normalized gradient is not

continuous any more, so its degree is not defined. However, there is a simple situation in which

a result in the same spirit holds. Letf : R3 → R be a piecewiseC2 Morse function andp be a

critical point of f .

Lemma 41 Consider the set4 :

Cε = convex hull{∇ f (x)| x∈ B(p,ε) ,∇ f (x) is defined}

If for sufficiently smallε, 0 /∈ Cε , then the lower-level set f−1(]−∞, f (p)−η ]) is a strong

deformation retract of f−1(]−∞, f (p)+η ]) for sufficiently smallη . In particular, the index of

f at p is0.

We recall that loosely speaking, a spaceB is a strong deformation retract5 of A⊃ B if A can

be continuously collapsed toB without being torn. In particular, one hasχ(A) = χ(B). For a

precise definition see any topology textbook, such as [68] or [41]. Lemma 41 is proved in [1]

(proposition 1.2).

4The limit of the setCε asε goes to 0 is known as the Clarke’s subdifferential off at p.
5In what follows, we write "deformation retract" for short.
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PL case

We now apply stratified Morse theory to the simple case of the piecewise linear function f̂ . For

piecewise linear functions, being a stratified Morse function means that no two neighboring

vertices map to the same value byf , which we will assume from now on. We also assume

that no vertex ofT maps to 0 byf , which guarantees that̂M is a manifold. We refer to these

two assumptions asgenericity assumptions. Let us first recall some well-known definitions

[46, 61] :

Defi nition 21 Thestarof a vertex is the union of all simplices6 containing this vertex. Thelink

of a vertex is the boundary of its star.

Defi nition 22 Thelower starSt−(v) of f̂ at a vertex v is the union of all simplices incident on

v all vertices of which but v are smaller than v. Thelower link Lk−(v) of f̂ at a vertex v is the

union of all simplices of the link of v all vertices of which are smaller than v.

Becausef̂ is linear on each simplex ofT, its only critical points are the vertices ofT. To

guarantee that̂M is a manifold, we assume that no vertex ofT maps to 0 byf (hyp. b). Again,

this can be ensured by perturbingf slightly if necessary. We refer to hypothesisa andb as the

genericity assumptions.

Proposition 42 The local Morse data at a vertex v of T is homotopy equivalent to(St−(v),Lk−(v)).

We recall that homotopy equivalence is a coarser relation than homeomorphy, allowing

for instance for changes in the dimensions of the spaces involved. For precise definitions of

homotopy equivalence of topological spaces and of pair of spaces, see [68] or [41].

Figure 1.17 shows the local Morse data in 2D in the case of a vertex with connected lower

link (left), of a maximum (ie lower link equal to the link, middle), and of a “3-fold saddle”

(lower link with 3 components, right). In the sense of stratified Morse theory, the vertexv in

the left of figure 1.17 is a critical point, as any vertex. Still, no topological change in the lower

level-sets occurs at such a point. This is what incited us to modify the definition of critical

points in the PL case :

Defi nition 23 A critical pointof f̂ is a vertex whose lower link is not contractible7. A vertex

that is not a critical point off̂ will be calledregular.

6By simplex we mean a closed cell ofT of any dimension.
7A topological space is contractible if it retracts by deformation to a point.
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Figure 1.17: Morse theory for PL functions in 2D. Plus and minus signs indicate whether

neighbors of v are larger or smaller than v. Lower links are displayed in blue, setsf̂−1(]−
∞, f (v)− ε]) in red, and setŝf−1(]−∞, f (v)+ ε]) in green.

With this definition, any critical point induces a change in the homotopytype of lower level-

sets. The index of a critical pointv is 1 minus the Euler characteristic ofLk−(v) [8]. In figure

1.17v respectively has index 0, 1, and−2. In 2D the critical points are exactly the vertices

with non-zero index. This is not true any more in 3D. For instance, vertices whose lower link

has the topology of the disjoint union of an annulus and a disk are critical but have index 0.

Still, regular points all have index 0. In 3D, a point is regular ifand only if its lower link and

its upper link (similarly defined) are connected, which yields an easy way detect critical points.

Finally, remark that if a vertex meets the assumptions of proposition 41, then by proposition 42

its lower stars retracts by deformation on its lower link, so that its lowerstar is contractible, i.e.

the vertex is regular.

Before stating the theorem, we need one more topological notion :

1.6.2 Collapses

Loosely speaking, a collapse [100] is an operation which consists in removing cells from a

simplicial complex whithout changing its connectivity. More precisely :

Defi nition 24 If L is a simplicial complex and K a subcomplex of L, one says that there is an

elementary collapse from L to K if there is a p-simplex s of L and a(p−1)-face t of s such

that :

- s is not a face of any simplex of L.

- t is not a face of any simplex of L other than s.

- L = K∪s.

- ∂s\K is the relative interior of t.
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Figure 1.18:Elementary collapse.

Defi nition 25 If L is a simplicial complex and K a subset of L, one says that L collapses to Kif

there is a subdivision L′ of L such that K can be obtained from L′ by a sequence of elementary

collapses.

Definition 25 is illustrated in figure 1.19. In figure 1.19, the complexesin the middle and

on the right do not collapse to the bold curve because they would need to be“torn” in order to

do so. If a complex collapses to a subcomplex, then the subcomplex is a deformation retract of

the complex, but the converse is not true in general. However, we have the following :

Lemma 43 A contractible subcomplex of a 2-sphere collapses to a point.

Figure 1.19:The grey complex on the left collapses to the bold curve (dashed edges represent

the subdivision). This is not true for the two other complexes.

1.6.3 Main result

0. We assume thatf does not vanish on any tetrahedron ofT containing a critical point off .

Theorem 44 Let W be a subcomplex of T .

If W satisfies the following conditions :
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1. f does not vanish on∂W.

2. W contains no tetrahedron of T containing a critical point of f .

2’. W contains no critical point of̂f .

3. W collapses toM̂.

4. f and f̂ have the same index on each bounded component ofΩ\W.

Then M andM̂ are isotopic in W. Moreover, the Hausdorff distance between M andM̂ is

smaller than the “width” of W, that is the maximum over the components Vof W of the Haus-

dorff distance between the subset of∂V where f is positive and the one where f is negative.

In the conclusion of the theorem, isotopic inW means thatM can be continuously deformed

into M̂ while remaining a manifold embedded inW, so thatM could not be a knotted torus if

M̂ is an unknotted one, for instance. We first prove that under the conditions of the theorem,

M andM̂ are homeomorphic. Under the assumptions of the theorem, the fact that theyactually

are isotopic will be proved in the next section. Before proving the theorem, we first show by

some examples that none of its assumptions can be removed. In the three following pictures,

(local) minima of f are represented bymin, (local) maxima bymax, and saddle points bys.

Critical points of f̂ are represented similarly but with a caret. The sign preceding a critical

point symbol indicates the sign of the considered function (f or f̂ ) at the critical point.

−min

+s

M
+ +

+

Figure 1.20:Condition0. is needed.

Figure 1.20 shows that condition0. cannot be removed even in the 2D case. By allowing

for critical points of f inside a triangle ofT with positive vertices, one can build an example

whereM has an extra component w.r.t.̂M without violating conditions involving critical points

and their indices. Indeed, in figure 1.20,f has index 0 on the triangle, since minima have index

1 and saddle points have index−1.
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−min

−min

+max+max +s

−s

−s
M

M′

Figure 1.21:Critical points do not determine the topology of level-sets.

Figure 1.21 is a 2D example of two zero-setsM (boundary of the gold region) andM ′

which are not homeomorphic, though their defining functions have the same critical points,

with the same indices. The dashed curves represents a negative level-set (in green) of the

function definingM′, and a positive one (in blue). Such an example can also be built such that

M′ = M̂ for some meshT. This shows the importance of the setW in the theorem. In particular,

conditions1. and3. cannot be removed. Indeed, if one drops1., taking forW any set satisfying

2. and3. makes the theorem fail. On the other hand, if one drops3., anyW satisfying2. and1.

also makes the theorem fail.

−m̂in
−m̂in

−m̂in

−ŝ
−min

+s

−s

M

M̂

W

Ω

Figure 1.22:Condition2’. and4. are needed.

Figure 1.22 is a 3D example whereM is a torus whereaŝM is a sphere. This is becausef̂ has

an extra negative minimum insidêf−1(]−∞,0]) whereasf has an index 1 saddle point outside
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the bounding boxΩ. Depending on whether this extra minimum lies inW or not (see the circle

arc with arrows at both ends in figure 1.22), one obtains counterexamplesto the theorem if

assumptions2’. or 4. are dropped. One can build similar examples showing that condition2.

is also needed.

We now return to the proof of theorem 44.

1.6.4 Proof of the homeomorphy

Lemma 45 Let S and T be two subsets of a topological space X that meet (ie S∩T 6= /0).

Assume the boundary of S is connected, as well as T and X\T.

If the X\S and X\T meet but their boundaries do not, then S is contained in the interior of T

or the other way around.

Proof. Let SandT be two such sets.∂S is the disjoint union of∂S∩ int(T) and∂S∩ int(X \T)

since∂S∩ ∂T is empty. So we have a partition of∂S in two relatively open sets. As it is

connected, one has to be empty.

If ∂S∩ int(T) is empty then∂S⊂ int(X \T) that isT∩∂S is empty. As a consequence,T is in-

cluded in int(S) or in int(X\S) by connectedness. SinceSandT meet, we have thatT ⊂ int(S).

Now if ∂S∩ int(X \T) is empty thenX \T is contained in int(S) or in int(X \S) by connect-

edness again. Similarly as above it has to be contained in int(X \S), which means thatS⊂ T.

Thus int(S) ⊂ int(T) so∂S⊃ S\ int(T) = S∩∂T. If Swould meet∂T, then∂Sand∂T would

meet, which is impossible :S is included in the interior ofT. 2

Lemma 46 Let V be a connected component of W.

M∩V is a connected smooth compact manifold without boundary.

Proof. Hypothesis3 implies easily thatV collapses toM̂∩V. ThusV contains a simplex having

positive and negative vertices. As a consequence,f vanishes onV. Since f does not vanish on

∂W (1), M intersectsV. Also, M does not meet the boundary ofV (1), soM∩V is a smooth

compact manifold without boundary.

BecauseV, which is connected, collapses tôM ∩V, M̂ ∩V is a connected closed surface.

Therefore, the complement of̂M ∩V has exactly two components, one of which is bounded.

BecauseV collapses toM̂, R3 \V also has exactly one bounded component which we denote

by A and one unbounded component we denote byB. The complement ofA, which isB∪V,
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is connected, becauseB andV are connected. For the same reason,A∪V is also connected.

Moreover, since the complement ofA∪V is B, it is also connected. In summary,A is connected

as well as its complement, and the same is true forA∪V.

Call nowMi, i = 1..n the connected components ofM∩V. For eachi, let Ni be the bounded

component ofR3 \Mi. Mi = ∂Ni does not meet∂ (A∪V) ⊂ ∂W (1), andA∪V is connected

as is its complement. SoNi is included inA∪V thanks to lemma 45. NowNi contains at least

one critical point of f . But asNi ⊂ A∪V, such a point has to lie inA, by 2. So Ni meets

A, but since∂Ni = Mi does not meet∂A ⊂ W̄, Ni containsA by lemma 45 again. Suppose

M ∩V is not connected. ThenN1 and N2 both containA so they intersect. BecauseM is

smooth, their boundaries do not intersect. So one has w.l.o.g.N2 ⊂ N1. Now f vanishes on

∂ (N1\N2) = ∂N1∪∂N2, and therefore has an extremum inN1\N2, which is impossible because

N1\N2 ⊂V. 2

A M1

M2

M̂

V

Figure 1.23:Proof of lemma 46.

So M ∩V and M̂ ∩V are connected compact surfaces without boundary. As seen in the

preceding proof,A contains all critical points off enclosed byM∩V, with the same notations.

Also, A contains all critical points of̂f enclosed byM̂∩V by 2’. From condition4., we deduce

that the volumes enclosed byM∩V and byM̂∩V have the same Euler characteristic, since the

Euler characteristic of a lower level set is the index of the considered functionon that lower

level set (theorem 38). SoM∩V andM̂∩V have the same genus and are thus homeomorphic.

To complete the proof thatM andM̂ are homeomorphic, it remains to check that :

Lemma 47 M is included in W.

Proof. Let D be some component ofΩ \W. We claim thatM ∩D is empty. FirstM̂ ∩D is

empty by3 so w.l.o.g vertices lying in the closure ofD are all positive. IfM∩D is not empty
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then some componentE of f−1(]−∞,0]) meetsD. Moreover, by condition1, ∂D does not

meetE. Indeed, f is positive at vertices of∂D and does not vanish on∂D ⊂ ∂W∪ ∂Ω. So

E, being connected, is included in the interior ofD. But thenE is compact and thusf reaches

its minimum onE : E contains a (negative) critical point off . This is impossible since the

tetrahedron containing this critical point would have negative verticesby condition0, though

being included inD. 2

The proof of the bound on the Hausdorff distance betweenM andM̂ is not difficult. Pick

any pointp in M̂ and letV be the component ofW containing it. Assume w.l.o.g. thatf (p) > 0

and let p′ be the closest point ofp on the component of∂V where f is negative. By the

intermediate value theorem, the line segmentpp′ meetsM at a pointq. The distance betweenp

andq is smaller than the distance betweenp andp′ which is smaller than the Hausdorff distance

between the two components of∂V. This shows one half of the bound. The other half can be

proved in a similar way.

1.6.5 Proof of the isotopy

Now that we know thatM andM̂ are homeomorphic, the fact that they are isotopic is a con-

sequence of proposition 48, which is of independent interest. The backgroundon 3-manifold

topology required for the proof of this proposition can be found in[69]. In this section, all

maps and manifolds considered areC ∞.

Proposition 48 Let Ŝ be a orientable compact connected surface without boundary and let S

be a surface such that

• Ŝ is homeomorphic to S,

• S is embedded in V= Ŝ× [0,1],

• S∩ (Ŝ×{0}) = /0 and S∩ (Ŝ×{1}) = /0,

• V \S has two connected components, one containingŜ×{0} and the other one containing

Ŝ×{1}.

Then S is isotopic tôS in V.

To prove theorem 44, one applies proposition 48 to each component ofM. More precisely,

letMi be any component ofM, and letM̂i (resp.Wi) be the corresponding component ofM̂ (resp.

W). Now consider any regular neighborhoodU of Wi (see [100]). SinceWi collapses toM̂i, U is

also a regular neighborhood of̂Mi ([100] corollary 3.29). NowM̂i has a regular neighborhood
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N such that the pair(M̂i,N) is homeomorphic to(M̂i ×{1/2},M̂i × [0,1]). Indeed, such a

neighborhood can be obtained as the union of a collar ofM̂i in f̂−1(]−∞,0]) and a collar

of M̂i in f̂−1([0,+∞[) (3.17 and 2.26 in [100]). Thus by the uniqueness result for regular

neighborhoods (3.24 in [100]), the pair(M̂i,U) is homeomorphic to(M̂i ×{1/2},M̂i × [0,1]).

Consider now a smooth surfaceŜhomeomorphic toM̂i and leth be a homeomorphism between

the pair(M̂i,U) and(Ŝ×{1/2}, Ŝ× [0,1]). Let alsoSbe a smooth surface embedded inŜ× [0,1]

isotopic toh(Mi). SandŜsatisfy the assumptions of proposition 48, so they are isotopic, which

implies thatMi andM̂i are isotopic inU . AsU can be chosen arbitrarily close toWi, Mi andM̂i

actually are isotopic inWi.

For technical reasons our proof of proposition 48 does not work whenŜ is a sphere. Fortu-

nately, isotopy always holds in this case, since there is no smooth knotted 2-sphere inR3 (this

follows from Schoenflies theorem, see [98] p.34). From now on, we assume thatŜ is not a

sphere. The proof of proposition 48 is based upon the following theorem (see [69] p.16 for a

proof).

Theorem 49 Let Ṽ be a connected compact irreducible Seifert-fibered manifold. Then any

essential surface S iñV is isotopic to a surface which is either vertical, i.e. a union of regular

fibers, or horizontal, i.e. transverse to all fibers.

Let us explain the various terms involved in this theorem. A 3-manifoldN is saidirreducible

if any 2-sphere embedded inN bounds a 3-ball embedded inN. A Seifert-fibered manifoldis

a 3-manifold that decomposes into a union of topological circles, thefibers, satisfying certain

properties. In particular, the cartesian product of a surfaceSand a circleS1 is a Seifert-fibered

3-manifold, with fibers the circles{x}×S1 for x∈S. We will not explain what aregularfiber is,

but in the previous case, which will be ours, all fibers are regular. An orientable surface without

boundaryS embedded in a 3-manifoldN is saidincompressibleif none of its components is

homeomorphic to a sphere and if for any (topological) diskD ⊂ N whose boundary is included

in S, there is a diskD′ ⊂ Ssuch that∂D = ∂D′. Any diskD for which there is noD′ is called

a compressing diskfor S (see figure 1.24 for an example of compressing disk). The notion

of essential surfaceof a 3-manifold is similar to the one of incompressible surface, but more

restrictive. However, when the 3-manifold has no boundary, both notions coincide.

In our setting,Ṽ is the trivial Seifert-fibered manifold̂S×S1, which we obtain by identi-

fying the two boundary components ofV = Ŝ× [0,1]. We will still denote byS the surface

corresponding toS in Ṽ. We first prove that̃V andS fulfill the hypothesis of theorem 49 and
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then deduce thatS is isotopic toŜ. Because we assume thatŜ is not a 2-dimensional sphere,

Ṽ = Ŝ×S1 is irreducible ([69] prop 1.12 p.18). We now prove the following

Lemma 50 S is an essential surface iñV .

Proof. SinceṼ has no boundary it is sufficient to prove thatS is incompressible. Letx ∈ S1

be the point corresponding to the endpoints of[0,1] and denote bŷS the sectionŜ×{x} in Ṽ.

SupposeS is compressible. So one can find a simple curveγ on S which does not bound a

disk in Sand which bounds an embedded diskD in Ṽ. Do the following surgery: cutSalong

γ and glue a disk homotopic toD along each of the two boundary components ofS\ γ (see

figure 1.24). By doing so, one obtains a new surface with Euler characteristicgreater than

χ(S) = χ(Ŝ). The previous surgery does not change the homology class: the new surface is

homologous toS. Also, the surfaceS (with well chosen orientation) is homologous toŜ, asŜ

andS form the boundary of an open subset inṼ. On the other hand, it follows from Künneth

formula ([G] p.198) that the homology class ofŜ in Ṽ = Ŝ×S1 is not zero. So one of the

connected componentsS′ of the new surface has a non zero homology class inṼ. Moreover,S′

has a smaller genus than the one ofS. Indeed, suppose it is not the case. As the new surface

has a larger Euler characteristic thanχ(S) and has at most two connected components, the

only possibility is that this surface is the disjoint union ofS′ and a sphere. Considering the

complement of the compressing disk in the sphere component shows that∂D bounds a disk in

S, which is a contradiction.

D

γ
S S′

Figure 1.24:Surgery along a compressing disk.
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Note that it is possible to chooseD such thatD∩ Ŝ= /0: among all the embedded disks

with γ as boundary that meetŜ in a finite numbern of simple closed curves, take asD the one

such thatn is minimum. Suppose thatn is not zero. Among all these intersection curves, there

is at least one curveα bounding a disk inD \ (Ŝ∩D) (when the curves are nested, consider

any innermost curve onD, see fig. 1.25 on the right). Also, the surfaceŜ is incompressible,

since the injection of̂S in Ṽ induces an injection between corresponding fundamental groups

(see [69] p. 10). As a consequence,α bounds a disk in̂Sand one can then make an isotopy to

obtain a diskD′ such thatD′∩ Ŝ= (D∩ Ŝ) \α. This contradicts the minimality ofn (see fig.

1.25).

DŜ

α

α

D

Figure 1.25:Decreasing the number of components of D∩ Ŝ.

The previous surgery cannot be iterated an infinite number of times, since the genus of

S′ decreases each time. Upon termination, one obtains a surface, calledS′ again, which is

incompressible or the sphereS2, and which does not intersect the surfaceŜbecause we chose

compressing disks that do not meetŜ. If S′ is a 2-sphere, it does not bound a 3-ball because its

homology class inH2(Ṽ) is not zero. This implies that̃V is not irreducible: contradiction. So

S′ is an incompressible surface. Applying theorem 49, one deduces thatS′ is isotopic to either

a horizontal or a vertical surface.

Claim: S′ is not isotopic to a vertical surface.

Proof: Suppose it is. Then there exists a surfaceS′′ which is an union of fibers of̃V and which

is isotopic toS′. Choose one fiberφ included inS′′. Its intersection number witĥS is equal to
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1 and has to remain constant during the isotopy. SoS′ contains a simple closed curve whose

intersection number witĥS is equal to 1, namely the image ofφ under the isotopy. ButS′ does

not intersect̂S: contradiction.

HenceS′ is isotopic to a horizontal surface, which is a covering ofŜunder the canonical projec-

tion of Ṽ. But this is not possible sincegenus(S′) < genus(S). So,S is incompressible, which

concludes the proof of lemma 50. 2

Now, it follows from theorem 49 thatSis isotopic to either a horizontal or a vertical surface.

S does not intersect̂S, so it cannot be isotopic to a vertical surface, by the same argument as

above. SoS is isotopic to a horizontal surface. This surface is a covering ofŜ under the

canonical projection of̃V. BecauseṼ \S is connected, it follows from [69] p.17-18 that the

covering is trivial. Hence,S is isotopic to a horizontal surface which meets each fiber in one

point. It is now a classical fact that this horizontal surface can be “pushed along the fibers”

to construct an isotopy tôS (see Fig. 1.6.5). Note that, using the same argument as the one

used previously to prove that one can constructS′ such that it does not intersectŜ, the isotopy

ft , t ∈ [0,1] betweenŜ andS can be chosen so thatft(Ŝ), t ∈]0,1] never intersectŝS. SoS is

isotopic toŜ in V.

Ŝ Ŝt = ft(Ŝ) S

Figure 1.26:Pushing S tôS along the fibers of̃V .

1.7 Algorithm

In the algorithm, we take asW a set that is related to the notion of watershed from topography.

This set satisfies properties2. and3. by construction. In section 1.7.1, we give its definition,
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basic properties, and construction algorithms. Section 1.7.2 describes the meshing algorithm

itself, which ensures thatV fulfills also conditions0., 1., 2’., and4., and proves its correctness.

1.7.1 PL watersheds

We first assume that the meshT conforms toM̂, i.e. M̂ is contained in a union of triangles ofT.

We will see later how to remove this assumption, which is in contradiction with the genericity

assumptions. DefineW+ as the result of the following procedure :

Positive Watershed Algorithm

setW+ = M̂.

mark all vertices ofM̂.

while there is a positive regular unmarked vertexv of T s.t. the vertices ofLk−(v) are marked

do

setW+ = W+∪St−(v).

markv.

end while

return W+

W− is defined as the result of the same algorithm applied to− f . We setW = W+ ∪W−.

Note thatW contains no critical point off̂ . Also, positive marked vertices are exactly the

vertices ofW+.

M̂

W+

v1

v2

Figure 1.27:Construction of W+ : lower stars of regular vertices (such as v1) are added one

by one. Lower stars of critical vertices (v2) are discarded.
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Lemma 51 W collapses toM̂.

Proof. It is sufficient to show the result forW+. Let W+
i be the state ofW+ after i steps of

the algorithm, and letvi be thei-th marked vertex. AsW+
0 = M̂, the only thing we have to

show is thatW+
i+1 collapses toW+

i for all i. Let us first show thatLk−(vi) is included inW+
i .

If it is not the case, letu be the largest vertex of some simplexs of Lk−(vi) that is not inW+
i .

s is in St−(u) which is hence not included inW+
i . So u is either critical or not marked yet,

which is a contradiction sincevi is marked. SoLk−(vi)⊂W+
i . Now sincevi is regular,Lk−(vi)

collapses to a point (lemma 43). Consider a sequence of elementary collapses allowing to

collapseLk−(vi) to p and letsj ⊂ Lk−(vi), j = 1..n be the sequence of simplices defining these

elementary collapses. The simplicesconv(sj ∪ vi) and the edgepvi define a valid sequence of

elementary collapses allowing to collapseW+
i+1 = W+

i ∪St−(vi) to W+
i , which concludes the

proof. 2

One may prefer a more intrinsic definition ofW+. In the same spirit as in [47], one can

define a partial order on the vertices ofT by the closure of the acyclic relation≺ defined by

u≺ v if u∈St−(v) or u= v. We will note this order≺ again and say thatv flowsinto u whenever

u≺ v. The next lemma shows that the vertices ofW+ do not depend on the order the vertices

are considered in the construction.

Lemma 52 The vertices of W+ are exactly the positive vertices that do not flow into any posi-

tive critical point.

Proof. The vertices ofW+ have this property by construction. Letp /∈W+ be a positive vertex

and assumep does not flow into any positive critical point. In particular,p is regular. Hence,

as p /∈ W+, the lower link ofp, which is not empty, has to contain either a critical vertex or

an unmarked one. It cannot contain a critical point because asT conforms toM̂, vertices in

Lk−(p) are all non-negative, and sop would flow into a positive critical point. There is thus

an unmarked vertexp1 in Lk−(p). If p1 can be chosen positive, thenp1 satisfies the same

assumptions asp so one can definep2 in a similar way. By going on, one obtains a strictly

decreasing sequence of positive vertices, that thus has to end. Letpk its last term.Lk−(pk)

contains no positive unmarked vertices. But asT conforms toM̂, vertices inLk−(pk) are all

non-negative. As vertices of̂M are marked, we get a contradiction. 2

Note thatW is the union of simplices with all their vertices inW. As a result, we get an

intrinsic definition ofW, and not only of its vertices. From an algorithmic point of view, it may
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be efficient to examine the vertices in increasing order in the construction ofW+. One can for

instance maintain the ordered list of vertices neighboringW, always consider the first element

of this list for marking, and discard it if it cannot be marked. Indeed, withthis strategy, a vertex

that cannot be marked at some point will never be marked.

Another consequence of lemma 52, which will be useful later, goes as follows. Call c the

minimum of| f̂ (v)| = | f (v)| over all critical pointsv of f̂ .

Lemma 53 W contains all vertices whose image by| f | is smaller than c.

Proof. Let p be such that| f (p)| < c. Without loss of generality, assume thatp is positive. Any

critical pointv in which p flows satisfiesf (v) < f (p). So it cannot be positive by definition of

c : by lemma 52,p lies inW+. 2

Non conforming case. We now drop the assumption thatT conforms toM̂ and assume

genericity again. FromT andM̂ one can build a meshSthat is finer thanT, conforms toM̂, and

has all its extra vertices on̂M. Indeed, it suffices to triangulate the overlay ofM̂ andT without

adding extra vertices except those ofM̂ ∩T. This can be done as the cells of the overlay are

convex. The construction ofW described above can then be applied toS. A positive vertex of

T has its lower link inScontaining only vertices of̂M if and only if its lower link inT contains

only negative vertices. Thus, in order to find the say positive vertices ofW∩T, one can apply

the positive watershed algorithm described above toT, if at the initialization step one marks all

negative vertices having a positive neighbor instead of those ofM̂. Still, note that if a negative

critical point has a positive neighbor, then this neighbor will not bemarked by this modified

algorithm, whereas it could have been marked by the standard algorithm applied toS. However,

if we assume that vertices having a neighbor of opposite sign are regular (condition a), then

this does not happen and the resultW′ of the modified algorithm is equal toW. In our meshing

algorithm, we will not build the meshS, but rather make sure conditiona holds, and apply the

modified algorithm.

Updating W′. The intrinsic definition ofW —or W′— given above yields an efficient

way of updatingW whenT undergoes local transformations. It is sufficient to describe the

algorithm for updating the vertices ofW+. Let T1 be a mesh obtained fromT by removing

some set of tetrahedraE and remeshing the void left byE. Call A the set of positive critical

points of the linear interpolation off on T1 that lie in E. Then the vertex set of the positive

watershedW+
1 associated withT1 can be computed from the vertex set ofW+ by performing

the following two operations. To begin with, the set of vertices ofT1 that flow intoA must be
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removed fromW+ (lemma 52), which amounts to a graph traversal. Remaining vertices all

belong toW+
1 . Then, mark these vertices and apply the positive watershed algorithm loop to

get the vertex set ofW+
1 .

Remark. The presented definition of a watershed seems quite well-behaved and leads to

an easy construction algorithm, but it is not fully satisfactory. In particular, the watershed we

compute is in general strictly included in the ’true watershed’. The ’true watershed’ seems hard

to compute, though, and can intersect a triangle in a very complicated way. There might be

interesting intermediate definitions between ours and the true one, for instance based on the PL

analog of the Morse complex introduced in [46].

1.7.2 Main algorithm

Assume the critical points off are given. Theorem 44 enables us to build a mesh isotopic toM

using only one simple predicate,vanish. vanishtakes a triangle or a box and returns true iff

vanishes on that triangle or that box. We actually not even need a predicate, butrather a filter.

More precisely,vanishmay return true even iff does not vanish on the considered element, but

not the other way around. Still, we require thatvanishreturns the correct answer if the input

triangle or box is sufficiently small. Such filters can be designed using interval analysis.

Our algorithm also requires to build a refinable triangulation of space such that f̂ (resp.

∇ f̂ ) converges tof (resp.∇ f ) when the size of elements tends to 0. As noticed by Shewchuk

[110], this is guaranteed provided all tetrahedra have dihedral and planar angles bounded away

from π. In [11], Bern, Eppstein and Gilbert described an octree-based algorithm yielding

meshes whose angles are bounded away from 0. In our case, which is much easier, the desired

triangulation can simply be obtained by adding a vertex at the center of each square and each

cube of the octree, triangulating the squares radially from their center, and doing the same with

the cubes. Indeed, resulting planar and dihedral angles are all bounded away from180◦. One

can expect that this scheme does not produce too many elements upon refinement, becausethe

size of elements is allowed to change rapidly as we do not require that these have a bounded

aspect ratio (see figure 1.28). The main algorithm uses an octreeO, the associated triangulation

T, the watershedW′. We will say that two (closed) boxes ofO are neighbors if they intersect.

O is initialized to a bounding boxΩ of M. Such a bounding box can be found by computing

the critical points of the coordinate functions restricted toM, if possible, or using interval

analysis. Besides, we maintain four sets of boxes ordered by decreasing size.Critical contains

all boxes containing a critical point of̂f that is not in a box containing a critical point off .
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Figure 1.28:Octree and triangulation used in the algorithm. In this2D example, only the edges

of the triangulation of the box on the right are shown (dashed).

Indexcontains all boxes neighboring a boxb containing a critical point off and such thatf

and f̂ have different indices onb. Boundary1contains all boxes containing two neighbors -in

T- of opposite signs one of which is critical for̂f (conditiona, see paragraphNon conforming

case). Finally,Boundary2contains all boxes that contain a trianglet of ∂W′ such thatvanish(t)

is true and that are not included inW′.

Main Algorithm
Initialization RefineO until vanish(b) is false for all boxes containing at least one critical

point of f .

computeT andW′, and the four setsCritical, Boundary1, Boundary2, andIndex.

while (true) do

updateT, W′, and the four sets.

if Critical 6= /0 then

split its first element.

else ifBoundary16= /0 then

split its first element.

else ifBoundary26= /0 then

split its first element.

else if f and f̂ have different indices on some bounded component ofΩ\W′ then

split the first element ofIndex.

else

return M̂

end if
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end while

Thanks to theorem 44 applied toW′, the correctness of this algorithm almost amounts to

its termination. The only problem is thatW′ might contain some critical point off , thereby

violating condition2.. It thus seems that the definition ofW′ needs to be slightly modified. The

modification consists in taking asW′+ vertices -and the same forW′−- the positive vertices

that do not flow into positive critical points of̂f nor into vertices lying in a box containing a

positive critical point off . With this modification, lemma 51 still holds and lemma 53 holds

if one replacesc by the minimumc′ of c and the minimum of| f | on the boxes containing a

critical point of f . Also,c′ is positive asf does not vanish on these boxes.

We now show that the main algorithm terminates. First note that after the initialization step,

no box containing a critical point off is split. The magnitude of∇ f is thus larger than a certain

constantgmin on the complementC of the union of these boxes. Let us show that the size of the

boxes ofCritical that are split at some point is bounded from below. As∇ f̂ converges to∇ f ,

there is a numbers1 such that for each tetrahedron with diameter smaller thans1, ||∇ f −∇ f̂ ||
is smaller thangmin/2 on the interior of that tetrahedron. If the tetrahedron is included inC,

this implies that∇ f̂ and∇ f make an angle smaller thanπ/6.

Lemma 54 Let A⊂ R3 be such that∂A is a manifold included in C and containing no vertex

of T . Suppose that all boxes meeting∂A are smaller than s1.

Then f andf̂ have the same index on A.

Proof. Let p∈ ∂A andd(p) denote the local feature size ofp with respect to the 2-skeleton of

T, as defined -in 2D- by Ruppert [101]. Simplices ofT that meet the open ball centered atp

of radiusd(p) all share a vertexv(p) -by definition,d(p) is the largest number such that this

holds. We calldmin the minimum ofd, which is known to be positive, and setk equal to the

minimum ofdmin ande, the half of the distance from∂A to the closest box that does not meet

∂A.

Let us now consider a smooth nonnegative functionφ : R3 → R with support included in

the open ball centered at 0 of radiusk. The convolution off̂ andφ is a smooth functioñf . Let

p be a point at distance less thane from ∂A. The gradient off̃ at p is a weighted average of

the gradients of̂f at points lying in the open ball centered atp and with radiusk. All gradients

involved in this average are gradients off̂ on tetrahedra incident onv(p). Moreover, the size

of these tetrahedra is smaller thans1 becausek≤ e. As a consequence, considered gradients all
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Figure 1.29:Proof of lemma 54.

make an angle smaller thanπ/6 with the gradient off atv(p). As the weights in the average are

nonnegative, we have that the angle between∇ f̃ (p) and∇ f (v(p)) is smaller thanπ/6. Also,

the angle between∇ f (v(p)) and ∇ f (p) is less thanπ/3 since both vectors make an angle

smaller thanπ/6 with the gradient off̂ on some tetrahedron containingp andv(p). Finally,

we get that∇ f̃ (p) and∇ f (p) make a positive dot product.

Let nowU1 be a neighborhood of∂A whose closure does not contain any vertex ofT and

U2 be an open set such thatU1∪U2 = R3. We also require that the Hausdorff distance between

U1 and ∂A is smaller thane and thatU2 ∩ ∂A = /0. Denote by{u1,u2} a partition of unity

subordinate to the covering{U1,U2}. This means that fori = 1..2, ui is a non negative smooth

function defined onR3, with support inUi, and such thatu1 +u2 is identically 1. In particular,

u2 equals 1 on the complement ofU1, and vice versa. So the functiong = u2 f̂ +u1 f̃ coincide

with f̂ on R3 \U1 and with f̃ on R3 \U2 ⊃ ∂A. Now recall that∇ f̃ and∇ f make a positive

dot product on∂A. Hence the linear homotopy between both vector fields does not vanish on

∂A : by normalization, one gets a homotopy between∇ f̃/||∇ f̃ || and∇ f/||∇ f ||, considered

as maps from∂A to the unit sphere. Because the degree is invariant under homotopy [68], we

deduce that these maps have the same degree, which shows thatf and f̃ have the same index

onA. Now asg and f̃ coincide in a neighborhood of∂A, f andg have the same index onA. To

complete the proof, it thus suffices to show thatg and f̂ also have the same index onA. Now

the critical points of f̂ are critical forg, with the same index, asU1 contains no such point.

Potential other critical points ofg can only lie inU1. But the gradient ofg at any pointp of

U1 where it is defined is a convex combination of∇ f̃ (p) and∇ f̂ (p) : it thus makes a positive

dot product with∇ f (p). As a consequence, 0 is not in the convex hull of the image of a small

neighborhood ofp by ∇g, which implies thatg has index 0 atp (lemma 41). We thus proved

the announced claim. 2
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Suppose that some boxb of Critical of size smaller thans1 is split. Letv be a critical point

of f̂ included inb. All the boxes containingv are inCritical and their size is smaller thans1

since we consider boxes in decreasing order. Now the gradients off̂ on tetrahedra incident onv

all make a positive dot product with∇ f which is a contradiction with lemma 41 which implies

that v is not critical. So the conclusion is thatCritical becomes -at least temporarily- empty

after a finite number of consecutive splittings of boxes inCritical.

Now if the algorithm splits a boxb in Boundary1, thenb contains a say positive critical

point of f̂ , which belongs to a box containing a critical point off asCritical is empty. So

the maximum of| f | on b is larger than the minimum of| f | on the boxes containing a critical

point of f (i.e. c′). On the other hand,f vanishes onb sinceb contains a negative vertex. This

cannot happen if the size ofb is below a certain value, so that boxes inBoundary1cannot be

split eternally.

Suppose that the algorithm splits arbitrarily small boxes inBoundary2. If a small enough

box b is split, thenb contains a trianglet of W′ on which f vanishes. So, if the size ofb is

small enough, the maximum of| f | on b will be smaller thanc′. By lemma 53, all vertices ofb

belong toW′ sob⊂W′ which is a contradiction. Thus the size of split boxes inBoundary2is

also bounded from below.

To complete the proof of termination, we need to prove thatIndexdoes not contain too

small boxes. This is true by applying lemma 54 to small offsets of the boxes containing critical

points of f . Finally :

Theorem 55 The main algorithm returns an isotopic piecewise linear approximationof M.

Furthermore, if one wishes to guarantee that the Hausdorff distance betweenM and its

approximation is less than sayε, it suffices to modify the positive watershed algorithm so as to

control that the width ofW is smaller thanε, thanks to theorem 44.

1.8 Conclusion

We have given an algorithm that approximates regular level sets of a given function with piece-

wise linear manifolds having the same topology. Moreover, our algorithm can be modified so

as to ensure geometric closeness in the Hausdorff sense. Though no implementation has been

carried out yet, we believe that it should be rather efficient due to the simplicity of the involved

predicates and the relative coarseness of the required space decomposition.
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The main drawback of our algorithm is that it requires, as is, the knowledgeof the critical

points of the considered function. A closer look shows that we almost only need to find a set

of boxes containing all the critical points, and on which the function doesnot vanish. This

task, corresponding to the initialization step in the main algorithm, can bedone in a certified

way using interval analysis. Once this is done, the only remaining problem is to compute the

index of the function on these boxes in a robust way. In a forthcoming version of this work,

we will show how this can be done in the framework of interval analysis, thereby giving a

complete solution to the problem. Also, we plan to adapt the algorithm to the case of surfaces

with boundaries, which is useful for instance when one wants to study the considered level set

inside a user-specified bounding box.
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Conclusion

Surface discretization is a broad area of research, raising a variety of problems of seemingly

different natures. A global treatment of this topic, analogous to sampling theory for signals,

still seems out of reach. In this thesis, we have studied three particular problems related to

surface discretization : the construction of conforming Delaunay triangulations, the estimation

of the curvature tensor of a smooth surface from an approximating mesh, and the polygonaliza-

tion of implicit surfaces with guaranteed topology. Our work on these topics leaves many gaps

wide open.

We have designed a certified algorithm building conforming Delaunay triangulations hav-

ing a reasonable number of vertices, which is an improvement on previous methods. Still,

obviously, the meshes produced by our algorithm are not competitive forthe main application

of 3D meshing, namely finite elements simulations. In particular, we do not control the grading

of elements, nor their shape and orientation, which crucially determine the accuracy of simu-

lations. A challenging problem could be to adapt the ideas introduced in partII chapter 4 for

anisotropic surface remeshing to the problem of 3D mesh generation.

In part II, we have shown how the notion of curvature tensor could be generalized to non-

necessarily smooth surfaces, such as polyhedra. This generalization consists in a tensor-valued

measure, which we call anisotropic curvature measure. As most important result, we have

proved that these anisotropic curvature measures behave nicely under approximations. In par-

ticular, a high resolution mesh of a smooth surface will have anisotropic curvature measures

close to the ones of the smooth surface. In part III, we have given an algorithm yielding topolog-

ically correct polygonal approximations of implicitly defined surfaces. This algorithm outputs

the zero-set of the linear interpolation of the function considered on a well-chosen mesh. Its

correctness relies on a result ensuring the existence of an isotopy between the zero-set of a
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smooth function and the one of its linear interpolation on a mesh, under certain conditions on

the mesh.

The Parts II and III, though focusing on different problems, thus belongto the same line of

research : given an “object” defined both in the smooth and the piecewise linear setting, such as

anisotropic curvature measures for surfaces or level-sets for real functions, what discretization

conditions should one require in order to guarantee that the smooth “object” is “close” to its PL

analog? From a practical point of view, this line of research is motivated by the increasing need

to process discretized objects. On a more fundamental side, we believe it can also provide a

deeper understanding of each of the geometric problems considered. As a possibleperspective,

many other geometric objects could be studied along these lines : conformal parameterizations,

geodesics, Morse complexes, or Reeb graphs for example.

The discretization condition used in part II to ensure the accuracy of curvature estimation

requires not only that the smooth surface and its PL approximation are close in the Hausdorff

sense, but also that the normals to both objects are close. Similarly, the proofof correctness of

our implicit surface polygonalization algorithm requires that the considered implicit function

and its PL approximation have close -or rather not too different- gradients. As a consequence,

our result are limited to the approximation of smooth objects. In particular, they do not handle

noisy data. Still, for instance, there should exist a notion of curvature behaving continuously

under corruption by noise, at least up to a certain noise intensity. Indeed, everybody agrees that

the curvature of a lens can be defined in very accurate way, whereas at the atomic scale, the

surface of a lens is highly irregular. This example suggests that a definition of curvature robust

against noise might be found in a multi-resolution framework. A satisfactory multi-resolution

framework for discrete geometric objects would be of great interest in many respects. Some at-

tempts were made to adapt wavelet theory to surfaces, but many classical properties ofwavelets

are then lost. Another possible track would be to adapt scale-space theory to triangulated sur-

faces. Finally, a very attractive track, and also more intrinsically geometric, could be to use

ideas of Edelsbrunner et al. [45] on persistence of critical points. It has already beensuggested

that persistence could be used for level-set denoising. We believe this concept could prove

helpful in other situations as well.
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QUELQUES PROBLÈMES LIÉS À LA DISCRÉTISATION DES SURFACES

Un nombre croissant d’applications nécessite d’opérer des traitements algorithmiques sur

des objets tridimensionnels. Le plus souvent, ceux-ci sont représentés par des surfaces tri-

angulées. Cette thèse aborde trois problèmes posés par la manipulation de ces surfaces. On

donne d’abord un algorithme qui, étant donnée une surface triangulée, construit une triangula-

tion de Delaunay volumique la contenant comme sous-complexe. De telles triangulations sont

utiles par exemple pour le calcul scientifique. Puis, on définit une généralisation de la courbure

s’appliquant à des surfaces non nécessairement lisses, donc en particulier aux surfaces trian-

gulées, et on étudie sa stabilité. Celle-ci est ensuite utilisée dans un algorithmede remaillage

de surfaces triangulées visant à optimiser le rapport complexité/distortion. Enfin, on donne un

algorithme de maillage de surfaces implicites garantissant que l’approximation produite a la

même topologie que la surface initiale.

Mots-clefs : surfaces triangulées, géométrie différentielle, topologie différentielle, approxi-

mation.

TOPICS IN SURFACE DISCRETIZATION

A rapidly growing number of applications requires to deal with three-dimensional objects

on a computer. These objects are usually represented by triangulated surfaces. This thesis

addresses three problems one encounters when dealing with such surfaces. We first givean al-

gorithm which builds a volumic Delaunay triangulation containing a given triangulated surface

as a sub-complex. Such triangulations are useful for numerical simulations for instance. Then,

we introduce a generalization of curvature which applies to non-necessarily smooth objects,

thus in particular to triangulated surfaces, and we study its stability. This generalization is then

used to design an algorithm for remeshing triangulated surfaces while aiming toreach an op-

timal complexity/distortion ratio. Finally, we give an algorithm for meshing implicit surfaces

which guarantees that the output has the same topology as the input surface.

Keywords : Triangulated Surfaces, Differential Geometry, Differential Topology, Approxi-

mation.
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